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Experimental aerodynamic investigations were made during November 1970 in the
 
MSFC 14 x 14 inch wind tunnel on a Saturn S-IC booster coupled to a Grumman
 
c-4 orbiter for the purposes of:
 
a) determining the downwash on 900 f&, 30 degree oriented S-IC fins 
b) determining the optimum attachment angle of orbiter to booster 
c) evaluating booster fin orientation 
d) determining directional stability 
e) determining orbiter wing loads and horizontal tail effectiveness 
f) determining the effectiveness of wing spoilers in reducing downwash 
g) evaluating effects of the strong back, and orbiter wing incidence 
angle. 
Data were collected over a Mach number range from 0.6 to 1.96 at angles of
 
attack varying from -130 to 130 at zero degrees sideslip and from -20 to
 
190 sideslip at zero degrees angle of attack. Six component force and moment
 






Table I presents the range of test variables at which data were recorded and
 
gives some estimate of the data accuracy.
 
Trip strips used in the test were #120 grit, 0.06 inch wide located at 10%
 
chord aft of the leading edge on all aerodynamic surfaces (see Figure 1). The 
nose of the orbiter has a trip strip .06 inch wide with #120 grit located 10% 
orbiter length aft of the nose tip. 
The model was sting mounted in the tunnel as depicted in Figure 1. Pitch ru.
 
were made with the model upright while sideslip runs were made in the tunnel
 
.
pitch plane with the sting and model rolled 900

Base pressures were measured in three locations as shown in Figure 13. 
The orbiter was attached to the booster with an orbiter sting. The variable 
orbiter incidence settings of -40, -20, -1.050, and 0o were obtained by pivot­
ing the orbiter about a pin at the launch C.G. and setting the angle with pins 
through the body and orbiter sting. 




Horizontal tail incidence settings of -50 and 00 were obtained using wedged 
shims and a loose fitting bolt pattern. 
2 
The strongback was attached to the orbiter by bolts. The gap between the­
orbiter and booster was faired with red wax.
 
The booster body fin combinations were varied using boosters with or without
 
the fins brazed into permanent locations.
 
Spoilers were simulated by attaching 1/8 inch key stock pieces,-O.7 inch long
 
to the top surface of the wing with epoxy. The leading edge of the spoilers
 
was located on the 15 percent chord line and ran 40 percent of the distance
 






TEST MSFC TWT 470 
REYNOLDS NUMBER DYNAMIC PRESSURE STAGNATION TEMPERATURE 
MACH NUMBER per unit length (pounds/sq. inch) (degrees Fahrenheit)
 
8.5xlOU 	 7.3 100OF (Nominal)0.60 
7.7xl0 6 	 9.00.90 
1.00 7.2x106 	 9.0 
1.10 6.8xio6 	 9.0
 
1.20 6.6txl 6 	 9.0
 
61.46 6.9xlO	 10.0 
1.96 6.9xlO6 	 10.0 
1.30 6.4xlO6 	 9.0
 
BALANCE UTILIZED: MSFC 4226 
DATA 	 COEFFICIENT
 
CAPACITY: 	 ACCURACY: TOLERANCE: 
NF 150 lbs 	 + 0.5% 












The 	above accuracies are based on repeatability of data runs and re-runs during 
this test.­
* Data inaccuracies for this test were compounded by: 




b. 	Incomplete balance temperature compensation.
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 NASA-MSF -MAF 
DATA REDUCTION
 
A six component internal strain gage balance was utilized to measure the aero­
dynamic forces and moments acting on the model. The loads have been reduced
 
to coefficient form using the following reference values:
 
Sref = booster body X-sectional area 1.396 in2 
iref = bref = booster body diameter 1.333 inches
 
Ab = booster base area = 1.039 in2
 
1.131 in2
 Acav = booster balance cavity area = 
Moment dataare reduced about a reference C.G. location which is on the longi­
tudinal centerline at model station 5.264 (booster base is station 0.249
 
Model base and balance cavity area pressures were recorded during these tests
 
and are presented in the plots. Axial force coefficients are presented both
 







0 = Orbiter Body Drawing No. 518MOD411 (Figure 3) 
B = S-IC Body Drawing No. GDC 383-4 (Figure 9) 
W = Orbiter Wing Drawing No. 518MOD412 (Figure 4) 
W1 = Orbiter Wing Drawing No. 518MOD412 with spoilers added (Figure 5) 
H = Orbiter Horizontal Tail Drawing No. 518MOD413 (Figure 6)
 
V = Orbiter Vertical Tail Drawing No. 518MOD413 (Figure 6)
 
F1 = S-IC 900 ft2 Fins Each Mounted at ±300 Angle from horizontal
 
Drawing GC 383-12 ,(Figure 10)
 
F2 = S-IC 900 ft2 Fins Each Mounted at ±450 Angle from horizontal
 
(PHIB = 00) Drawing GDC 383-12 (Figure 11)
 
S = Strongback Drawing GDC 383-9 (Figure 12)
 

















BF2OWHVS PHIB = 00
 

















-40 	 -400 '
 
WING INCIDENCE 
NOMINAL LEFT TIP RIGHT TIP BOTTOM 
20 	 1.20 0.60
 
'








-50 -4.60 -5.50 -5056
 
00 +0.20 -0.20 -59'
 
NOTE: 	 These angles were measured using an optical comparator. 
It was not possible to define a tip reference chord for 




GEML DESCRIPTION: O00O33' (0GSCALE S-1 01 BODWTER" 


























Base "T'1'TKL -CAV 
SOLID. ?AE 










IWDEL COMPONT: BODY -0 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: .O03'3G(G SCNLE GRUMM N C-4 ORBITER 
DRAINGINMIR-: B3 LO2O-5C- 51B MD 4 1 
DIMENSIONS: FULL-SCALE NOVEL SCALE 
Length 14-GO IN 5,150 IN 
Max. Width 402.IN I Z.-IN 









MODEL COMPONENT: \N) N G - V4 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: .00 (oG SC NLE GRUM'AAU ORB17ER 
DRAWING NUMBER: O5O4- 534LO\18 MOD 41Z 







INzPlanform H6_0F __._ 
Wetted 
Span (equivalent) 7 4,7 Z (e I 
Aspect Ratio. bl 













Sweep Back Angles, degrees
 




0.25 Element Line 146 
Chords: 
Root (Wing Sta. 0.0) 7 9.1 Fl7 IN. 
Tip, (equivalent) 3 
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC 
W.P. of .25 MAC
 


















Root 24J- TFT 




Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC I
 
W.P. of .25 MAC 7_t?_Z___ 
_____-B.L. of .25 MAC Zt5 IN 
NOTE: FUt $'.ATION REFERENCE TO ORBITER 
i-1l 
MODEL COMPONENT: H- HORIZONTAU-Tk _
 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: 0,.033 6b SCALE GPU W\W C- ORBITER 
DRAWING NUMBER: EP4 LQ\ -5O04 5 1B MOD-I
 





















Taper Ratio .____ 
Diehedral Angle, degrees 

















Root (Wing Sta. 0.0) 1____8-1[_Tip, (equivalent) ' ,. IN 
MAC I-" 
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC 1051-1 
W.P. of .25 MAC
 
















Root rv-I IN 
Tip '4 INMAC
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC 
W.P. of .25 MAC-

B.L. of .25 MAC z03I1N
 
NOTE,.FU$, ETATON REFErENCF TO OR51TER
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HML CWMNT: V- "VFRT1CNL TAIL"'­
aIN mIE1ion: D,00 36 6 SCALE GRFUMMM4 £4-ORB1TE R 
DRAWING NUMBER: - t34,-LO90-5O'-- 5 15 MOD 413 




























Sweep Back Angles, degrees
 












Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC
 
W.P. of .25 MAC A OVE FRL- 6_t 











Area 535 FT2 ,765 INZ 
Span, (equivalent) - - jI,07 lN-
Aspect Ratio 
Taper Ratio Z .4 
Chords 
Root 3cishI 1.037 IN 
Tip Gn T44Z 
MAC . IN 
Fus. Sta. of..25 MAC ABOVE 
-20
4;P.-of .25 MAC NL.AoVE 77 l.ABOVE
 
-
______B.LP. -of" .25 MAC 
B.L. of .25 MAC 0.0 FRL 0,0 FI..
 
NOTE' FUB. STATION REFERENCE TO ORPITER 
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MOEL COMPONENT: PIN - P , r2 
GENERA DSCRIPTIO:O.'OZ2(,G S-C LE DOC FT- FINS 
Ft MOUNTED XNT +SoF. IOUNTEU AT ,'30 
oRAWING NUMBER: 
DIMENSIONS: PCM7F1N 47 71-F\& FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE 
TOTAL DATA -. 
AreaPlanform 1,54 1 IN" 
Wetted _. I 
Span.(equivalent) 
Aspect Ratio 
Rate of Taper 
Taper.Ratio 
Diehedral Angle, degrees 
Incidence Angle, degrees 
Aerodynamic Twist, degrees 
Toe-In Angle 
Cant Angle 
sweep Back Angles, degrees 
Leading Edge 
Trailing Edge 








Root (Wing Sta. 0.0) 
Tip, (equivalent) 
MAC 
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC 
W.P. of .25 MAC 


















Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC 
W'P. of .25 MAC 
B.L. of-.25 MAC-IN. 
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DATA SET SCHD. PARAMETERS/VALUES NO. MAC{ NUMBERS (RA 
E V I L 
_. 
fR - /.EES A T T I EP 
:DENTIFIEB CONFIGURATION 
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DATA SET DESCRIPTOR 
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The Marshall Space Flight Center 14" x 14" Trisonic Wind Tunnel is an inter­
mittent blowdown tunnel which operates by high pressure air flowing from stor­
age to either vacuum or atmospheric conditions. A Mach number range from .2
 
to 5.85 is covered by utilizing two interchangeable test sections. The
 
transonic section permits testing at Mach 0.20 through 2.50, and the super­
sonic section permits testing at Mach 2.74 through 5.85. Mach numbers between
 
.2 and .9 are obtained by rising a controllable diffuser. The range from .95
 
to 1.3 is achieved through-the use of plenum suction and perforated walls.
 
Mach numbers of 1.44, 1.93 and 2°50 are produced by interchangeable sets of
 
fixed contour nozzle blocks. Above Mach 2.50 a set of fixed contour nozzle
 
blocks are tilted and translated automatically to produce any desired Mach
 
number in .25 increments.
 
Air is supplied to a 6000 cubic foot storage tank at approximately -400 F dew
 
point and 500 psi. The compressor is a three-stage reciprocating unit driven
 
by a 1500 hp motor.
 
The tunnel flow is established and controlled with a servo actuated gate
 
valve. The controlled air flows through the valve diffuser into the stilling
 
chamber and heat exchanger where the air temperature can be controlled from
 
ambient to approximately 1800F. The air then passes through the test section
 
which contains the nozzle blocks and test region.
 
Downstream of the test section is a hydraulically controlled pitch sector 
that provides a total angle of attack range of 200 ( ± 100 ). Sting offsets 
are available for obtbining various maximum angles of attack up to 250. 
17
 
The diffuser section has movable floor and ceiling panels which are the pri­
mary means of controlling the subsonic Mach numbers and permit more efficient 
running supersonically. The sector assembly and supersonic diffuser telescope 
into the subsonic diffuser to allow easy access to the model and test section. 
Tunnel flow is exhausted through an acoustically damped tower to atmosphere
 
or into the vacuum field: of 42,000 cubic feet. The vacuum tanks are evacuated
 
by vacuum pumps driven by a total of 500 hp.
 
Data is recorded by a solid state digital data acquisition system. The digi­
tal data is transferred to punched cards during the run to be reduced later
 
by a computer to proper coefficient form.
 
The tunnel components and performance are discussed in more detail in NASA
 








SYMBOL SYMBOL DEFINITION 
Ab base area; m ft" in' 
a speed of sound;'m/sec, ft/sec 
AR ASPECT aspect ratio, b2/S 
b REF1 wing span or reference span; m, ft, in 
c wing chord; m, ft, in 
o wing mean aerodynamic chord or reference 
chord; m, ft, in 
c. g. center of gravity 
C.P. center of pressure 
CA CA axial force coefficient, FA/qSfre 
CAB base axial force coefficient, [ (Pw -pb) /q I 
b (Ab/Sref) 
CA CAF forebody axial force coefficient, C - C 
CD CDTOTL drag force coefficient in the wind axis 






















drag force coefficient in the stability axis 
system, F/q Sref 
lift force coefficient (stability or wind axis) 
FL/q Sref 
rolling momeit coefficient in body axis 
system, M,/q S b 
rolling moment coefficient in the stability 
axis system, Mx, s/q Sref b 
rolling moment coefficient in the wind axis 
system, M q Sf b 
pitching moment coefficient in the body axis 
system, M1 q Sref I ref 
-pitching moment coefficient in the stability
axis system, C = C 
m~s mn 
pitching moment coefficient in the wind axis 
system, My, w/q Sref t ref 
normal force coefficient in the body axis 





SYMBOL SYMBOL DEFINITION 
C CYN yawing moment coefficient in the body axis
system, M /q S f 
z ref ref
 
C cLN yawing moment coefficient in the stability
 




C CLN yawing moment coefficient in the wind axis
 
n, w system, Mz, wq Sref 'ref
 




C CY side force coefficient (body or stability axis
 
y system), F/q Sref
 




FA axial force; N, lb
 
D drag force in wind axis system; N, lb
 
FD drag force in the stability axis system; N, lb 
FL lift force (stability or wind axis system) ; N, lb 





















side force; N, lb 
normal to axial force ratio 
reference length; m, ft, in 
lift-to-drag ratio, CL/CD (stability axis 
system) 
lift-to-drag ratio, CL/CD (wind axis system) 
Mach number
 
abbreviation for moment reference point
 












rolling moment in the body axis system;
N-m, ft-lb 







SYMBOL SYMBOL DEFINITION 
M 	 rolling moment in the wind axis system;
x,w 	 N-m, it-lb 
M pitching moment in the body (or stability)
 
axis system; N-m, ft-lb
 








M yawing moment in the wind axis system;
 
zw 	 N-m, ft-lb 
p 	 static pressure; N/m 2 ; psi 
P 	 total pressure; N/m 2 ; psiI 




RN/L RN/L 	 Reynold's number per unit length; million/ft. 
wing area; m2 , ftZS 
Sref 	 REFS reference area; m2 , it2' in 2 
T 	 temperature; OK, °C, OR, OF
 









SYMBOL SYMBOL 	 DEFINITION 








a ALPHA 	 angle of attack, angle between the projection 
of the wind Xw-axis on the body X, Z-plane 
and the body X-axis; deg 
BETA 	 sideslip angle, angle between the wind Xw-axis 
and the projection of this axis on the body 
X-Z-plane; deg 
7y 	 ratio of specific heats 
r 	 DIHDRL wing dihedral angle; deg 
B 	 control surface deflection angle; deg 
positive deflections are: 
AILRON aileron - left aileron trailing edge down 
ELEVTR elevator - trailing edge down 
RUDDER rudder - trailing edge to the left 
FLAP flap - trailing edge down 
TAB - tab - trailing edge down with respect 
to control surface 
3 ,




SYMBOL SYMBOL 	 DEFINITION 
e 	 pitch angle, angle of rotation about the body 
Y-axis, positive when the positive Z-axis is 
rotated toward the positive X-axis; deg 
* 	 PHI roll angle, angle of rotation about the body X­
axis, positive when the positive Y-axis is 
rotated toward the positive Z-axis; deg 
PSI 	 yaw angle, angle of rotation about the body 
Z-axis, positive when the positive X-axis is 
rotated toward the positive Y-axis; deg 























elevator or elevpn 
flap 
rudder or ruddervator 
stability axis system 
tail, or total conditions 
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ORBITER HORIZONTAL TAIL HIi 
VERTIAL TAIL - V 
FIGURE 6 
B00 
ORBITER ASSEMELy- OT4EV T 
FIGURE 7 
.7 






S-IC BODY - B 
FIMUR 9 






4.S90 -jt I.2A3 










BASE TESSJBB TAP LOCATIONSFIGURE 13 
DATA PLOT INDEX
 





DATASETS DEPENDENT INDEPFNDEMT PLOT PAGE-.....
 
PLOTTED VARIABLE VARIARLE BFGINNING / ENDING
 
J2qol! cN ALPHA I I 
2 oT ftM ............ ALPH *.... 2 2 
J24O1 CAF ALPHA 3 3 
J21402! CN ALPHA 14 44 
J214021 CLM ALPHA 5S
 
-iv
J24021 CAF ALPHA A 

"-SFC TWT q70 LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERtSTIc , Ft*NS Nt nRRIMC=-.,fO
 
..----. EP1ERDENT vxRwIAstE" Vs -tNEPENDETr -tARTABLFr,
"
 
S- -DATASETS DEPENDENT INDEPeNDENT PLOT PAGE - -
PLOTTED VARIABLE VARIABLE BFGINNING / ENDING 
7 7
J24031 cN ALPHA 

j2403UI CLN " ALPHA a 
9
J2*4031 CAF ALPHA 9 

MSFC TWT 470 , LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTIcs, FINS AN, ORRINC.x--4 
0EPEW0ENT VARTABLE VS -TNOEPFUUENVT VARTABLF, 
D.ATASETS DEPENDENT INDEPENDFNT PLOT'PAGE.
 
PLOTTED VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING
 
J2q041 EN ALPHA 10 10 
j2.. . L . AL ..... .. .- -- --- FT ­
12 12J2qO4I CAF ALPHA 

46­




DATASETS DEPENDENT INDEPENnENiT PLfT PAGE
 
PLOTTED VARIABLE VARIABLE RrGINN!NG / ENDING
 
J2qOS CN ALPHA 13 13
 
j2qOSI CLM kOHA" .14 fq-

J24051 CAF ALPHA 15 15
 
MSFC TWT 47a LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICSt FINS nFFp ORBINC=-2,O
 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE VS IT EP-ENENT VAR-ABLE,
 
DATASETS DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
PLOTTED VARIABLE VARIABLE BFGINNING / ENDING
 
J2q06| CN ALPHA 16 16
 
J2q0&6 CLM .-A..VkA 17 17
 
J2ql6l CAF ALPHA 18 18
 
MSFC TWrT q70 LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERTSTICC, FINS oFF ORBINC=-qO
 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE V INDrFPE ErFTTVARTBLE,
 
DATASETS DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
PLOTTED VARIABLE VARIABLE BFnINNING / ENDING
 
J2q071 cN ALPHA 1*9 19
 
j290 7 1 tLM -ACp"A -- 2n 20
 








DATASETS DEPENDENT INDEPEDFNT PLOT PAGE
 
PLOTTED VARIABLE VARIABLE BFGINNING / ENDING
 
23
A24081 CN ALPHA 22 

A2"AOB1 CLM 'N--O-HA .... 21 '25 
A2qOB0 CAF ALPHA 26 27 
MSFC TWT 470 LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS,. FINS ON, HTAILO-SO 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE VS InDEPENnF TYARTAti 
DATASETS DEPENDENT INDEPFNDEmT PLOT PAGE 
PLOTTED VARIABLE VARIABLE BFGINNING / ENDING 
J2q091 cN ALPHA 28 28 
J21409 1 cC1 - ALPHA 29 29 
J214091 CAF ALPHA 30 30 
-ISFC TWT '470 LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICSi MING AND FINS OFF
 
DEPENDENT VARtABtE VS tNt-FVPlEF"ET Vt'TASLF
 
DATASETS DEPENDENT INDEPENDIT PLOT PAGE 
PLOTTED VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING 
A244101 CN ALPHA 31 31 
A24101 CLH ... A t--- -37 -" 32-.... 
A24101 CAF ALPHA 33 33 
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MSFC TWT 	47n LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, TING OFF
 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE VS rNDEPEnIENT VAWTALTr,
 
DATASETS DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PA(F
 
PLOTTED VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING
 
A244111. CN ALPHA 34 V4
 
A24111 CLM .AL0A 35 35
 
A24111 CAF ALPHA 36 36
 




DATASETS DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
PLOTTED VARIABLE VARIABLE RFGINNING / ENDING
 
A24121 CN ALPHA 37 37
 
A2'4121 CLM" ALPHA 38 38
 
A24121 CAF ALPHA 39 39
 
CRUCIFORM FINS, PHIBO
MSFC TWT 	47n LONGITUDLINAL CHARACTERsTiT 

DEPENDENT VARIABLE VS iNPEKENT-VARIABLt-

DATASETS DEPENDENT INDFPENDENT PLnT PAGE
 
PLOTTED VARIABLE VARIABLE REGINNING / ENDING
 
A24131 CN ALPHA 40 '40
 
A24131 CLM AL0NA .... 41 q'i
 





NSFC TWT 470 LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTIcR, WING mnCncENF a 2.D
 
DEPENDENT VARI-ABLE Vr--t-NvPnlDIqT Yk-Vrlttv-

DATASETS DEPENDENT INDEPENnENT PLOT.PAGE
 
PLOTTED VARIABLE VARIABLE BFGINNING / ENDING
 
A2q41ql CN ALPHA 
 43 43
 
A241q1 cLM' KEH --.. I... 4
.... q -
A29141 CAF, ALPHA 45 46 
-HSFC TWT '470 LONGITUDINAL-CHKRACTERIST-IC, STRONGRACK OFF
 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE V-fftEPENnT VWWA~tF,
 
DATASETS nEPENDENT 
- INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE 
PLOTTED VARIABLE VARI'AALE BEGINNING / ENDING 
A2141SI cN ALPHA 44 46 
A24fIS" CLH ALPHA 47 47 
A2415I1 CAF ALPHA 148 48 
MSFC TWT 470 LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICt WING SPOILERS
 
DEPENDENT "VARTASLE VS tNDEPEUI tNT WlRjABLEg" 
DATASETS DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
PLOTTED VARIABLE VARIABLE RrGINNING'/ ENDING
 
A24161 -CN ALPHA 149 s 
O2'I 61--- cAHCT Sl-
A24161 CAP ALPHA 53 r*4 
50
 
MSFC TWT 470 LONGITUDINAL STABILITY, FINS ON9 ORRINCOf 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE VS DFPENDE" VARTE-LP, 
DATASETS DEPENDENT - DEPENDENT PLOT PAGE 
PLOTTED VARIABLE VARIARLF BFGINNING / ENDING 
J214nl CN CLH 55 55 
j24021 CNi C ..... S- 56 




DATASETS DEPENDENT DEPNENT PLOT PAGE
 
PLOTTED VARIABLE VARIABLE BPGINNING / ENDING
 
J2q031 CN CLM S7 57
 
MSFC TWT q70 LONGITUDINAL STABILITY, FINS ON, ORRINC,-'.o
 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE VS DEP'EWnDPJT VARIARLF,
 
DATASETS DEPENDENT DEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
PLOTTED VARIABLE VARIARLE BFGINNING / ENDING
 
J24O4I cm CLM 58 58
 
MSFC TWT 	470 LONGITUDINAL STABILITY, FINS OFF, ORINCNCOn
 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE VS OpErnENTT 'vRrATLr,
 
DATASETS DEPENDENT DEPENDEIT PLOT PAGE
 
PLOTTED VARIABLE VARIABLE BFGINtIING I ENDING
 




S4C TWT '70 LONGITUDINAL STASILITY. FINS OF7, ORfPTNC-t,. 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE VS OEP-NDE1ET -VARt L.r, 
DATASETS DEPENDENT OEPrNDENT PLOT PACE 
PLOTTED VARIABLE VARIARLE BFGINNING I ENDING 
J24061 CN CLM &0 60 
MSFC TWT 70 LONGITUDINAL STBEIJTY, FINS OFF# ORBI'NCu.4.
 
DEPENDENT VARIALE VS"rF EJoA)T-"RT-rWLF
 
DATASETS DEPENDENT -DEpFNDEiT PLOT PAGE
 
PLOTTED VARIABLE VARIABLE BFGINNING I ENDING
 
J244071 CN CLN 6I 61
 
MSFC TWT q70 LONGITUDINAL STABILITY, ON, ORBRNC -I*rl
 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE VS -r'PErxENT-VARIABLE,
 
DATASETS DEPENDENT DEpENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
PLOTTED VARIABLE VARIABLE BFGINNING / ENDING
 
A29 081 cN CLM 62 63
 
MSFC TWT 470 LONGITUDINAL STABILITY, ElN ON; HTAILo-SoO
 
DEPENDENT VAR-iAPLE VS-- DOrP-EtNT--V-AR-A tL-
DATASETS DEPENDENT nEPENDENT PLOT -AGE' 
PLOTTED VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING 








DEPENDENT VARIALE--VS -rp r gfEnr VTfAlLt
 
DATASETS DEPENDENT DEPENDENT PLOT PAGE 
PLOTTED VARIABLE VARIABLE BFGINNING / ENDING 
A2qIOI CN CLM 66 65 
MSFC TWT 	q7d LONGITUDINAL STABILITY, WINWG OFF
 
DEPtNdENT VARIABLE -'VS --D-P"tMTENT -V-tRrmLr,
 
DATASETS DEPENDENT DEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
PLOTTED VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING
 
A214I11 CN CLM 	 66 66
 
MSFC TWT 	470 LONGITUDINAL.STABILITY, CRUCIFnRM FTNS, PHIB45
 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE 'VS 1,P-EbET-'fR "-BLFr
 
DATASETS DEPENDENT DEPENDFNT PLOT PAGE
 
PLOTTED VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING
 
A2141 2 1 CN CLM 	 67 67
 




DATASETS DEPENDENT DEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
PLOTTED VARIABLE VARIABLE BFGINNING / ENDING
 




MSFC TWT 	470 LONGITUDINAL STABILITY, WING INCIDENCE = 2.0 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE VS 'DFFENENwrVARrA-BLrt" 
DATASETS DEPENDENT DEPENDENT PLOT pAGE
PLOTTED VARTkBLE VARIABLE BFVINNING / ENDING
 
A2qiil CN CLM 69 69
 
MSPC TWT 470 LONGITUDINAL STABILITY. STRONGBACK OFF
 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE VS rPENDrNT VAkrABtr, 
DATASETS DEPENDENT DEP'ENDFNT PLOT PAGE-
PLOTTED VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING 
A2II CN CLM 70 70 
MSFC TWT 470 LONGITUDINAL STABILITY, WING SPOILERS
 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE VS DbrNEt-N RrttE, .......
 
DATASETS DEPENDENT DEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
PLOTTED VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING
 
7! 72




MSFC TWT 970 LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTIcS, I
FNS ON, nRAIN!Co.O
 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE VS-tNDEPTN'EWT VARTtRLF,
 
DATASETS DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE 
PLOTTED VARIABLE VARIABLE BrGTNNING / ENDING 
J2qfl! CP81 ALPHA 73 73 
J2401t CPB2 . .ALPHA - 7q 7q 
J2qOI1 CPCAV ALPHA 7S 76 
J214021 CPB! ALOHA 76 76 
J?1021 CPB2 ALPHA 77 77 
J24q021 CPCAV ALPHA 78 7B 
MSFC TW T 47f LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS; FINS ON, nRRINC=-2*f
 
DEPENDENT VAR-iABLE VS TNDFWPENENT-VA-R-ABEF
 
DATASETS DEPENDENT INDEPENOENT" PLOT PAGE
 
PLOTTED VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING
 
J214031 cPBI ALPHA 79 79
 
J2'4031 cPB2 ALPHA -- 8s 8o 
J2qO3! CPCAV ALPHA I 8!
 
MSFC TWT q70 LONGITUDINAL CHARACTRTSTTC, FTINS ON, nRRINCs-q.O
 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE VS rNfrrFENryENT VAR!ABLE't
 
DATASETS DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
PLOTTED VARIABLE VARIABLE BVG!NNING / ENDING
 
J2qO'l CPB! ALPHA 82 82 
J24O'$4 CPB2 "ALr1HA 83 83 
J2qO! CPCAV ALPHA 81 89 
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MSFC TW'T 470 LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, FINS nFF, ORSINCwnfO 
DEPFNDENT VARIABLE VS tftENftlNT-V-IAt E.
 
DATASETS DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGF
 
PLOTTED VARIABLE VARIABLE BFG!NNING / ENDING
 
J2qOSI cPBt ALPHA 85 85
 
J2qnS CP2 ALPHA BA 86
 
J24OI CPCAV ALPHA 87 87
 
MSFC TwT 70 LONG'!TIIDINAL CHARACTERSTICS, FINS niFF, ORiYNCs-2,O
 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE VS rNDrPENnE-WT-V-ARTrLt
 
DATASETS DEPENDENT INDEPENEw'T PLOT PAGE
 
PLOTTED VARIABLE VARIABLE BrGINNING / ENDING-

J2qnl CPBI ALPHA 88 88
 
J24061 cPB2 ALPHA 89 89
 
J2q061 CPCAV ALPHA qn 90
 
MSFC TWT '70 LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICSP TNS OFF, ORBINC=-O
 
DEPENDENT VAR rABLE Vq "INDErrlnENT-VIRIABLE,
 
DATASETS DEPENDENT INDEPENDEmT PLOT PAGE 
PLOTTED VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING 
J24071 CPBI ALPHA 91 91 
j240 7 1 CP82 AL U.. . . . . 92.92... 
J2L4071 CPCAV ALPHA 93 93 
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MSFC TwT 	47D LONSITIJOINAL CHARACTRITTICt rtNS ON, qR8INCw-tI05
 
DEPENDENT VAq7ABRf- l "
-'trn"ttENr VAtyr-

OAT-ASETS DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
SRGINNING / ENDING
PLOTTED VARIABLE VARIABLE 





A2q4lB CPS2 "AH A 
A248t CPCAV ALP4A 98 99 
MSFC TT 	470 LONGITUDINAL CHARAC-TERIST!CS, FINS ON, HTAtLm-5.0
 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE V' ItStENttt1T"*kRTk"tt.--"
 
DATASETS DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
PLOTTED VARIABLE VARIABLE BGINNING / ENDING
 
J2409i cPBI ALPHA IOr 10 
j24091 CPB2 - ALPWA ... . rI r'I 
J2qgl CPCAV ALPHA tO2 102 




DATASETS DEPENDENT INn-rPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
PLOTTED VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING
 
j(1 	 103
A241O CPBI ALPHA 








MSFc TWT 470 LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, WING OFF
 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE VS INDEPENDENT VARIABLE, 
DATASETS DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE 
!LDT-TEP XGINI~ /..ARALEIR4LNDING 
AZ i....1-1 ... ....A A ... -06 _ 06_ 
A2 IIl CPB2 ALPHA 107' 107 
_ A2s1i CPCAV ALPHA 108 108 
MSFC TOT '$70 LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, CRUCIFORM FINS; PHIB=5
 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE vS INDEPENDENT VARIABLE,
 
DATASETS DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
PLOTTED VARIA-LE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING
 
A2. -1 . c--- ALPHA J09 109 
A29121 CPB2 ALPHA 110 110 
A2q'12 CPCAV ALPHA III III 
MSFC TWT 70 LONGITUDiNAL CHARACTERISTICS, CRUCIFORM FINS, PHIBwO
 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE VS- INDEPENDENT VARIABLE,
 
DATASETS DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 




AZA&-14-C P84I. H 112 J2­1 1 
A24131 CPB2 ALPHA 113 
 113 
.. A2,I1I CPCAV ALPHA Ili IIi 
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MSFC TNT 	'1470--LoNGITUDI'NALCHARACTERISTICS, WING INCIDENCE a 2.0
 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE VS INDEPENDENT VARIABLE,
 
DATASETS DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE 
PLOTTED VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING 
A2 .JP__BI _ ... ... ALPHA 115 1 is 
AZ14141 CPB2 ALPHA 116 116 
A24f14+1 CPCAV ALPHA 117 117
 
MSFC TWT 	"470 LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, STRONGBACK OFF
 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE VS INDEPENDENT VARIABLE.,
 
DATASETS DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE 
_tPTllTED-...ARIA8L .. VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING 
--..	AZ tixt -_ _-___ AtP, t t1IB1 
A2'4151 CPB2 ALPHA 319 119 
A 11 CPCAV2 ALPHA 120 120 
MSFC TWT 	'70 LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, WING SPOILERS
 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE VS INDEPENDENT VARIABLE,
 
DATASETS DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
PLOTTED VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING
 
.... t-_fl L ALPHA 12 122 
AZqI6i CP82 ALPHA 123 124 
A24161 CPCAV ALPHA 125 126 
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MSFC TWT 	470 LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS AT ALPHAmO, FINS ON, ORBINCO.O
 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE VS INDEPENDENT VARIABLE,
 
DATASETS DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
PLOTTEP vRAkg. ___ vARIABLE BEGINNINiA/ENDING .....
 
- H21OAA .	 127 127 
H24011 CLM MACH 128 128 
H2qO1 CAF MACH 129 129 -
H2q021 CN MACH 130 130 
.Hq21. CLM MACH 131 131 
132 	 132
H24021 CAF 	 MACH 

MSFC TWT 	470 LONGITUDINA.L CHARACTERISTICS AT ALPHAzD, FINS ON. ORBINC.2.D­
DEPENDENT'VARIABLr VS INDEPENDENT VARIABLE, 
DATASETS DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE 
--- VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING
PLOTTED 

- .- 2 Q L .. MAC 133 __ _ 133 
H24031 CLM MACH 134 13q 
H29031 CAR MACH 135 135 
MSFC TWT 	'70 LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS AT ALPHANO, FINS ON, ORBINC=-4.D
 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE VS INDEPENDENT VARIABLE,
 
DATASETS DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
...P OTTED VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING
 
a 4 1 NMACH- ----- 136 136 
.H29041 CLM MACH 137 137 
H2M04t CAF MACH 13A 13a 
6o 
MSFC TNT 	'70 LONGITUDINAL CHARACTER.ISTICS AT ALPHA-0-, FINS OFF, ORBINCuOO
 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE VS INDEPENDENT VARIABLE, 
DATASETS DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE 
.. PLOTTE. VARABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING 
.- JO S tL s , g 1_39 -139 
H29051 CLM 1'OMACH 40
 
H24051 CAF MACH I t!
 
MSFC TWT 	470 LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS AT ALPHA.O, FINS OFF, ORBINCS-29O
 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE VS INDEPENDENT VARIABLE,
 
DATASETS DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
PLOTTED 	 yARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING
 
- _ A H 142 1'42 
H24061 CLM MACH 43113 
H21'O l CAF MACH |1 1 4 
MSFC T*T 	470 LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS AT ALPHA.D, FINS OFF, ORBINCu.qO
 
-DEPENDENT VARIABLE VS INDEPENDENT VARIABLE,
 
DATASETS DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
PLOTTED VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING
 
.....----H2A0 CN MACH 	 |IS 1'S 
H24O7j CLM MACH 	 146 146
 




MSFC TWT 	470 LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS AT ALPHA-O, FINS ON, ORBINCs-I.0
 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE VS INDEPENDENT VARIABLEt
 
DATASETS DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
P LIT 9D. 	... VARIABLE__VARI ABLE 	 BEGINNING i ENDING
 
----.. H2-'oA I JXN- MAC H -	 Iq JL... __ 14 

H2qO8I "CLM MACH £'9 1'9
 
H ~qOA!CAF MACH 	 ISO 150
 
MSFC TWT 	'70 LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS AT ALPHA.O, FINS ON, HTAIL.-5.0
 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE VS INDEPENDENT VARIABLE,
 
DATASETS DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
PLOTTED VARIABLE' VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING
 
.. ...- H24091 cN MACH I5| 151
 
HZq091 CLM MACH' jE2 152
 
H2'f091 CAF MACH 153 153
 
MSFC TWT 	q70 LONGITUDINAL CHARAC.TERISTIcS AT ALPHASO, WING AND FINS OFF
 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE VS INDEPENDENT VARIABLE,
 
DATASETS DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE 
.. ... . - VARIABLE ... ._YAR BEGINNING / ENDINGJLT ABjLE 
.. CN I5s 1 42A4-- MACH 
H2IO CLM MACH 155 155 
H2tlnI CAF MACH 156 156 
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MSFC TWT 	470 LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS AT ALPHA.O, WING OFF
 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE VS INDEPENDENT VARIABLES
 
DATASETS DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE 
PLOTTED.. VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING 
HMAILLH.. 357 157
 
H2qlll CLM MACH IsB 158
 
H24111 CAF MACH 159 159
 
MSFC TWT 	'70 LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS AT ALPHADO, CRUCIFORM FINS, PHIBS'5
 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE VS INDEPENDENT VARIABLE,
 
DATASETS DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
.PLPTTfD VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING
 
HZ U2 .--	 160 &0
*H A 

HZ4121 CLM MACH 161 161
 
H214121 CAF MACH 162 162
 
MSFC TWT 	'70 LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS AT ALPHA=, CRUCIFORM FINS, PHIBO
 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE vs INDEPENDENT VARIABLE,
 
DATASETS DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT "PLOT PAGE
 
PLOTJED_ VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING
 
H2M134--	 _-(__ MAH -- 1C)H24131 CLM MACH -6- 1-
H24131 CAF MACH |:S 165 
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mSFC TWT 	q70 LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS AT ALPHAO, WING INCIDENCE " 290
 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE VS INDEPENDENT VARIABLE,
 
DATASETS DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
PLOTTED VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING
 
2 LC.N HACH r66 166 
H2q19 CLM MACH 167 167 
H2g11i CAF MACH lRB IA8 
...-

mSFC TWT 	q7O LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS AT ALPHAUO, STRONGBACK OFF
 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE- VS INDEPENDENT VARIABLE,
 
DATASETS DEPENDENT INDEPENDE-NT PLIOT PAGE
 
PLOTTED VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING
 
H2MIU CN MACH 169 169
 
H24161 CLH MACH 170 170
 
H2qS5 CAF MACH 171 171
 
MSFC TWT q70 LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS AT ALPHA.O WING SPOILERS
 
INDEPENDENT VARIABLE,
DEPENDENT VARIABLE VS 

PLOT PAGE
DATASETS DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT 
VRIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING
 p oTi _ vARIABLE 
















MSFC TWT 470 LONGITUDINAL DERIVATIVES, FINS ON, ORBINCUO.0
 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE VS INDEPENDENT VARIABLEt
 




V2qOll CN MACH 175
YZ RL CLM MACNf __ _ _7___ _ __ _ 
V214021 CN MACH 177
 
V24021 CLM MACH 178
 
MSFC TWT 470 LONGITUDINAL nERIVATIVES, FINS ON, oRBINCe-2,0
 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE VS INDEPENDENT VARIABLEs
 
DATASET DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE 
pgTQ D VARIABlIE. VARIABLE 
V24031 CN MACH 179 
Y2At4L~tLM~ .WISO 
MSFC TWT q70 LONGITUDINAL DERIVATIVES, FINS ON, oRBINC-qoO
 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE VS INDEPENDENT VARIABLEs
 
DATASET DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
PLOTTED VARIABLE VARIABLE 
VzqOql CN MACH 181 
V24041 CLM MA.CH - a _182 
MSFC TWT '70 LONGITUDINAL DERIVATIVES, FINS OFFs ORBINCO.O
 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE VS INDEPENDENT VARIABLEs
 




V2'OS1 CN MACH 183
 




mSFC TWT q70 LONGITUDINAL OERIVATIVES, FINS OFF, ORBINC=-2.O
 























MSFC TWT 470 LONGITUDINAL DERIVAT.IVES, FINS OFF, ORBINCs-4,0 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE VS INDEPENDENT VARIABLE, 
DATASET DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE 
. ------ PLOTTED VARIABLE VARIABLE 
V24071 CN MACH 187 
V2qO71 CLt MACH 188 
ORBINCs-1.O5
MSFC'TWT'"470 LONGITUDINAL ERIVATIVES, FINS ONo 


















MSFC TWY q7O LONGITUDINAL oERIVATIVES, FINS ON, HTAILU-590
 
INDEPENDENT VARIABLES


























MSFC TWT 	470 LONGITUDINAL DERIVATIVES, WING AND PINS OFF
 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE VS INDEPENDENT VARIABLE,
 




V2qlOl CN MACH 193 
A?I. MAH 194 
MSFC TWT 	470 LONGITUDINAL DERIVATIVES, WING OFF
 
DEPENDENT V'ARIABLE VS INDEPENDENT VARIABLE,
 
DATASET DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE 
...P. QfTED VARIABLE VARIABLE 
V24111 CN MACH 195 
V24fl. . .. __ H ! _ 196 
MSFC TNT--70 LONGITUDINAL DERIVATIVES, CRUCIFORM FINS, PHIB-45
 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE VS INDEPENDENT VARIABLE*
 




V24121 CN MACH 197
 
_Cl 	 -1 98
 
MSFC TWT 	470 LONGITUDINAL DERIVATIVES, CRUCIFORM FINS, PHIBsO
 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE VS INDEPENDENT VARIABLE,
 
DATASET DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
_PLOTTED VARIABLE VARIABLE 
V214131 CN MACH 199 
V2.5 01- - -. .. . A .2DO" 
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MSFC TWT 470 LONGITUDINAL DERIVATIVES, 
WING INCIDENCE 2.0 

DEPENDENT VARIABLE vS INDEPENDENT VARIABLE,
 




V241q41 CN MACH 201
 
V2Q_4 CLM MACH 202
 
MSFC TWT 970 
 LONGITUDINAL DERIVATIVESt STRONGBACK OFF
 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE VS INDEPENDENT VARIABLE,
 
DATASET DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
DCLT ED -3L_2ARA@L.E VARIABLE
 




MSFC TWT 470 LONGITUDINAL ERIVATIVES, WING SPOILERS
 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE VS INDEPENDENT VARIABLE,
 
DATASET DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
........ VARIABLE .. VARIABLE
OTTED 

V24161 CN MACH 205
 
2 CM -- MACH 206
 
MSC TWY 470 LONGITUDINAL AERODYNAMIC CENTER, FINS ON1 ORBINCO.0O
 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE vS INDEPENDENT VARIABLE,
 
DATASET DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE 
. VARIABJE .E A RABLEP,,TD 





MSFC TNT 470 LoNGITUDINAL AERODYNAMIC CENTER, FINS ON, OReINc2.O
 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE VS INDEPENDENT VARIABLE,
 




V24031 CLM/CN MACH 209
 
MSFC TWT 470 LONGITUDINAL AERODYNAMIC CENTER, FINS ON, ORBINC'-4 D 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE VS INDEPENDENT VARIABLE, 
DATASET DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE 
PLQTTED .. VARIAB!.__ ...... VARIABLE 
V240%1 CLM/CN MACH 210 
MSFC TWT 	470 LONGITUDINAL AERODYNAMIC CENTER, FINS OFF, ORBINCOD.0
 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE vS INDEPENDENT VARIABLE,
 
DATASET DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
YLUI ~ kLg. __VAR kIBE----vkRJ 

V24051 CLM/CN MACH 211
 
MSFC TWT 470 LONGITUDINAL AERODYNAMIC CENTER, FINS OFF, ORBINCm- 2 90 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE VS INDEPENDENT VARIABLE,, 




V24061 CLM/CN MACH 212
 
MSFC TWT 470 LONGITUDINAL AERODYNAMIC CENTER, FINS OFF, ORBINCu"qD 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE VS INDEPENDENT VARIABLE, 
DATASET DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE 
LO 3___.AR__A ... VARIABLE 
V24071 CLM/CN MACH 213 
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MSFC TWT 970 LONGITUDINAL AERODYNAMIC CENTER, FINS ON, ORBINC*-I.05 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE vS INDEPENDENT VARIABLES 
DATASET DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE 
PLOTTED VARIABLE VARIABLE 
V2qOBI CLM/CN MACH 214 
MSFC TWT q7D LONGITUDINAL AERODYNAMIC CENTER, FINS ON, HTAILu-SO
 
DEPENDENT.VAR4ABLE vS INDEPENDENT VARIABLE,
 




V29091 CLM/CN MACH- 21S
 
MSFC TOT 170 LONGITUDINAL AERODYNAMIC CENTER, WIYNG AND FINS OFF
 
DEPENDENT VAR'IABLE vS INDEPENDENT VARIABLE,
 




V24fln CLM/CN MACH 216
 
HSFC TWT 470 LONGITUDINAL AERODYNAMIC CENTER, WING OFF
 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE vS INDEPENDENT VARIABLE,
 




V214111 CLM/CN MACH 217
 
MSFCTWT 470 LONGITUDINAL AERODYNAMIC CENTER; CRUCIFORM FINS, PHIBs' 5
 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE vS INDEPENDENT VARIABLE,
 








MSFC TWT 	470 'LONGITUDINAL AERODYNAMIC CENTER, CRUCIFORM FINS, PHIB'O
 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE vS INDEPENDENT VARIABLE.
 




V24131 CLM/CN MACH 219
 
MSFC TNT 	'70 LONGITUDINAL AERODYNAMIC CENTER, WING INCIDENCE * 2.0 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE VS INDEPENDENT VARIABLEs 




V241141 CLM/CN MACH 220
 
MSFC TAT q70 STRONGBACK OFFLONGITUDINAL AERODYNAMIC CENTER, 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE VS INDEPENDENT VARIABLE, 
DATASET DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE 
rLnTLED ....vAIA . ..... &! ..LE 
V24151 CLM/CN MACH 221 
MSFC TWT 470 LONGITUDINAL AERODYNAMIC CENTER, WING. SPOILERS
 
INDEPENDENT VARIABLE.
DEPENDENT VARIABLE VS 

PLOT PAGE
DATASET 	 DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT 

rkp.IED 	






tSFC TWT 470 MODEL BUILDUP 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE VS INDEPENDENT VARIABLEt MULTIPLE DATASETS 
DATASETS PLOTTED: 
.~_BJ_ - - I -...- A 1nn_ -lUL.__-xZLL1 
- DEPENDEmT J N-DEPENDENT PLOT PAGE 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING 
CN ALPHA 223 223 
DATASETS PLOTTED: 
82 4OBL_ __Z_ iJJ_ ~ l2q|.... 

OEPENnFMT TNOEPENDENT PL OT PAGF
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING
 




X24081 - A241nl X24lI X2M151 
nEPFNnmT YMEEPFN.FNT PL OT PAGE 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING 
CLM ALPHA 227 227 
DATASETS PLOTTED: 
B824081 g 2fflt B2'i5 j _ 
-- -EEENNDE T -- T____ PLOT PAG 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING 
CLM ALPHA 228 230 
DATASETS PLOTTED: 
X2'481 il ........._A~qID~OILLlXL2ql 
DEPENDENT MnDFPrNnrNT PLOT PAGr 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING 
CAF ALPHA 231 231 
DATASETS PLOTTED: 
824081 21411 I 82ql5 
DEPEtjnmT iNnEPFNnENT . PLOT pA.E&.___. 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING 
CAF ALPHA 232 23Q
 
T2 
MSFC TWT 	470 MODEL BUILDUP
 




.A2__LZ-.. I2D-L 11t B
K.... X2 

VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING
 




... 9ZQft.... .Bh1gLLL_ .B2'$l5I
 
DEPENDENT DFPrNDENT PIOT PAGr
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING
 
CN CLM 	 236 238
 
MSFC TWT q70" EFFECTS OF ORBITER ATTACHMENT ANGLE
 




A2'_p41. 	 AB 0 1 AZ9ozI21 
.. ..... D EXNI1ENT ..... Z hflER_ PLLOT Q .....
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING
 
CN ALPHA 239 295 
CLM .. .A. HA 246 252 
-- A _.z s PLOT-TE . _- - - - --	 - -
A24071 A2 406 A21OS1 
DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
YARIAB .. IA _... fGNINGLjW.JNG ...
.iLE. 





,MSFC TWT 470 EFFECTS OF ORBITER ATTACHMENT ANGLE
 







- - - -P . p N O N T L PFA 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING
 
CN CLM 267 273
 
DATASETS PLOTTED: 
AtfllAZ2Aht. A2'40 5 1 
pEPENnFNT nEPFNDrFNT PLOT PAGr
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE -BEGINNING / ENDING
 
CN CLM 274 280
 
MSFC TOT '47o EFFECTS OF HORIZONTAL TAIL INCIDENCE
 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE VS INDEPENDENT VARIABLE, PARAMETRIC STUDY
 
DATASETSA24Q~iPLOTTED:.C jj_8 L_ 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING
 
cN ALPHA 2aI 287 
CLM .ALPHA 288 294 
CAF ALPHA 29S 3Sc 
74
 
MSFC TWT 470 EFFECTS OF HORIZONTAL TAIL INCIDENCE 
DEPENDENT-VARIABLE VS DEPENDENT VARIABLE, PARAMETRIC STUDY 
DATASETS PLOTTFD: 
.. .. 	 D i t ......... rPyNn N PIOT PAGr 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING 
CN CLM 	 302 308
 
MSFC TWT .470HORIZONTAL TAIL EFFECTIVENESS
 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE VS INDEPENDENT VARIABLE.
 
DATASETS DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE 
FLfTt..... AB E ...... VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING 
P2 q - .. A. 9 309 
P2qO8 CMIHO MACH 310 310 
75
 
MSFC TWT 470 EFFEcTS OF ORBITER L'ING PARAMETERS
 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE VS INDEPENDENT VARIABLE, MULTIPLE DATASETS 
DATASETS PLOTTED:rq g a_._ 	 __ _ _ ______ _ _ 
DEPENDENT . INDEPENDENT PLOT pAGE
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING
 




E24081 r291t E2Q11 E241161
 
DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING
 






. ........... T LUPENt EILDENT -_ PLOT PAGE
DEfD 

VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING
 




q2 4I. G24I LL_._G24111 GI24161
 
..- .. _-____ 	 nPEN F~J___LU10 ENDiJAI___ XLQL_PAiLr 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING 






DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
VARk-ABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / END.ING
 
CN ALPHA 318 318 
DATASETS PLOTTFD: 
D2'1O|* D2qI6 
-DEPENDENT _INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE -
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING 




MSFc TNT 	'f70 EFFECTS OF ORBITER WING PARAMETERS
 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE VS INDEPENDENT VARIABLE, MULTIPLE DATASETS
 
DATASETS PLOTTFOD: 
. - EWLL~..~I2ALI4~. E2'j161 
. ......-PENLD1. 44flEAEa.NL... PJJ OT PACE
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING
 




nEPENnFNT INDEPENFNT Pi OT PAGF 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING 
CLM ALPHA 3211 32q 
DATASETS PLOTTED: 
G29rOBI r2|,12q11 c24161 
... ---9..... ENTENt_ NE---_-INDFNNt -- PiOT PAGF 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING 
CLM ALPHA 325 325 
DATASETS 	PLOTTED:
 
.. .... _ ___t_ _.. .. . 52'g!P! s2'tJh1___ _ 
-......... --...- ENDE.NI------U.EAEI4DZNI 	 PLOT PAGE
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING
 




MSFc TWT 470 EFFEcTs OF ORBITER WING PARAMETERS
 




.... . _ o 84- -___214 ..... 














































- --- DEENaE&1---.-DE-ENDflEN3--.-- O PAE-
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING 




DEPENrrNT DFPENnFNT PLOT PAGF"
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING
 
CN CLM 33LI 33q 
78
 
MSFC TWT '$70 EFFECTS OF FIN ORIENTATION
 




.. . .... ..- __L... A 2 q I 3'
 ...2_ 

-.-...	 D-EPE FuT----- - ..fEhI-fN T  P1 O T PAGE
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING
 





MSFC TWT 470a 	 LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS, BASIC CONFIGURATION
 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE VS INDEPENDENT VARIABLE,
 
DATASETS DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
RL E._r vARIABLE _ VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING
 
AZ4O&.2...CY ....... "" -_J-__ M 344
 
A24082 CYN BETA 345 346
 
. .A2 CBL BETA 3q7 3&1B
O 	 .... .
 
MSFC TWT 470 LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS, CRUCIFORM FINS, PHIB'tO-
DEPENDENT VARIABLE VS INDEPENDENT VARIABLE, 
DATASETS DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE 
.PLOTTED _VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING 'x 
-. _ LZA L32 -. . . - 399 349 
J24132 CYN BETA 350 350
 





mSFC TWT 470 DIRECTIONAL STABILITY, BASIC CONFIGURATION
 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE, (FSDVAR)
DEPENDENT 	VARIABLE VS 

DATASETS 	 DEPENDENT DEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
VARIABLE BEGINNING i ENDIN6PLOTTED 	 VARIABLE 
--
- C- L___.AZ D._82- ..CY- ----
MSFC TWT 470 DIRECTIONAL STABILITY, CRUCIFORM FINS, PHIBmD
 








- 2ZSJI2S ......-- CYN 35B 354 
MSFC TWT 470 LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS, BASIC CONFIGURATION
 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE VS INDEPENDENT VARIABLE. (FSALFA)
 
DATASETS DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
PLDTT. 	 V R!ABLLE VARIABLE BFGINNING / ENDING 
A2 412_.._ CP&LI . BE-rA 15J5- 35_6 -
A2q082 CPB2 BETA 357 358 
.. A2Q82 CPCAV BETA 359 360 
80
 
MSFC TWT 	470 LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS, CRUCIFORM FINS, PHIBuO
 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE VS INDEPENDENT VARIABLE,
 
DATASETS DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
PLOTTED VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING
 
..... BETA 361 361
JI 

J2'1132 CPB2 BETA 362 362
 
J2132 CPCAV BETA 
 363 	 363
 
MSFC TAT 	170 LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL DERIVATIVES, BASIC CONFIGURATION
 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE VS INDEPENDENT VARIABLE,
 
DATASET DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
. ."QTA_ vAR I'ABLE VARIABLE
 
J21402 CY MACH 
 364
 
-7ff4AE P MACH 36B
 
J2QD02 CBL MACH 366
 
MSFC TWT 	470 LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL DERIVATIVES, CRUCIFORM FINS, PHIBwO
 























MSFC TWT 470 DIRECTIONAL AERODYNAMIC CENTER, BASIC CONFIGURATION 














MSFC TNT 4#70 DIRECTIONAL AERODYNAMIC CENTER-, CRUCIFORM FINS, PHIBsou
 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE VS INDEPENDENT VARIABLE,
 




V24132 CYN/CY MACH 371
 
MSFC TWT 470 EFFEcTS OF FIN- ORIENTATION ON LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS
 




___DFi NDiE2 T_J2'__~4OjF. -_____ P1_ ____ 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING
 
CY BETA 72 "378 
CYt4L! 379 3 5 -
CBL BETA 386' 392 
MSFC TWT 470 EFFECTS OF FIN ORIENTATION ON LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE VS DEPENDENT VARIABLE, MULTIPLE-DATASETS 
DAJASETS PLOTTED: 
- AJt13..N ....... .. .. -- - ------... ....ELgB-._- P-LO 

VARIABLE -VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING
 




ISFC TWT 470 LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, FINS ON, ORBINC=Q.O
 
I> 
°o- --------------- I--1 
.4L 

ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL NACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 O.GG0 b A - .070 DRSIMC 0.000 REFS 1.3960 soaN. 
0 !.00 WNSINC 4.0Do s TAIL - 0.000 REFL 1.3330 INCHES 
REFS 1.330 INCHES 
.2840 iNCHESo 1.1, YMRP 
i.46 ZXRP 0.000SNCHES
 
SCALE 0 3366 PECNT
 1.90# DATA HIST. CODE #A 
TWT1470 S-IC/GAC ORSITER BFIOWHVS NO TRIP STRIP (J24011) 29 JAN 71 PAGE
 
tSFC TWT 470 LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, FINS,3N,,.RBINC=0.0
 
-J j
* - -__; 
Q-,
 






ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
REFS 1.390 SO.!N.
0 0.900 BETA - 0.070 ORSIHC 0.0 0 REFL 1.3330 1NcHEs
1.002 M&HC 4.000 HTAIL 0.000 

REFS 1:3330 INCHE5 
1.03 PHIS 0.00 XHRP 5.2640 INCHE 
1.!97 YHRP 0.00o0 INCHES 
.e01 ZHRP 0.,000 INCHES 
SCALE 0.336A PrERCNT 
T.9 4 ITA MIST. CODE *A 
TWT470 S-IC/GAG ORBITER BFlOWHVS NO TRIP STRIP CJ24011) 29 JAN 71 PAGE 2 









1° -1 8 0-- •I 	 1 2 1 
-X--P 	 5:.-2"4 I NC E 
0.9 a BETA_ -	 RF _aOR___010 
!. 
oCL 	 _____ ___ 0..36 
D*±4 -1? -10 " 8 0 4 2 0 2 4 6 - 10 32 14 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA DEGREES
 
TWT470MACH ORAER BAL V NO TRIP SUET 	 .REFERENCE INFO27ATION 
o 0.900 OCTA - 0.0?0 ORSINC. 0.003 	 REPS 1.3960 30.1*]. 
o 	 1.002 VIWINC 4.000 HTAIL 0.003 REEL 1,3330 INCHES 
REPS 1.3330 INCHES o 1.30 PHIB D.0O 	 XNRP 5.2640 INCHES 
15 1.101 	 YNRP 0.0000 INCHES 
b. 	 °1.44 ZHRE 0.0000 INCHrS 
SCALE 0.3340 PERCNT 
TWT47O S-IC/SAC ORBITER BFIOWHVS NO TRIP STRIP CJ24011) 28 JAN 71 PAGE 3
 
MSFC TWT 470 LONGITUDINAL.CHARACTERISTICS, FINS ON. ORBINC=O. 
1-r rr- "i rr nrT-r rr / Irrrr f-r­
44 
z 







-5i -- 1 -in - 4 2 0 a 0 2 4 a 8 10 12 14 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
S MBL
HCHPARAMETRIC VALUgS REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 ,03 BETA' 0.090 ORSIN¢ 0.00a REFS 1.3960 5.N 
0:90o01 WHOINC 4.000 HTAIL 0.000 R EF 1 3 NH E3 

REFS 1.3330 INCHES1.101 F"19 0.000 XNRp 5 2640 INCHE S
 
.,Og 
 YHRP a.. 0 a INCHES 
I..5 ZHRP o.aOoo INCHES 
0.36 ERH1.96: DATA MIST. CODE *ASCL 
TWT470 S-IC/GAC ORBITER BF10WHVS FINS ON .0J24021) 29 JAN 71 PAGE 4 






 1 I 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHiA, DEGREES
 
.00, IIA4/ rARA~taTRIC VALUED REFERENCE INFORMATION . 
0 0903 BET£A - 090g ORB 11 1.".0 REFS 1.3960 SQ.IN. 















1IT470 S-IC/GAC ORBITER BFIOWHVS FINS ON CJ24021) 29 JAN 71 PAGE 
 5 







-1 -to a-- a 1 2 1 
1.0 PHS 000.MP 64 ICE 
1.20Z . TAb 
$. *ZM 
$°9 ATAH, 00 " A 
TWT470 S-IC/GAC ORBITER BFIOWHVS 
OO.RPF 























A4 -2 -1 -0 - 4 - 0z 2 $ 
S 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
ITNBOL HACH FARANCTRIC VLUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
o 0,e9o BETA 0,7 0251HC - .DB0 REFS 1.396. s0~lN. 
o 0.fl ISNINC 4.00 fTAIL . OD0 REFL 1,3330 INCHE 
o 1.0 Pula 0o1o REFS 1.330 INCH ESs.i s YNRF 0.0000 iNCHES 
1.4 6 ZRF 0.0000 INCHES
 
DOATA MIST. CODE *A SCALE- 0.3366 PERCNT 
TWT470 S-IC/GAC ORBITER SFIOWHVS FINS ON CJ24031) 29 JAN 71 PAGE 7
 











-4 -12 a1 0 4 -2 a,0• 0 . . . . 2 4 0 a IQ 1 2 A4 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 1,899 or.TA 9.070 ORSINC - .000 *REFS 1.3960 So.IN* 
0.93 400 GIC HAIL O*O REFL 1 33 0 INCHES 
0 .0093 HTI 000REPO 1.3330 INC HESNIN 





1.5 3 IT O SCALE DIM PER CNT 























oD Ll. 0.3 	 ___ ___ 
L.
 
0.- -12 -10 -a -0 -4 -2 0 2 4 0 0 12 $4 
ANGLE OF.ATTACK, ALPHA, OEGREES
 
.SY BOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
o 0.699 DETA - 0.010 ORaINC - 2.000 	 REFS' I11 0 .991 UNOINC 4.0D0 HTAIL 0.0061REFS 	 i.3330 INCHES
1.15 PHI 4.000 	 REFL 13 0 IN C 
1.105P15 V.00 	 XHRP 5.2640 INCHES
 
1.19 	 YHRP a.0000 INCHES
 
ZNR 0.000 IEE
!S 1.40 A0 	 SCALE 0.3 5 5 PER NIJ 
1.90 DAA MIST. CODE *A 
TWT470 S-IC/SAC ORBITER BFIOWHVS FINS ON CJ24031) 29 JAN 7d PAGE 9 
MSFC TWT 470 LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, FINS.ON, ORBJNCz-4.0






ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
S,.SOL NACH PARAMETRC VALUES R EFERENCE INFORMATION; 
0 0 . 0 1 B E T A 0:.DI D O n I H C - 4 .0 0 0 R F S 1 .9 6 0 S 0. N . 
0 1.o0 O m AGHgoo0 HTAIL 0.000 F.5FL 1.S3330 INCHES 
OXRp 05 HD 00aREFS 5,26401.333o INCHES
.)  
I.$P3 YHRF 0 a , D IN HES 
1.450 ZM" . 00 IN E S
 o,oo 

1.950 DATA MIST. CODE *A C LD, 3 p R T
 
TWT470 S-IC/GAC ORBITER BFIOWHVS FINS ON CJ24041) 29 J'AN 71,1 PAGE .I0 
MSFC TWT 470 LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, FINS ON. ORBINC=-4.Q









ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
srTaOL WAC PARARETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORHATION 
0.092 95TA o .o0a OR DINC - 4.000 REFS 1.3960 sq.IN 
REFL 1.3330 ZINCHES0 1.000 waoinc 4.000 HTAIL 0.005 
1.3339 NC)IES 
0~~~ 000XRP1.9 U 5.2640 XNC ES0 000REFS.9 
HS 
N R F  

1.!9 Z 0.0000 INCHES 
11050 DATA "15T. CODE VA-- SCALE '3-6 P-RC-T 
TWT470 S-IC/GAC ORBITER BFIOWFIVS FINS ON (J24041) 29 JAN 71 PAGE 11
 










2 1 4~ -1 -42 46a ____ 2 1 
O 0. 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
ST"BOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 0.901 3ETA - 0.050 ORDINC - 4.000 REFS 1.3960 SQ.IN. 

















A ,13 YMRP DOQ INCHES 
1.45 NR .8O INCHES 
c o1.93 DATA MIST. CODE *A SCALE 0.336a PERCUT 
TWT470 S-IC/GAC ORBITER BFIOWHVS FINS ON "(J24041) 29 JAN 71 PAGE 12 
4MSFC TWT 470 LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, FINS OFF,"ORBINC=OO

..... ..... .. . . .. . .. . .. . . I-






ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
ST.8OL UACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REF£ERCE*iNFORMATION 
0..99 BETA 0.030 ORDINC 0.000 nrsF 1 96G0 SQ.IN. 
0 0.993 WM;INC 4.900 NTAIL 9.000 REFL 1:3330 INCHE'S 







.. al yMRP 0 O O0 INCHES 
IS .431 ZMRF 0.0000 INCHES 
SAE 0:3366 PERCNT 
TWT470 S-IC/GAC ORBITER BOWHVS FINS OFF (J24051) 29 JAN 71 PAGE 13 
I-1 
-3 















ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
5I.VOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 0.099 BETA NC 0.000 __. 'REFS 1.3960 SaIN, 










;.01 PHB .OO XHRP 5.2640 NHC ES 
1.201 :0000.OO INCHES 
1.457 ZMRP 0.0000 INCHES 
Z,9&C D£ DT 1TA$¢LE 0.3366 PER C NT 
TWT470 S-ICIGAC ORBITER BOWHVS FINS OFF (J24051) 29 JAN 71 PAGE 14
 
MSFC TWT 470 LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS. FINS OFF, ORBINC=O
 
LI 
iL e -_ ------








-14 -1 -in a 4 2 0 2 4 s ao in i 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL HACH PARAMCTRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
Q 0.0 910.093 BETAGfNC__OO - 0.0504.000 ORBINCHTAL 0.000 REFSRu3 1 3960-0E soN 
REFS L.3330 ICHE: 
1.201 YHRP 0.0000 INCHES 
1.457 





TWT470 S-IC/GAC ORBITER BOWHVS FINS OFF (J24051) 29 JAN 71 PAGE 15 
14 






- -I12 -1 0 -6G - 4 - 2 v n a 0 a 0 2 4 a6 t o 12 14ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
Y.DC MACH PARAUCTRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATIONJ 
cl 0 094 vu;1mc 4 009 .MTAZ L 









..45. ZHRP O OD INCHES 
SCALE O.S366 PER HfT 
1.05D DATA MI ST. CODE *A 
TWT470 S-IC/GAC ORBITER BOWHVS FINS OFF CJ240611 29 JAN 71 PAGE 16 
-I 
,NSFC TWT 470 'LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, FINS OFF, 0RBINC=-2.0­
-..

LK.. . .... ...... . ,, ....."!'j.I 





-5 -2 -10 - 0 - 6 4 -2 D 0 a 0 a 0 2 a a6 a 10 1 
ANGLE,OF ATT6CK, ALPHA-. CEGREES"
 
11.9OL HACW PARAMETRIC VALUE9 	 REFERENCE INFORNATION 
0.005 BETA - 0.000 ORBna c . ... 	 REFS 1 396a $Q.IN. 
0.099 	 UNDINC 4.000 mTAIL 0.000 REFL 1.3330 INCHES 
1.- .0AI REFS 1.3 330 1 NCHE3 S l .0P PI 	 HRP 5.2640 INC HE3 
I.O :HR NCHNE0001 
ts .1454 ZMRF aOOD INCHES 
1.900 DATA HIST. CODE *A 	 3CALc 0:, G PER 'HT 
TWT470 S-ICIGAC ORBITER BOWHVS FINS OFF (J240G]I 29 JAN 71 - PAGE 17" 
0.2 










__ N___0.7I 4.00 __.___ 1.__  __ 
-14 -le -0 a 4 - 4 6 a I 12 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
r) 0.90s0.994 BETAWN C 
- 0.064 ORSINC_EFL - 2°0DO _ REFS. 11 396030 soin. 
0REFS 1,3330 INCHES 
0 .1O0 PHIS 0.000 XMRF SZ&40 INCHES 
A. .1 0 YHRF 0.0OD0 INCHES 
J.45.$CALE ZMRP a*OOno00.0366 INCHESPERCNT 
TWT470 S-ICIGAC ORBITER BOWHVS FINS OFF CJ2406I] Z9 JAN 71. PAGE 18
 
14 





-'4 -12 -10 -a - 6 - 4 - 2 a IT 0 a 0 0 a 4 6 a 10 12 14 
ANGLE OF ATTACK,, ALPHA, DEGREES
 






















0 .100 pHIa olvau XHRPp I.' 640 INCHES 
A 1" YMRP G.0090 INCHES 
bb 1.469 ZNRP 0.0000 INCHES 
CT .95Z DATA "15r. CODE #A PCALE 0.3366 P,RCNT 
TWT470 S-ICIGAC ORBITER BOWHVS FINS OFF CJ24071) 29 JAN 71 PAGE 19
 









SIS " PAAETI VALUES REEECEIFRMTO0 0.9/VVO .00'ES 136oI
BEA OSN
I--
u-I 1.- ¢ ¢/...,/ INHE 
r B 1330 ZCE
 
C.0 HO 000X~ ,60 ICE
 







ANGLE O ATTA t. ALPHA DEGREE
 
3.1 D MI ODD 4.Ao SCALE 0.3 66 PE.INT
0. A TA T O 

T 0.00S E-]C/GA.OORBT R SNCHV- F.0NS 2 JN7 RETS201]PAGE0 2'01 
TWT470 S-CGAC ORBITE BOWAVS FINO F CJ2071 2933 JAN71CHGE 2 S 
.MSFC TWT 470 LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, FINS OFF, ORBINC=-4.0
 





u 0.0 , 
- ! 
0 O 0..2 
24 -jv -G 4 -2 a 2 6 B. 10 12 141 -in 

ANGLE OF "AT-TACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 






























E 1o460 ZMR 00000 INCHES 
1.052 DATA MIST. COD WA 3A 36 PR 
TWT470 S-ICIGAC ORBITER BOWHVS FINS OFF CJ24071) 29 JAN 71' PAGE 21 










- ---- - - __ 
RES13 0 ICE 
-G HJIB - .0 - ­ 0 0 2 4E " P 5 264 N 1S 
S.095 ALPHA, THF 0TAK INCEES 
0.699~~~~MR TA 00 L aGN.000 INCHES
 
4CALE 0356 PER CHT
REFERENCE FILE 

TWT470 S-ICIGAC ORBITER eFlOWHVS BASIC CA24081) 26 JAN 71 PAGE 
 22 
MSFC TWT 470 LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, FINS ON, ORBINC=-1.05 1 r... ... ... ... .. ... ...-r r i r) ,r r r - r '- ... ... . r-.. -v- ...-rr-r -r- 
rI 	 ... ..1f' 
3 
Li // _. 
IL 
It	 S " 
a -
Z4 -12 -1G 0 - 4 2 0 a 0 " 0 a 6 a 111 12 14 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALH. DERE
 
SYMBOL "ACH FARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
El .$03 WGINC 41000 "TATL 0. '0 	 REFL 1 3330 NCH£S 
REFS 1:3 330 HNC 
1.456 PHIS 0.000 	 M~fp 5 '.640 IncHMrs 
• 91YlIR? 	 .OB0 INC E3 
•~~ Z0 o 0oo INC ES 
REFERENCE FILE CL .36,PRN 
TWT470 -ICIGAC ORBITER BFIOWHYS BASIC (A24081) 26"JAN 71 PAGE 23"
 












-24 -2 -20 -,a -- 4 -- a 0 u a0 6 a l 12 14 
f ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SlmbOL N.C. PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.399 BETAI 0.050 ORBINC - 1.030 REFS 1.o3960 SQ.IN. 
G099 UN&INC 4.000 HTAIL 0.000 REFL 1 3330 INCHES 





1.02S YMRP a . 00o INCHES 
11RI O.'O000 INCHES 
FXSC CIL$ALC .366 PERCNT 
TVIT470 S-ICIGAt ORBITER BF10WHVS BASIC CA24081I) 26 JAN,71 PAGE 24
 
MSFC TWT 470 
*rr -rr --
LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, FINS ON, ORBINC=-1.05 
r-rr -r-ir -hr-l-,--rr -r-- -r-r, r-r-- rrr-,--r j -r-rr -~ti J nl 
I 
___ _ _ -___ 
J 
_ 
-l -firr -rl"1 
r­
- 1T t -T 
_ 
r- r 4 
LL a SI 
I­
: ­
4 12 -o - a - - 1 aAa 1 a 3 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SflWO( MAC" PARAKET4IC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
o 1.193 SETA - 0.030 ORBINC - 1.050 REFS 1,56S SIQIN. 
1.303 UNGIC AO00 HTAIL U.000RFL 1.3330 INCHES 
1.456 PHIb 0.00 XNRP 5.2640 INCHES. 
YNRP 0.0000 INCHES 
Z$RP 0.0000 IN CHEs 
nEFERENCE FILE SCALE 0.3366 PERCiT 
TWT470 S-IC/GAC ORBITER BF1OWHVS BASIC CA240813 26 JAN 71 PAGE 
 25 
MSFC TWT 470 LONGI-TUOINAL CHARACTERISTICS, FINS ON, ORB'I:NC=-1. 05 










-4 -12 -10 - - 6 - a 2 4 6 8 la 12 14 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 0599 BETA - .030 ORBINC - 1.a50 REFS 1,3960 SQ.1N. 
[] 0.899 W Ific 4.000 HTAIIL 0.000 REFL 1.3330 INICHES 






1.09$ yMRP DB0Do INCHES 
ZMRP 0.0000 INCHES 
REFERENCE FILi 'C AL, .. 3 ,66 . R CNT 
TWT470 S-ICIGAC ORBITER BF10WHVS BASIC -CA24081) 26 JAN 71 PAGE 26 















-- 4 -Z .O -10 - .
 4 6 1a la 14 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACH FARANCTRZC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
cl 1.195 SETA - 0.050 ORSINC 1.050 REFS 1 3960 $Q IN. 
0 P.3 6NOINC 4.000 HTAIL 0.000 REFL 1.5330 1N Hes 
0 1.450 PHIS 0.000 REFS 1.3330 INCHES 
".67XRP 5.2640 - INCHES 
.97YNRP 
 0.0000 INCHES
Z-RP . .0 0 N C H E S
 orF a FILE 
 SCALE 0.3366 PERCNT
 
TWT470 S-IC/GAC ORBITER BFIOWHVS BAS'IC 
 CA240BI')- 26-JAN 71 PAGE 27
 
_ _ 













0 1 9R-. marli 4.0- 6 






 PHIS 1,2 C1.000 




XMRF 5.2640 INCHES 
14 
 YHRP O.0000 INCHES
 
".3 ZMRP 0.0000 .INCHES
I .961 DATA MIST, CODE *A SCALE 03366 PERCHT
 
TWT470 S-IC/GAC ORBITER BFIOWHVS 
BASIC (J24091) 29 JAN 71 PAGE 28
 

















- -24 - 1 2 - 1 0 
--	
- g 
--4 2 a a G a 0 2 A a a t o% 1 2 1 4 
ANGLE OF A.TTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
0 0 o0,3 BETA - 0 CO cN;0mc 
- .050 REFS 
 I * o~ so IN .0.1 	 9, . 11.1 4. 00, HTAIL --5.000 

.REF 




TURF O 0.C C.E $
. 1 
ZMRF a "'0 INCHES 
1.434 

1.901 DATA MIST. CODE 
 *A 
 SCALE 0,.. PER CNT 
TWT470 S-lC/GAC ORBITER BFIOWHVS 
BASIC (J24091) 29 JAN 71 PAGE 29
 
MSFC-TWT 470 LONGITUDINAL. CHARACTERISTICS,.FINS ON, HTIJEF-5O 
 -
LI..z 









0.0 L_ _ _ _ _ _ 
__ 
4 1 - 4 2 1 4 6 ,8 10 12 14 











cncER N rIHonHATIONi,396a SQIN. 
1.3330 INCHES 













ZRPSCALE 0.00000.5366 INCHES * PERCHT 
T .901 DATA *AITE2 " NG 
TWT470 S-IC/GAG ORBITER BFIOWHVS BASIC CJ24091) 29 JAN, 7,1 PAGE 30 
MSFC TWT 470 LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, WING AND FINS OFF
 
r--4 
_ _ _ _ _ 4I I' 4 







-14 -IR -10 - 0 - 6 - 4 - 2 a 8 10 12 14 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
Sr"SOL HACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 0o995 VETA - 0.20C ORSINC 1.050 EFS 1 3960 SQ.IN 
HTAI L 0o0DO PHIS 0.000 REFLREFS 1.333013330 INHE;INCHES 
XMRP 52640 INCHES 
" RpZRP N .0OO0 0 ..TK 1NCN sANCHEG 
REFERENCE FILE 5CAL£ 0:R36 PCCT 
TWT470 S-IC/GAC ORBITER BOHVS WINGFINS OFF CA24101). 26 JAN 71 PAGE
03 EA -010OIN- OORS .90 SI.
 31 
ISFC TUT 470 LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS. VING AND FINS:oFr

















Z -A 24 Ia a 
-. I R n-.0 I *1 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
HACH FARAHETRI VALlES REFERENCE INFCWHTICM 
995 MT U.Iu FINC - .050 REFS s.3ICel 
EFB 1.33G -INCHES 
_ _ F-I- SCL E .36 FCT 
dT470 S-ICIGAC ORBITER BOHVS WINGFiNS OFF CA241O1] 26-JAN 71 PAGE 32
 
MSFC TWT 470 LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, WING AND FINS OFF
 
I I 










- 0.3 I I __ ________ __ I_ __ __________I = _____i_ _e __ __ __fl 0.41______ 
-14 -42 -10 a- -- 6 4 2 a 2 4 6 a 10 a z 4 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREEa
 
SYMBOL MAC" PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENlCE INFORMATION 
0.903 BETA - oll OROINC - 1.050 REFS 1.3960 S.N 
HTAIL D.000 PHIS 0.000 RFFL 1o333D INCHES 
REFS *1:3350 1 ,CHES 
XMRP 5.2649 INCHES 
YMRP a 0O00 INCHES 
ZMRP ao.a 00 1NCHES 
ReFEREHCE FILE SCALE 0 . 366 PERC NT 
TWT470 S-IC/GAC ORBITER BOHVS WINGFINS OFF CA241013 26 JAN 71 PAGE 33 

















XR 5.6 D ICE 
______1----14 --
NOOL MAt n 
PARA MTRI VALUES 
0 . 9 A0 




0 1 15X 
1..59 
REERENCE FILE 
TWT470 S-IC/GAC ORBITER BFIOHVS 
1 0 
O000 
WING OFF (A24111) 
REFERENCE INFOR 





2G JAN 71 PAGE 
NATION 
S .IN . 
INCHES 











-S - I f~ 
-14 2I -10 - o -e6 4 -2 0 0 0 0 2 4 6 0 20 IS2 4 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
SYMOOL MACH P fAMETRIC V tUES REFEftENCE INFORXATION 
o .099 QETA - 0.100 ORBINC - 1.050 REFS 1.5960 S0.1H. 
O 2.102 NAIL 0.000 puSS 0.000 REFL 1.3350 INCHtS 
o .105 REPSXIIRp 4.5550 5.2640 
INCHES 
INCHES 
A i.., 114SF 0.0000 INCHES 
ZI4RF 0.0000 INCHES 
S C P C R n C E F L E S C A LE 0 . 3 6 0 P E C N T 
TWT47O S-IC/GAC ORBITER BFIOHVS WING OFF . A24111) 26 JAN 71I PAGE" 35 













-19 -10 . 4 -42 a 4 a 10 L2 14 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAHETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
o 	 0.999 BETA 0.100 OROINC - RF05S SQ. 
3 a. INCHN 
1.195 
 XHRP 2640 INCHES
 
1.49 	 Y 10.0000 INCHES 
ZNRP 0.0 0 INCHES 
REFERENCE FILE 	 SCALE 0.35SC prhNr 
TWT470 S-IC/GAC ORRITER BFIOHVS WING OFF CA241111 26 JAN 71 PAGE 3G
 
___ 
MSFC TWT 470 LONGITUDINALCHARACTERISTICS. CRUCIFORM FINS. PH18=45
 








o4 -20 _ -2 a t1 e 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
"Nsm HACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATIONI 
0 3.06 BETA 0.071;D ORUINC - .050 REFS I. 6 so soIN* 
1.195 MINC 4.00 0 HTAIL .110 REFL 1:3330 N HES 
0 
I-OS PllF5.D 
l.S03 Pil BODDXHR 1 333a 5: 26 4 0 
IN HESI CHr 
1.401 YV Rf 000,0O INCHES 
zZRp 0o00~ IC ES 
REEEC IESCALE - 0.3366 PERCHTI 
WT470 S-ICIGAC ORBITER BF20WHVS PHIB =45 CA241211 26 JAN 71 PAGE 37
 








-34 -19 0 -10 - 4 -2 a a IT a 2 4 a 8 10 12 14




,1080OL MAC. PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 1.095 BETA 0.070 CASINC - 1.03 REVS 1.396a SG.IN. 
[] 1o 5 GIINC 4.000 HTAIL 0,000 IEFL 1.3330 INCHES 







2.463 YMRF 01O000 INCHES 
ZHN 0.0000 INCHES 
SCALE 0.3365 pCRCNT 
TWT470 S-IC/GAC ORBITER BF20WHVS PHIS 45 CA24121), 26,JAN 71 PAGE 
 38 
0.4 











0 -- -10 6 - 4 - a 4 s a % 12 14 
ANGLE OF'ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
SYMBOL HACH FARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 1.005 BETA - .070 ORBINC - 1.050 REFS 1 3960 Q.N 
1191) vmolmcP 4,0O004._ HTAIL 0.000 REFL REF8 13 1 . 33 0 ICE INCHES 
.Mkp4.0 5HZ261p,64 INCHES 
3.463 YMRF 0 .O O INou1C HES 
IHRP O0.0 C IOCHES 
REFEgENCE FILE SCALE .=36G PER CNT 
TWT470 S-IC/GAC ORBITER BF20WHVS PHIB = 45 CA24121) -26 JAN 71 PAGE 
 39 
MSFC TWT 470 LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, CRUCIFORM FI S,PHIB=O
 














2 -10 -8 -6 -4 -2 0 0 0 0 2 4 0 10 12 14 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACH FARAMETRIC VALUES 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0.997 BETA - 0.060 ORSINC - 1050 	 REFS 1.3"60 S0.1N. o 	 1.198 IGINC 4.000 HTArL 0.000 REFL 1.3330 INCHES 
REFS L1.3230 INCHES1.303 PHID 0.000 






TWT470 S-IC/GAC ORBITER BF2OWHVS PHIB = 0 CA24131) 26 JAN 71 PAGE 40 








__ Rp- 0 0 1 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
.,.SOL NC. PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
Q .99? BET&A 000 ORSIHC - 1.050 REFS 1.3960 ISS, 
0 .190 WjIIC 4.00a 
1.0 
1.3} 
ITAIL 0.00 0 
HS 000REFS 
HZB OOBX"RP 






1.45S YHRP 0 INCHES 
REFERENCE FI CLEML ,3.M6 PIRCNT 
T,WT470 S-IC/GAC ORBITER BF20WHVS PHIB =0 [A24131) 26 JAN 71 PAGE 41 
MSFC TWT 470 LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS. CRUCIFORM FINS PHIB=O
 
1 . 2 











ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA.-DEGREES 
C "'C'O 0.997 BETA PAMRAMETRIC VALUES - 0.060 - -REFERENCE 1.059 _ORBINC Reps INFORMATION 1.3960 t.IN. 
L 
1_190 WW0IMC 4.000 HTAIL I'm REP 1,3330 INCHES 
1.0 NS 000RE B 1,333 , INCHES 
1.D LDxlk 5 . 240 IN CHES 
ZRF 0.0o INCHES 
R CSCALE 0,366 pRCHT 
TWT470 S-ICIGAC ORBITER BF20WHVS PHIB =0 CA241311 2G JAN 71 PAGE 42 
MSFC TWT 470 LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, WING INCIDENCE = 2.0 
I , 
-1 -1 6 - 4 24 / a a1 
0r1FE71 " rrj 
I4
-- --2 --10 . r - - . ir - r -r- -f1- R 00 N-C E$0K. 





TWT470 S-ICIGAC ORBITER BFIOWHVS WING INC=2.0 CA24I41) 26 JAN 71 PAGE 43
 






Lla 12 14a 2 4 62 0 l 
- 7-1-

ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
REFERENCEIFOR ATION .IN.R F S 1.3960PARAMETRIC VALUEStY.0OL ACH 0.090 ORBINC - 1 00 
-. BETA .333_
00 1 REFL 

"JIN Z . 00a T IL 0 000
N_N_
 
R P 6 4 0 
y RP . 0 0 0 I N C HE S 
X lom 5 . I N C H E SI .?oZ P H I S REF S : 3.33B9 'NCHES 
1 4 6 




WT470 S-IC/GAC ORBITER BFIOWHVS" WING INC=2.0O A241413 26 JAN 71 PAGE 44
 
MSFC TWT 470 LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, WING INCIDENCE 2.0.
 





x z. l 
0.4 
m 
. -04 4 6 .8 20 12 14 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SyN130L HACHl FARANETRIC VALVES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
S 1.001 BETA - 0.090 ORSINJC - 1.050 REFS 1.3960 SOIN, 
1 .091 WGINC Z.000 HTA I L .00 . REFL 1.3330 INCHES 
1.451 
0 
1 . 00 
J R O0 °N 
H I 
Z P H B 
' 
R E F S 
MXH P 
Y.Rp 
. ,3 3 3 0
5 2 6 4 0 
,0:00G 
IN C H E SIN C H E S 
INCHES 
ZMIF 0 0000 .INCHES 
SCALE :,3366 F ERCNT 
REFERENCE FILE
 
TWT470 S-ICiGAC ORBITER, BFIOWHVS WING INC=2.0- CA24141) -26JAN 71 PAGE 45 
MSFC.TWT 470 LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, STRONGBACKIOFF 
... ..... . .L 






-1 -0Z2 -6 -4 - v" 2 ".4 10 12 14 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACH FARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
1.002 BETA 01040 ORSINC - 1o0aso 'REFS 1.3960 So. IN. 
GNC 000 I.333D 
REFS 1.3536 INCHES 
.. zoo THIS 0.00 
-XmR , 5 .2640 INCHES 
A 1..60 YNRp O* O INMCHES 
ZmRP INO 

Ww.*.9I 4 HI L 0.000 REFL INCHES 
ZCHES 
SCALE 0.3366 PcRcNT 
REFERENCE FILE 
TWT470 S-IC/GAC ORBITER 6FIOWHV STRONGBACK OFF (A24151) 26 JAN 71 PAGE 46
 








-14 --12 -10 . a- - 4 ;z a 0 0 2 4 10l 12 14 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. OEGREES" 
ST.00L HACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
1.0az SCTA - 0.040 OWSINC - 1.050 REFS 1.960 Q.IN' 
1.099 V40luc 4.00D HTAIL 
I.a HaREFS 
I.ZD HZ O*~gXNAP 















TWT470 S-ICIGAC ORBITER BFIOWHV STRONGBACK OFF [A24151J 26 JAN 71 PAGE 
 47 
MSFC TWT 470. LONGITUDINAL CHARACTER-ISTICS. STRONGBACK.OFF
 
.. . ..












-24 -19 -10 a - 4 2 0 4 6 la 1a 14 
".ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
HSNOACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERFNCE INFORMATION 




















A °6 YMRP 0.0aaa IMCHE.1 
o 0.6SCALE ZMRP 0.000 3366 INCHESP RC T 
TWT470 S-IC/GAC ORBITER, BF10WHV STRONGSACK OFF [-A24151) 26-JAN 71, PAGE. 48
 
-3 










$Y-DOL MAC" FARANEIRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
a .599 STA 0.050 onBH - .S REFS 1.3960 So.1m. 
0 0.904 WGINC 4.000 ITAL 0. aG REFL 1,3 330 INCHE$ 







A .. 10 YMSP 0 INCHES 
ZHRP D.00000.3366 INCHESPERCt 




1SFC TWT 470 LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, WING SPOILERS
 












SY.SOL HACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERlENCE INFORMATION1
 
c 200 SETA -. a O INC -Lj,0 11@I-0. -I---

.020 TG INC HAI050 REFLS .39360 so0C.I- 4:00. 
.00 1.3330U 532 IOIC lil uouR Fl. iNCHES 
REFS 1.330 INCHES $.451 PHIS 0.000 
$., ZNRP 0.0000 INCHES 
SCALE 0.3366 PERCNT 
RTFtRENC EFILW 
TWTA7O S-IC/GAC ORBITER BF1OWIHVS lING SPOILERS-CA24161) 26 JAN 71 PAGE 50
 
MSFC TWT 470 LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, WING SPOILERS
 
I 17_ _.Up 
44 
z 
-4 -1 a -.--- - a__ - - - z 1 1a a__ 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
. 0.599SYMBOL MACH BTA - 0.050PARAAETRIC VALUES
ORSINC - 1.050 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
REFS 1 3960 so
 
0 01904 WIGINC 4.00 TAI 0.0000 L IEFL 1 ,3330 IH .'N;
 
0.9 00.9 H B HS 000REFS .33 ,0 1 ..HESO.OOXNRP 

5.2640 INCHES,
- . I 

Y N R P 





 SCALE 0.3366 PERCHT
 
TWT470 S-ICGAC ORBITER 
 BFIOWIHVS WING SPOILERS CA24-16l] 26 JAN 71 PAGE 51
 
MSFC TWT 470- LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, WING SPO'ILERS.
 







-914 .10 a1 - a 4 -2 a 0 1 , 4 1 0 12 14 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMSOL HACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
C 1200 BETA - 0.050 ORSIMC - 1.050 REFS 1 3960 SO.N 
0 1.oz0 IdGaNC 4.000 HTAIL O.000 REFL 1:3330 INCH.E; 
0 1..57 PHIS 0.000 REFS A 3330 INCHES 
XMRP 5 2640 INCHES 
19 YHRP 0 0000 INCHES 
INCHES




TWT470 S-ICIGAC ORBITER BFIOWIHVS WING SPOILERS {A24161) 26 JAN 71 PAGE 52
 












a 2 -4 ­





ANGLE OF"ATTACK, ALPHA. EGREES
 R EFE REN C I N O MA TI ON 
PAR A MTRIC VA LUES
W BO A CL H 
R F L 1 ,3330 NCHES
 





REF S , 
1 ,

TWT470~ ~ ~ AGL IGSOLPHSATTACK. A24GI AG






0 S S 
MSFC TWT'470 LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, WING SPOILERS
 
1.3 4 
1.1 --	 ______ 
1.0 -	 ­
S0.9 	













-24 -22 -20 - -o 4 -2 0 2 4 0 a 10 12 14 
ANGLE OF-ATTACi, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SyNBOL MACH PARANETRIC.VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
o 1.o00 BETA - 0.050 ORBINC 1.OS0 	
-REFS 1.3960 SO.IN. 
0 	 ..32 W4INC 4.000 NTAIL o.00a REFL 1.3330 . INCHES 
REFS 1.3330 INCHES0 l.45T PHID 0.090 XNRP 5o2640 INCHES 
a 1.960 YHRP 0.0000 INCHES
 











MSFC TWT 470 LONGITUDINAL STABILITY, FINS ON, ORBINC=O.O -,-rrr!--rrrr .r r r.....
. . .r-. .r. ...
 
... rr....,-r .. . . . .. ....
















I- a- s 4 
vPITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM
 
F R C I FO H T O
 
VALUES








0 D O .BT EFL 1o3 93 o.30 IN H'E;
 
4. 0 T I * 0 
Q IoO OZ INC REFB 1 .33 0 INCH E $ 
-. 40 0 HTI .a 
 I N C ES 
I' I "O P H I B 0 0 0 0. 




11 9? ' O. DDO INCHES
 




.461 3 3 6 6 P E R C H T
 SC L E 0 

A T A I S T C O E A1 .9 6 4 

NO TRIP STRIP" (J24011) 29"JAN 7i PAGE 55


















S4 3 2 1 
-1 2 3 
- ­ - - a 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
 
SYMBOL MAC"0T PARAMETRIC VALUES
0 Ta 0 OR81C .o1.1 EFERENC INFORMATIONAEF$ E1.3960 0. N
 
E3 .00 WN*ImC 4:0090 HTAIL a.aaa 
REFS 1.3330 INCHESS 1.101 PHIS 0.000 

22Z XR PF 5.2640 
 IN CHESYHRP 0.0000 INCHES
ZMRP 
 a 0000 
 INCHES
 
1.965 DATA H15T. COD 
AE 36 R H
 
TWT470 S-ICIGAC ORBITER BFIOWHVS FINS ON CJ24021) 29 JAN 71 PAGE 5G
 
MSFC TWT 470 LONGITUDINAL STABILITY, FINS-ON,,RBINC=-2.0
 







PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM
 
tST1roL HACH PARAn TRIC VALUES REFERENCE 1IFOPMATION 
o9 ETA - 00 z.000 1149s seIO9.CO ' OROIdC - REF SIN. 
*0.003 54,01?I 4.0700 IAIL 0.0 REFL 2.33313 NCHES 





 INRP 0.0000 INCHES 
CA.L 0 INCHESHRP .03060 

t3 3.905 PATA I5T, COQt A SCALE 0.336
V flRCNT
 
TWT470 S-IC/GAC ORBITER BFIOWHVS FINS ON (J24031) 29 JAN 71' PAGE 57
 
MSFC TWT 470 LONGITUDINAL STABILITY,, FINS ON, ORBINC=-4A. .. .I. 























z P So INCHES... 
RF .90 5.N 
P1THIN MOENDATAFFICTENTDEL* 
TWT470 SIC/G ARITER BIOVSL FISONC244)F9JA 
4.9 3 2 1 0,0 0 0 
o 1.090 PN .0 
1.050 OATS fJST. CODE *A 












o rr.... .... .... 
 ... ............-...... 

.... n-.-I-.....r....
MSFC TWT 470 LONGITUDINAL STABILITY, FINS... OFF, ORBINC=O O.- '- ..-.­... l-rrr.r rrrr 









PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM
SYMBOL HACHf 
 PARAMETRIC VALUES 
e 99 SCIA 
- 0.050 ORB C REFERENCE INFORMATION0.000
0.99 3 WMDIM C 4 .000 T 1 L REFSP 0 .00 a 1 3960H S0 0 0R $Q IN;

.XM0P RE F L 1 :3 3 3 0 I N C EHI O,0 
 EF S " 1 3 3 3 0 I C ESN p 2640 1 NCH"N 1.457 YM~l¥RP 
 000D0
3.952 DATA MIST. CODE F 1NCH E5
#A ZMR I.00 "H
SCALE 0.3366 pERCNT

TWT470 S-IC/GAC ORBITER BOWHVS 
. 

FINS OFF (J24051]'29 JAN 71 
 PAGE 59
 
.j TMSFC TWT 470 LONGITUDINAL STABILITY, FINS OFF; ORBINC=_2 .
 p






S 4 3 2 1 .0 a a 0 0 - 1 2 -. 3 -4 a5 6 -7 ­5 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM
 
SYNDoL HACH FARAMETRIC VALUES 'REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 BETA - ORSINC - Z-000 REFS 1 060 SQ.I,_ -05 -OSO 
REFL 1.3533 1NCHE$ 
REFB 1 .3330 1NCHES 
0 a0 PHIS 0.000 :X4RP 5,.240 NHE 
0 0:999A W01MC 4.0 HTAIL D.ODD 




Z.4s4 Z BBO0 1NCH ES
 
CL , 66 PR T
 
*A
C i o1.96 DATA MIST. CODE 
TWT470 S-ICIGAC ORBITER BOWHVS FINS OFF [J24061) 29 JAN 71 PAGE 60
 
MSFC TWT 470 LONGITUDINAL STABILITY,-FINS OFr. ORBINC-4.0
 
z4 












-5 	 I ­
0 s 4 3 2 1 a 0 -0 a a 0 -1 -2 -3 4 S3 -o -? 8 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
 
WSHOL 	 NACH FAR4NETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
o 0.900 BETA - S.:40 ORDINC - 4.000 	 REFS 1.3960 SO.IN. 
REFL 1.3330 INCHES
0.97 	 WNGINC 4. 00 NTAIL 0.000 
 1,330 1NC ES
1.0 HB 000REFBo 	 :.xoO PHIB 0,000 XNRP - 5.2640 INCHES 
.199 ytYMRF a.0000 INCHES 
p. 	 1.40 ZNRP 0.0000 INCHES 
OATA HIST.C0, E *ARCNT SCALE 0.3366
Ci, 1.952 	  

TWT470 S-IC/GAC ORBITER BOWUVS FINS OFF CJ24071) 29 JAN 71 PAGE 61 - . 
MSFC TWT 470 LONGITUDINAL STABILITY, FfNS ON,, ORBINC=-I.05
 










0 1 0 D 0 0 -1 2 -S 4 - 6 -7 -8 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
 




 0 .050 ORBINC - 1.050 

El .01 .01M 4.000 OTAIL 0.000 REFS 1 3960 soIN;
REFL 1:Z 330 INCH 5
 




0.997 FMIS 0.000 

1.095 
 YMRF .DODD INC 'ES
 
R FR£C FI£ 
 CN'LC 0.33.. FERCHT
 
TWT470 S-IC/GAC ORBITER BFIOWHVS BASIC A24081) 26 JAN 71 PAGE 62
 
L 
MSFC TWT 470 LONGITUDINAL STABILITY, FINS ON, ORBINC=-I.05
 




0 -2 -3 4 - -
PITCHI.NG MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
 





















0 6.5 PHIS 0.00D XMRP 5 2940 INCHES 
1.0. YMRP 0 0:o.. INCHES 
zZNXF .. 00o0 1 ,CHES 
SCALE 0.3366 PCRCNT 
REFERENCE FILE, . 
TWT470 S-IC/GAC ORBITER BFIOWHVS BASIC CA24081)' 4b JAN /I tAGE 63. 













5 4 3 2 1 0 0 0 a a 0 -1 2 3 4 -5 - -7 




















REFS 1.3960 SO.rN. 
REFL 1.3330 INCHES 
REFS 1.3330 INCHESXNRP 5.2640 - INCHES 
YHRF 0.000M INCHES 
1.454 ZHRF 0.0000 INCHES 
D, 1.96± DATA MIS. CODE #A SCALE 0.3366 PERCHT 
TWT470 S-IC/GAC ORBITER BFIOWHVS BASIC CJ24091) 29 JAN 71 PAGE 64
 







4 0 -1 -2 -3 -4 -
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
. .9 5 BETA 0.100 ORBI C _ .",Q REFS 1.3960 So.IN. 
HTAIL 0.000 PHIB C.Dva REFL 1 3330 INCHES 
REFS 1.3330 INCHES 
XMRP 5 .2640 INCHES 
T'RP 0,OO.I01NCHES 





TWT470 S-ICIGAC ORBITER BOHVS WINGFINS OFF [A24101) 26 JAN 71 PAGE 65 














BOL AC " 
P RAM ETRI C ALU ES 
a . 99 OETA 
. 100 OR SINC -
050 
13. IGZ- HTA L D, 
P ; *E0R 
1.195 
A . 
R E E E C I ES 
TWT470 S-IC/CAC ORBITER BF 






-4 5 6 
REFEREN E INFOR 
REF$ 13960 
FL 1.3330 
XHRP 5.26 4 a 
Y RP 9 co a , 
ZNP .Ollaa 
CAL E . 3 3 6 6 








P R C H T GG 
MSFC.-TWT 470,. LONGITuD.INAL ,STABIL.ITY,,CRUCIFORM FINS, :PHIB=--45.
 
- I 
-' 4 _ i,, 
.....-, i kJlL ... ~ t I! 
 1 
I -'1j ,1±. lI-I ' ± 
....'- __ 2 1 t 
.±"UH i ) i 
L 

±-I I , r II{P U{ ~ 
.. ... " .. - ' " ' . . . . . . . . . .r " : ' , q 7
 













































S 1.190 	 1.050






 1 .960 SQ ,
'EFL 
 1 3330 , IN C $
 
1.0 .0 000REFS 







TWT470 S-IC/GAC ORBITER 
 SCALE 0.3366 	 PERCHT
"BF20WHVSPHIB 
 0 CA24131) 















PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM
 
aymaOL AC" 
 PARAMETRIC VALUES 
a .001 BE TA "- .090 ORBINC REFERENCE INFORMATION- .050 
 REFS 1.3960 SQ .IN
1.091 UWOINC Z.000 NTAIL .000 ,
 REFL 
 1. 33 I CHES
0 .ZOZ PH IS 0 .090 
REF B 1 ,3330 1 C ES
In 1 .45i NRP 5 .264a NC !H 
Ym RP o 0 5uO INC. 

REFERENCE FILE • "RP 
 0 000 INCHME
ALE
S ¢ .13 6 FIRCNT 
TWT470 S-IC/GAC ORBITER BFIOWHVS WING INC=2.0 
 CA24141) 
 26 JAN 71 PAGE 69 




- .. . . . .. 












I.tfL .LIL .J.i J.J .SJ ,..WILR 0.-0 INCHES___
 
HAC 4$ 
- 0 0 0 -1 -2 -3 -4 -5 • 6 -? -0. 












REFS .390U S2.IN. 
REFL 1.3330 INCHES 
o 1.200 
1.460 













WT470 S-IC/GAC ORBITER 'BFIOWHV STRONOBACK OFF CA24151) 26 JAN 71 PAGE 70
 








5 4 3 R 1 
- 1 
- 2 
- - 4 - 5 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM 
- ?-
SINDOL MAeN PARAMETRIC VALUES 

REFERENCE INFORMATION0 .509 BETA 0.050 ORBINC - 1.050 
0..04 wliplc REFS 1.3960 SQ. IN..000 "TAIL 
 0 000 

C.100 0 0 ,00REFS 	 REFL 3330 IN CHES8 HI 	 1 
l ,3. 0 INCHES 
.94 PI 10 MRP 









TWT470 S-IC/GAC ORBITER 	
, 6 

BFIOWHVS WING SPOILERS (A24161) 
 26 JAN 71 PAGE 71 
MSFC TWT 470 .LONGITUDINAL STABILITY,-WING SPOILERS	 
-*
p-ri-li- l 1-r-t -r-,-r-1 i-n- -rr rrrr -rrrr -i-n- rrrr rrrr r rTr-i--f










- S .0 £A - 0 0 OBH .5 	 ___ F$ 1- 90 S.N 
IL - -3 -:_5_ 
RiFL 1 '330 '1N4H" 
C L 00 .3,02 WHIN 4..av HRAI 0.00 REFS 1.3330 INCHES
 
0 1.4 T PHIS O*0 	 XHRP 5264 0 INCHES
 
1o.9f 	 ymRP 0,.DOO INCHES 
ZHRP 010000 1 "CHES 
CALE 0,3366 FZRCNTREEECEFL 

TWT470 S-IC/GAC ORBITER BFIOWIHIVS WING SPOILERS CA24161) 26 JAN 71 PAGE 72
 
NSFC TWT 470 LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, FINS ON. ORBINC=O.O 
0.0 
50.2 
-101 - s a 1 
0.4 YH__0.00 INHE 
- 1 . O 1 0 -... . . .. 
SYNBOLACH F~ARAHETRIC YALUESRFRECIFRMTO 
O 0.900 OETA - 0.030 ORBIHC 0.000 RErS 1.3960 SQ.IN. 
1.002 WWONC 4.000 H4TAIL 0.000 RF 1.5550 INES 
o i.t03 mIDB 0.0 . XHRp 5.2640 INCHES 
A I.I? YHRP 0.0000 INCHES 
,.,o± 0.0000OOO INChES 
*.PG4 DATA HIST. COD A SCALE D*Ao6 ERCNT 
TWT470 S-IC/GC ORBITER BFIOWHVS NO TRIP STRIP (J24011) 29 JAN 71 PAGE 73 



















-.14 -±2 -10 -0 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 
 6 0 12a 14 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SnBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 0.900 BETA - 0.070 ORSINC 0.000 REFS 1.3960 SQ.IN.
 
0 i.OZ W INC 4.00 HTAIL 0.000 REFL 1.3330 INCHESREFS 1,3330 INCHES
1.103 PHI 0.000 XNRP 5.2640 INCHES
 
1.19tr 
 YRP 0.000 INCHES 
1.461 ZNRP 0.0000 INCHES 
1.964 DATA MIST. CODE A 0.366 PERCHT 
TWT470 S-IC/GAC ORBITER BFIOWHVS NO TRIP STRIP (J24011) 29 JAN 71 PAGE 74
 
MSFC TWT 470 LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, FINS ON, ORBINC=O.O
 
. 0 .1. ...:_
 
0.0 -- = -- i­
>/ 
-0.4 -E E3 
-0.2 
c -I . 
_ I I 














ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
9.070 ORBINC 0.000 
4.000 HTAIL oOOa 
0.000 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 1.3960 SQ.NI. 
REFL 1.3330 INCHES 
REFS 1.3330 INCHES 
1.401 XHRP YMRP 
5.2640 
0.0000 INCHESINCHES 





TWT470 S-IC/GAC ORBITER BFIOWHVS 
NO TRIP STRIP CJ24011) 28 JAN 71 PAGE 75
 











-14 -12 -10 -4 -6 -4 -2 a 2 4 6 8 10 12 14
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
"BOL HACH FARAETRIC VALUES *REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
o 0.901 BETA 0.090 ORBINC 0.000 REFS 1.960 SQ.IN. 
O 1.001 WNGINC 4.000 HTAIL 0.000 REFL 1.3330 INCHESREFS 1.3330 INCHES
 
oO0 
 5 .7640 INCHESA ,.goz YHRP 0.0000 INCHES 
1.450 ZHRP 0.0000 INCHES
 
1 1.00 DATA IST. CODE *A 
WT470 S-IC/GAC ORBITER BFIOWHVS FINS ON U124021) 29 JAN 71 PAGF 7r
 
MSFC TWT 470- LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, FINS ON, ORBINCrOO
 







ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
11950L MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.003j-o0.4GINC BETA - .090 .. Ono ORSINC"TAIL 0.0au0.000 REFS REFL 1.3960 1.3330 SQ.IN,INCHES 
REF0 1.330 1 , __ 









1.065 DATA MIST- CODE *A 
SCALE 0.3366 PRCT 
TWT470 S-IC/GAC ORBITER eFIOWHVS FINS ON (J24021) 29 JAN 71 PAGE 77 
MSFC 	TWT 470 LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, FINS ON, ORBINCO.O
 
-4-°-1 0 4a 	 a IS 12 14..... 
0.0 	 1__INH 
-0.4 	 '
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK ALHDERE
 
-0.2 
°'1.0 -- 4.D I 10 	 R F ,HIN 3I CE 
0 PHIS_ D_____ a 	 _____0_ __5__Z4__ IC_ E 
SCL ______ 0..33 
T40- ORBITER --	 __ J2 3 29 JN 71 PG 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
-1.9 AAMST OE *
 
flOL flACH FARA$ETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORHATION 
o 	 0.003 SEA - 0.000 ORBINC 0.000 R r 1.3900 S0.1 . 
s.ooi IMGINC 4.000 HTAlL 0.000 REPL 0.3330 INCHES 
o 	 I.SO± PNIS 0.00 XHRP 5.2040 INCHES 
A .202 1 	 YNRP 0.0000 INCNES 
4 	 . . ZJ4RP 0.0000 iNCHES 
SCALE 0.3360 FERENT 
"1.905 DATA NZ$7. COOC SA 
WT470 S-IC/GAG ORBITER BF1OWHVS FINS ON CJ24021J 29 JAN 71 PAGE 78
 
MSFC TWT 47.0 LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, FINS ON, ORBINC=-2.0
 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _I 
-0-El 
-1.0 
.4 -12 20 _2 a_ _0 - 4 2 4 6 12 14 



















1.105 P~ la O.OS XMRP 5.2640 14CHES 
1..06 YRFP a.0000 lucl;e$ 
1.4560 . 9560CALE DATA "]ST. CODE *A ZMRP D:00000,3366 INCHESPERCNT 
TWT470 S-ICIGAC ORBITER BFIOWHVS FINS ON CJ240311 29 JAN 71 PAGE 79
 
0 
MSFC TWT 470 LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, FINS ON, ORBNC=-2.0
 
0.0 
-o. __--,- _ ____ -.. .. __.____ _ ._ _I
 






124 -12 -10. -a - - 4 -2 0 2 4 a 8 10 12 14 
ANGLE OP ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
1 0S eIC.10REFB 

SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORHATION 
*0.899 BETA - 0.070 ORSINC - 2.000 REFS 1.3960 SQ.IN, 




o =o P,1 C.QVO XHRP 5.2640 INCHes 
3.190 y a0,0000 INCHESYRF
1.xs5 ZHRP 0.0000 INCHES
 
N$.5 CALE 0.5336 PERCH? 
ADATA HIST. CODE 













0.0 - 4a 
C-,o 
=
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
sy {aOt MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION4ETA
0. 899 - O.040 ORBIN¢ - 2.00a 	 REFS 1,3960 Sa*IN, 




0 000XNRP.0 HS 5.2640 INCHES
0 . 19 	 YHRP 0 oooo
o .655 	 zHITR 0. 00 INCHES 
1.956 DATA HEST. CODE *A 	 S AL 0°'66 P RCNT 
TWT470 S-IC/GAC ORBITER BFIOWHVS FINS ON (J24031) 29 JAN 71 PAGE 81
 




-0.0 e- -s -­
-0.0 7__ ___ ___ 
-0.0 
-0.7 _ _ __ _ _ 
3­ _-14 - - 4 -c0 z 4 a 10 12 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. OEGREES
 
.SOL WACH . PARAHETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 0.901 BETA o0.00 ORSINC - 4.000 RZFS 1.3960 SQ.0 N. 
1.000 WH4I.C 0.00O HTAIL 0.00D REFLREFS 1.3330 1.:3 30 INCHES 1 CHr$ 











1.950 DATA MIST. CODE *A 











a. 0. - 1 -10__ -0 -6 -4 2 0 4a 11 12 1 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACH "PAR49ETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0. 901 BETA - 0.a50 ORSNC - .000 REFS 1.3960 So.,IN. 
J.PD ,OO IHC L DDD 1,3330 INHE
HA EFL 

1.0 TSLHIC 000£FB 1 ICE.  3330

-0 .0 90 PHIs 0.000 XHRp 5.2040 IN¢HE
 
0 .S 93 YNRP 000l INCHES 
- .0 s ZpP 0.000 INCHESToT .0S-IE/A -0. ORBI C -OHV FINS0 PGE SN[JO.1I2NAN71 
.0 SCALE 0.336 PFRCNTTANLE FA TTATCK ALPHA. DEGREES
 
'MSFC TWT '470 LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTWS. FINS-ON, ORB.INC=-4.40
 










-0.0S _ " 
_ _ 
. 4 -a 2 4 001 
-o ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
SBOMAH-FARANEIRIC VALUES RSFE~eNCE INFORMATION 






















A E AASCALE 0.5360 PERNT 
TWT7O S-IC/GAC ORBITER BFIOWHVS FINS-ON (J24041) 29 JAN 71 PAGE 
 84 







.. ~ i.... 
__-
HANLOF 
"___0 4 - 2 



















BETA - 0,030. DRSINC 









REPS 1.3960 SQ.IN. 
REFL 1.3330 INCHESI 3330 INlCHES 
" °2640 INCHES 
YHRP 0.0000 IMHCS 
Oi INCHES 
SCALE 0.3366 PCf T 
WT470 S-IC/GAC ORBITER ROWHVS FINS,OFF CJ24051) 29 JAN 71 PAGE 85 
____ 
MSFC TWT 470 LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, 'FINS OFF, ORfINC=O.O
 
0 . 0 	
.. . .. . .. . . . .. 






14. -ni2 - 1 -DI. a_ 4_ 2 __ - __ __ 4a __ 	 t 1 
ANGLE OF ATTACg, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
IVMBol MlAC. PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INJORHATXon 
o 0.399 BETA - 0.050 ORBIHC, a.000~ 	 REFS. 1.3960 50.1*4 
0.93 HALGN 400 .ODREFL 	 I 530a - ICHESo 	 REFB 13350 INCHES 
1.101 	Pms 0.000 XNRP 5.2640 INCHES
 
&*.Q YI4RF 0.0000 INCHES
I x.zoz 	 ZNRPi 1. I00 INCHES 
~. 147SCALE a03S PERC H 
DATA MIST. CODE *A G1.9E1 
TWT47O S-IC/GAG ORBITER BOWVS FINS OFF/ C-J24051) 29 JAN 71 PAGE S
 
MSFC TWT 470 LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, FINS OFF, ORBINC=O.Q
 
L . . .
 





-- 10 	 212 A--.- 1 
0 .0 a FltsRES _CH 3,3 
1-0.4 
-0.2 5.26_ a I , CHE 
-4 -fl -10 -0 - 6 4 - 2 0 2 4 0 0 60 42 14 
ANGLE OF ATTAC , ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SIMOOL HACn FARAI4ETRIC VALUES 	 FRNC FRATO 
o O.OSS SETA - 0.010 OROINC 0.000 	 6£,3960 SO4 N. 
O 	 0.03 14n01C 4.000 HT|L. 0.000 REFL 6.3330 INChES 
REPS 1,3330 INCHESo .ao: OhIOB 0.00 	 XMRF $52040 INChES 
A. .202 	 Vt-IF 0.0000 INCHtES 
IX 	 :,43? "ZNRF 0.0000 INCHtES 
SCALE 0.3366 PERCNTE .951 DATA MIST. CODE *A 
TWT470 S-IC/GAC ORBITER BOWHVS FINS OFF CJ240513 29 JAN 71 PAGE 87
 
.I 
MSFC TWT 470 LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, FINS OFF, ORRBINC=-2.0o. . . . . . . -- . . . . . n, . . . . . . . . . . . .. i,. -, r- r . . . . . -r--r 
I 'II.'0.0 --- __ ____ __ _I I ! 
-0.5 




0. 4 won___0 TAL 0.0 RF_ .a3 NCE 
-1.5 
-1. 4 ±2 -00 1 14
ANGLE OF ATTACKV ALPHA+ DEGREES
 
,rnBot .oaCH FARASZTRIC VALUES .REFERENCE INFORHATXON 
Q. 0o905 PETA - 0.090 COtHEN - Z,.O REF$ 1,3960 SO.IN. 
o .994 WNOIHC 4.000 HTAlL oooo REFL' 1.3330 INCHES 
1.100 P518 .0 0 XNRF 5.2040 INCHES 
S .203 VNRF 0.0000 INCHES 
6 . 54 ZkRP 0.0000 INCHES 
SALE 0.33*6
1.960 DATA MIST. CODE *AERCHT 
fWT470 S-IC/GAC ORBITER BOWHVS FINS OFF (J24061) -29 JAN.71 -PAGE .88
 
NSFC TWT 470 LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, FINS OFF, ORBINC=-2,0
 
0.0 ___ __ _ 
0.1-A----I ~- I -- ­










14 -12 -10 5-0 - 4 2 0 2 4 0 6 0 12 14 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. CEGREES
 
51N90L MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
o 0.90 BETA - 0.000 ORSINC - 2.000 REFS 2.3960 50.314. 
0 0.994 IMOXHC 4.000 NrAIL 0.000 REFL 1.3330 INCHES 
REFSP 1.3330 INCHESo 5.100 PHIS8 0.000 
- 1.ao YHRP 0.0000 INCHES 
1 .434 ZNRP 0.ODDS INCHES 
SCALE 0.3350 PEIRCNT5.050 DATA MI1ST. C05E *A 
TWT470 S-IC/GAC ORBITER BOWHVS FINS OFF WJ24061) 29 JAN 71 PAGE 83
 
MSFC TWT 470 LONGITUDINALCHARACTERISTICS, FINS OFF, ORBINC=-2.0
 
0.0 
__ _ _ _ _ __--_ 
_ _ _ _____ _ _ _ _ 





-14 2 ± - 4 2 4 10. 12 14 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL HACH FAMAHETRZC VALUES 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0.905 BETA -. 0.80 ORSINC - Z.000 REFS 1.3960 sQ.IN. 
REFL 1.333C INCHES
ol 0.954 WNOIME 4.00D sTAIL 0.005 REF 1. 3330 INCHESo 1.100 PHI 0.000 XNR 5.2640 INCHES 
A ,.215 yHRP 0.0000 INCHES 
S 1.454 ZHRF 0.0000 INCHES 
.44. SCALE 0.3366 FER CNTL, 1.0 DATA MIST. CODE *A 
TWT470 S-IC/GAC ORBITER OOWHVS FINS OFF CJ24061) 29 SIAN 71 PAGE 90
 
MSFC TWT 470 LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, FINS OFF, ORBINC=-4.0
 
0.0 	 _____ __I- ____ 
0.0' 	 ___ -___ 
-0.3­
0______ -- ------­0.0_4> 	 __4___ 
-0.5 
-0.6 





0.9 - 1044 	 2 1 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMSOL HACH FARA$ETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0.900 BETA - 0.040 ORBINC - 4.000 	 REFS 1.,3960 SQ.I. 
o 0.097 NGINC 4.000 HTAIL 0.00u 	 REFL 1.3330 IHCHES EFS 1.333a INCHES 
o 2.100 PHIS ,0-	 XMRF 5.2640 INCHES
AM9RP 	 o.40 INCHES 
s 4:0 	 ZMRF 0.0000 IHCHES 
SCALE 0.3366 PERCNT
.90 2 DATA MIST. CODE *A 




MSFC TWT 470 LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, FINS OFF, ORB,INC=-4.0
 






-1 RF 10 






-1? -10 a_ 11 4 4 6 0 _ 10 1a 1 
0. 0 -- I -R0.040 IN 4.000 
__ _ 
__ _ __ REV _ _ 1.3960 
0. 9 mo m 1. 00 HT-I 
__.0__ REF_ 1 333 NCHE 
0.0~~~~X 










-'1.0 -4 -0 - "- G - 4 ­ 0 

_ _ 0 10 _ 
___4 
- .;52 - JTNGLE F ATTACK. ALPHA S0REES 3 
STTOL O P/A VE$ARAHETRC VO REF7reNCE 9T
 
0o99 W GINC 4.000 HAL OGORF 
.30 IC
 
X.Xg COOS SACH 
,THP 

TWT470 S-IC/GAC ORBITER BOWHVS FINS OFF [J24071) 29 JAN 71 PAGE "92
 
MSFC TWT 470 LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, FINS OFF, ORBINC=-4.0
 
0.0 









-n°j -12 -10 ____1 11 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
5YO.8 N.C. PARAHETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 























SCALE 0.3366 FPrCNT 
.T7 DGATA R E15V.COD  FA 
TWT470 S-IC/GAG ORBITER ROWHVS PINS OFF (J24071) 29 JAN 71 PAGE 93 














-0.8 	 _ 
-0.9 	 -____ ____ ___ 
14 -12 -10 -a - - 4 -2 0 2 4 0 0 1 1 14 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
5YWOoL HACH PARAMETRIC VALVES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
o 0.599 BETA - 0.050 ORSINC - 1.050 REFS 1.5960 SO.IN. 
O 0.899 ";INC 4.000 HTAIL 0.000 REFL 1.3350 INC$ES REFS 1.3330 INCHESo 0.997 PHIS 0.000 	 XNRP 5.2640 INCHES 




SCALE 0. 33 . PtRCNT 
REFERENACE FILE 
TWT470 S-IC/GAC ORBITER BFIOWHVS BASIC (A24081) 26 JAN 71 PAGE 94
 




. 9 BEA - .50____105 EF .36 S.N 
-EFL 1 30 ICE
 
1.o -6-- 0ag NCE 
'.[6 SCALE ERN
 
~A~l$1 ALE ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
1o 9 OETA - 0.050 ORSINC - 1.050 RF .90 S.N 
GNC HTAILo WJ&Z 4o.00 - 0.000 REFO 1 *3330 1IJCIIES 
o 1.456 PM?0 0.000 XHRF 3.1040 INCHES 
A *oet yHRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZHRF 0.0000 INCHES 
rrc . LALE 0.36 PRCNT 
TWT470 S-IC/GAC ORBITER. BFIOWHVS BASIC "CA24081) 26 JAN 71 PAGE 95
 
-- -- -







1 1 -2 
-. 0
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 






































MSFC TWT 470 	 LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, FINS ON. ORBINC-1.05
 
. . . . . . . . .------	 ... , 
__ 	 I 
LH, OFATCK
ANGLE~ ~~ ERE 
0.0 -10__ a___ _____ 	 a I 2 1 -: 
0.0
 




0Z 04 __0_ ______$0___ 0 
RC-)C FL A£ 0366 PRH 
T 0T.7 R ITR BIO__BA I A201_2_A _-CA 71' PAG 97__
 
-N1P a o INCE
 
0.2T7 ETAC ORBITER__ B I__2J ___.__ 71- PAGE 97
 
SCALR FENE 0.336 O R NT5YHEFEENC 	 FILlPAAE T C 

MSFC TWT 470 LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, FINS ON. ORBINC=-I.05
 








________ - - ­
:L-____ I I 
- la -10 ­ 0 2 4 a a 10 12 14 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
.1.480t MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERNCE IfFORHATION 
CBETA BINC - 1.OLI REFS i.3960
 
01.1 .O N;CTAIL 0.090 REFL 1.3330 S. "ES 
.p 000REFS 1 333 0 INCHES 
0.99? mID .map XMR? 5.2640 IHCHES 
A .05 YKRF 0.0000m INCHES 
ZNRP 0.0000 INCHES 
SCALE 0o536 c TREFERENCE FILE 
TWT470 S-IC/GAG ORBITER BFIOWHVS BASIC CA 24081) 2S JAN 71' 'PAGE 98
 
HSFC TWT 470 LONGITUDINAL CHARACIERISTICS, FINS-ON , ORBINC=-I.05
 




1'4 -- - 4 - 2 a2 14 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
H~OIACH PARANSYR$C VALUES REFERENCE INFORIMATION 
o 1.j95 BETA - 0.1150 ORSINC - 1.050 REFS 1.3960 S0.IN. 










REFERENCE FLE SCALE 0.36 PERECRNT 
TWT47O S-IC/GAG ORBITER BFIOWHVS BASIC CA2lali 2 RJAN71 PAGE- 99 
NSFC TWT 470 LONGITUDINAL-CHARACTERISTICS, FINS ON, HTAIL=-5.0
 








24 ±Zz 10 -t 0 4 22 4 l b 1? 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYNSOL HACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 0.693 BETA - 0.020 ORSINC - 1.050 REFS &.3900 SO.IN. 
0 0.495 wnlfnC 4.000 HTILt - 5.060 REFLREFS 1.3330 1.330 
INCHES 
INCHES 
o 3.093 PHIS 0.000 
-NR5.20440 INC HES 
3.13 0.000 INCHES 
195 1,454 







TWT470 S-IC/GAC ORBITER BFIOWHVS BASIC CJ24091) 29 JAN 71 PAGE 100
 
14 









1. -n -10 _ 2 0 2 4 a 10 12 14 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
0 . 93 BETA 4.00 ORSIN- - 1.050 ___I 'REFS 1.3960 N_ 
• EFL 1,1330 INCHES 
1.09o3 Pula 0.0O0 XARP 5.2640 INCHES 
.0 o YNR 0.0000 INCHES 
a .0 54 ZMR a. 00 0 INCHES 
1.01 DTARST OD$ SAL, 0,3366 pERCNT 
TWT470 S-IC/GAC ORBITER BFJOWHVS BASIC CJ24091) 29 JAN.71 PAGE 101 
__ 
__ 







o - ,- -n-i-i- - --rr a -- -r 44-ta1n-1-1 
0.9 - OBN - 90 fIBEA OOO .00RF 

- _. _ _. 
__ 
___ 
_ -.-- __1.10 - -MR __._00_ _ INCHES___t0~ o WMjC A00 HAT .0 FL 233 E

< 
- , ,, H 
- ±*SLo. a .L..2 4 .I4L L .4 tL . J . tJ -.. 4 L . J .2i. 
.. 
 ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. OEGFEES
 
SYNSOL MACH 
 PARAMETRIC VALUES 

RErERENCZ INPORMATJON
o 0o.SD B£A - 0.020 QRSIUC - 1.030 REPS 1.3900 SO.1N.
o O.OO, WJGIN 4.000 HYAEL - 5.000 REFL 2.3330 INCHES 
9 , .030 H 6FlS 000- REPS 1.530 mINCuESXMRP 
Y$RP 0.0000 INCHES 





 0.0000 INC ES
 
- 'SCALE 0.3366 FCRCNT 
1.001 OATS MIST. "COPE . # 
TWTI7O S-IC/GAG ORBITER. BFIOWHVS BASIC 
 'fJ24O91) 29,JAN 71 PAGE 102
 
MSFC TWT 470 LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS0 WING AND FINS OFF 
4 
-0.7 -
0..95 -BETA . ._- 0F01 
-0.4 
5-0.2 
-NP .240 INHE 
-1.0 ZNP-.000 0 0093 INCHEINHE 
0.000. 00FL 0151.0 INCNES 
REFERENCE FILE SCALE 0.FO5H1TIONT 
WT470 S-IC/GAC ORBITER' BOHVS WING.FINS OFF CA24101) 26 JAN 71 PAGE 103 












1r-w- -rT 2rr 
__1330 






*yuIOOL flACH PARAM4TRIC VALUES 
REFERENCE FILE 













MSFC TWT 470 LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, WING AND FINS OFF
 
-0.9 	 ­
. .	 I____ 
04 -12 1a__2a4 	 _ IS 12 14 
0.S 	 --. - - - .e _ ___ _- ... _____ --------- -____ -. 
U 
U 
-0.7 SE7A - 0.100 	
_2.R3. s 
-0.0 	 .I 
0.9 	 _.0ICE 
-FATAKoAPADGRE ANGL 

-. 1.0 	 ­
-- ]I
 I 
-Z -±0 -o8 -a . - 4 -2 0 2 4 - - 8 10 12 1 
ANGLE GF ATTACK. ALPHA. CEGREES
 
SYICOOL flA{f P AAETR1C VALISES 	 REFE&ENCE INFORNATIOW 
0 0.995 BETA - 0.10 OR&IHC - 1.050 	 REFS 1.5900 SQ.IN. 
000 pIL 0.000 	 REFL 1.3330 INCHES 
REFS 1,.330 INCHES 
XNRP 5.2640 INCHES 
YHRP 0.000 INCHES 
ZHRF 0.0000 -INCHES 
TA L 

SCALE 0.3366 PCRCHTREFE ENCE FILE 
TWT470 S-IC/GAC ORBITER BOHVS WINGIFINS OFF EA24i01J 26 JAN 71 PAGE 105
 
_ _ _ _ 




A -_--- _CK,__, ^_ DEGREES_ALPH__A. 

-0.0 ____ _._00 INCHES 
-0.1 __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
RE1S 1:333 

-0.0 __0__ INCHES 
0.- 0. BETA - ._____RF__.3366 CNT 
F.ILEINH REPPENB 

WT470 S-ICIGAC ORBITER BFIOHVS WING OFF CA24111) 26 JAN 71 PAGE 106
 
MSFC TWT 470 LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS WING OFF
 













ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL HACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
a 0.909 OET4 - a.1oo ORSINlC - .010" REFS 1.3960 SO.IN. 
[] 1.102 OTAIL 0.000 FnIS 0.000 .REFL 1.1-la 'INCHr3 
REFS 2.3330 INCHES 
1.195 	 XMRP 5:2640 ;NCH'ES
1 	 .0 59 YHRP 0.00°O IPCHES 
Z p * °L... INCHES 
REFERACG FILE A C AALLP366 	 PDRCRT
 
TWT470 S-IC/GAC ORBITER BF10HV-S WING OFF CA241R 2R JAN 71 PAGE 107
 
MSFC TWT 470 LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, WING OFF
 






-0.1 _ _ _ 
____ 
_ _ _ __ _ _ 
_ _ _ __ 






4 -12 I 
 4 -2 a 2 4 6 8. 1 0 12 24 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
18OL MACH 
0 .999 BETA 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
0.100 ORBINC - 1.00 REFERENCE INFORHATION REFS 1.396D S_._N. 
- .o 02 "TAIL 0.000 PHIS aoaa REFL 1.3330 INCHES 
> 1.195 
__CH_ REFS 1.3330 
9 2o XMRFYHR 5.Z640i.0000 INCHESSICHES 
ZNRF 0o00o INCHES 
REFEREHCE FILE SCALE 0:3366 PCRCNT 
4T470 S-IC/GAC ORBITER BFIOHVS WING OFF CA24111) 26 JAN 7"1 PAGE 108 














-1 . 1* BT - .70 - -oRB-4 -105 Z REF 1.96 12. 14 
o3 1.195 IJNOINC 4.000 HTAIL 01000 REFL 1.3330 INCHES 
.S0 F30 5.00REFS 1 3130 INHES 
2i.t YNRF 0.0000 INCHES 
ZMRP 0,0000 INCHES 
PEFEAELCE FILE SCALE 0.A3LP PEREGT 
UTT7 S-IC/GAG ORBITER BF20WHVS PHIB 45 -A24121) 26 JAN 71 PAGE 108 






1 --------- - - - ~ -
-I~ 
0.4 
-0.o 4__o_2 1 
-0.8 
-1 12 -10 a 0 a 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
I.BOl. MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
1.006 BETA - 0.070 ORBINC - 1.050 REFS 1.3960 SQ.IN, 
1.195 WHOINC 4000 HTAIL 0.ou REFL 1.3330 INCHES 
0' .Agi PH16 .5.000 XNRp 5. 264G INCH, S 
A 1.463 YNAPZMRP 0.00a.0000 INCHESINCHES 
SCALE 0.5366 PERCNT 
REFETEHCE FILE 
rWT470 S-Ic/GAG ORBITER BF20WHVS PHIB =45 CA241213 26 JAN 71 PAGE 110 
MSFC TWT 470 LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, CRUCIFORM FINS,- PHIB=45






-4 .. A 
, * 2 .0 BET 0.07 1.5 ________ - REFS... - 1...9-00--­
-0.E ..=.......... . . . 3 0 
0.A0LE OF ATTAC AH D 
0~~~~~~R .O R_ _ 5o 54C6ODHT].30 3 INCHESINCHES 






REFERENCE FILA EENE INFORMATION 
0WT470S-IC/GAO ORBITER BF-OWHVS PHIB 45 CA24121) 26 JAN 71 PASE iIl 




( - .4 
-)o
 
01.4 -12 -014 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
NBOL MAC" PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
- 0 .99 BETA - a06 ORSINC 1,050 REFS 1.3960 S_._N. 







PHIS 0.000O XHRP 
YMRP 




Z.RP 0.009a INCHES 
SCALE 0.3366 PRCNT 
REFERENCE FLET
 
-WT470 S-IC/GAC ORBITER BF2WHVS. PHIB 0 A24131) 26 JAN 71 PAGE 112
 
0.0 
MSFC TWT 470 LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, CRUCIFORM FINS, PHIB5O
 
o 	 rr---r---nr rr-r - r--r-rr-rrrrT, r 1-t---­
1 
0 .0 , ­
-0.4 -18 -0 -4 -. 2 a_ 4_ __a__1 
-)° 
-0. 1 3I 
-± * I 
"* -l 1 -
o 0.09? BETA - 0.060 
*.19i WOINC 4.000 
1,30J PHID O.000 
1A4 9 
REFERCHCt FILE 
TWT470 S-IC/GAC ORBITER 
_______1_t___~lla a l l l I l I l P 
- G -4 -. 2 0D 2 4 6 0, 10 10 14 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES RrR.~ ~oHro 
OP.BINC - 1.050 REFS 1.3960 S0.Jfl. 
HTAIL 0.000 REFL 1.3330 INCnES 
REFS 13305 CHS 
XNRP 5.2640 INCHES 
YNRF 0.0000 INCHES 
ZNP.F 0.0000 INCHES 
SCALE 0.3566 PERCNT 
BF2OWHVS PHIB = 0 CA24131) 26 JAN 71 PAGE 113 
4 
MSFC TWT 470 LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, CRUCIFORM FINS. PHIB=0
 
0- 0 .4 .... 
o * 
Lii 




S-. . . . . .... . . .... 
-".4 - 4 2_____ 0t_ 4_ 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
-so, HACH .FA 
R A H E T R I C 
VALUES 
0 0.997 BETA 0.060 'ORSINC - .030 
2.196 6wozmc 4.000 HTAIL 0.00a 
0 131 HC000)REFB0 ,0 DOOOXHRp 
l 1.459 
R FRE FL 
WoT. 0$A C / G A ASRT R C VAL W HS .R024RENPILE 
WT7 S.19IC/G1C OR0B0ITAR 0.000YS 0.33 
6 1I 
JN 
a_ Q 12 1 
REFERENCE INFORNATION 
REFS 1.3960 so.m. 
R rL 1 3330 INCHES 
1.3 33 INCNES 
5 .2640 INCHES 
YNRP 0.°0DOO INCHE S0.O O IHCHES 
SCAL 0.3366 PERCHTEAIO1 N 
REF IHC1)21 PAES1 
MSFC TWT 470 LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, WING INCIDENCE = 2.0 
o.*±,r1r -i, ,-,--- w r r--r ---- t r r -- r - r ' 1rm -f r----.... . ..... 

0.I__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - r . ......-­
-0.14___ ___ ___ 
0._0- -- __-------_______. 
-0.5 
-0.0 
-'.1 _ ___ - ­_-_--__._. ­
-o6 
-0.1 
14 -1 -±0 -O a - 4 2 0 2 4 c a 1 12 14 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SrHOL NACH FARAMNTRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 1.00! BETA - 0.090 ORBNC - 1.050 nrFs ±.39e0 soIN. 
Z.000 HTAIL 0.000 REFL $.3330 INCHES0 1.091 WNOIC rEPS $.330 INCHES
XRFP 5.34D INCRES
o 1.2oZ PHI0 0.,00 
.. 416 VHRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZHRP a.0000 INCHES 
CALE 03356 PERCHT 
TWT470 S-IC/GAC ORBITER BFIOWHVS WING INC=2.0 CA24141) 28 JAN 71 PAGE 115
 









-1 a -H EF 1a 0 !CE 




a 2 2 1 
-.1-" 
REERNC FIE 














6 A 71F PAGE6 116I 
MSFC TWT 470 
U~~~~ r 
LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, WING INCIDENCE = 2.0 








- 14 -1- -10 - 0 - - 4 - _ a 2 4 0 a 10 12 14 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
.1950OL HACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 

















1.410 YHRP a.0000 INCHES 
ZmnF 0.0000 INCHES 
REFERCHC FILE SCALE 0.3366 PERCNT' 
TWT470 S-IC/GAC ORBITER BFIfOWHVS WING INC=2.0 CA24141) 26 JAN 71 PAGE 117
 
MSFC TWT 470 LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, STRONGBACK OFF
 
0.0 
-:,K .. . . . -.-. IJL ... J .Jt W.t. 4 .L L.4. 4t.. ~ C t k - -a .i 
-1 	 -42 ____0a_ 1 0 10 12 1 
REERNE NRATO 




 SCL 0.36 PRN
 
o 	 -1.20 ie 000X$P 524
 
-A -14 -6 -0-- - -
- MR 0 .10000
 
1.0@94N~e HALO € OOORF .000 	 . 0 ICS-ICGAC OANGLE 	 TTACKOF
TWT470 	 ORIWH ALPA45 DEGREES AGE l
 
RF € IESCALE 	 0.5335 PERCNT 
TWT470 S-IC/GAC ORBITER BFIOWHV STRONGRACK OFF CA24151) 26 JAN.71 PAGE 118
 
0.0 




14 -12 -- 6 - 4 a D- 4 6 8 10 12 4 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
,rMBOL MAC" PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INIFORMATION 
a J.002 BETA - 0.040 ORSIHC - 1.050 REFS 1.3960 5Q.1H. 
0 $.091 fozIC 4.000 HTAII 0.000 REFL 1.3330 INCHES 
REFS 13330 INCHES 





ZMRP 0.0000 INCHES 
REFERENCE FILE SCALE 0.3366 PERCNT 
TWT470 S-IC/GAC ORBITER BF.IOWHV STRONGBACK OFF CA2415 ) 26 JAN 71 PAGE 119
 
-I 
MSFC TWT 470 LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, STRONGBACK OFF
 
o.* ± ,-rr '-i-- -I-J i--T- r, ,,rll1r ~ .r~r1 trr~ull1i - r-











-1. 14 1 -- 0- 4 .0 a 4 in 12 14 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORHATION 
C 1.0oz BETA - 0.040 ORBIHC - 1.050 REFS 1.3960 SQIeN. 
1.009 N*INC 4.000 HTAIL 0.000 REFL 1.3330 INCHES 
O 4.200 PHI5 0.000 REFS RF 1.3330 5:264n INCHES ICHES 
1.450 YNRP .0000 1 NCHES 
ZMRP 0,0000 INCHES 
SCALE 0.3366 PERCHT 
REFERENCE FILE 
TWT470 S-IC/GAG ORBITER BFIOWHV STRONOBACK OFF CA24151) 28 JAN .71 PAGE 120 
MSFC TWT 470 LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, WING SPOILERS 






10____ 0.0000 INCHE 
--S _ -­ -__ - -- - - 2_ _ __ _ 101_ 
RE E EC-IL__ __ _ __ __ _ __ C IE0.336 
-0.0 9 BEA________ 105 EF ,3G SoN 
- 0.9 0 .00REL ________HAZ 1, 3 ]CE 
ANGL OFATTCK.ALPA.EGRES$ 
A ,.:o, YNRPS¢ 0.0000 INRCHS 
TWT470 S-IC/GAG ORBITER BF1OWIHVS WING SPOILERS CA2416I) 26 JAN 71 PAGE. 121 
ISFC TWT 470 LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, WING SPOILERS
 




o' -10 0 _- 4 0 4 6 6 in 12 14 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES"
 
S MSOL PAC" PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 * .a TA - 0.050 ORBINC - 1.050 REFS 1.3960 Sa.IN, 
1.309 wGz NC 
0 






0 1.451 PHIS O.oOn -XHRP 5.2640 INCHES 
A 1.96i YMRF a , 000 INCHES 
-CAL. 0.3366 PERINI 
REFERENCE FILE
 
TWT470 S-IC/GAC ORBITER BF10WIHVS WING SPOILERS CA24161] 26 JAN 71 PAGE 122
 
MSFC TWT 470 LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, WING SPOILERS.
 
0.0 2 1a_041 	 1 
-0.1 0.00ICE 
--0.R RNCEFIL 
_------RC________ _ __.  . . 
m 
-.0.4 _ _ _ ____ _ _ _ 
-). 
0 91509_ SE___A - ._0_____1._ RF .36 S .N 
-0.t 
___ ___ ___ 
--. 0 
_____ ____ 
-1.1 ~1- .I 
-$ 4 '-$2 -±0 - 0 -8 -O .4 "-2 0 2 4 6 0 10 12 14 
ANGLE OF ATTACKO ALPHA. DJEGREES
 
OTNBOLt MACHf PARA$ETRJC VALUES 	 REPC2EEICE INFORMATION 
o 0.Sfl SETU - 0050 OROINC -1.050 	 RE$ 1,3960 S~oIN. 
o 	 .904 WGNOSN 4.000 HTAII. 0.000 REFL 1,3550 INCHES 
PRl 000 tFB 1.5550 INCHES 
A ,aooYH 	 0.0000 INCHES 
ZIIRP 0.0000 INCHES 
RZFRENCE PILE SCALE 0.5566 pERCNT 
TWT47O S-IC/GAC ORBITER BFIOWIHVS WING SPOILERS tA24161) 26JAN 71 "PA6E 123
 





E3 a[ -BfE 
-0.2
 








-4 -t ±0 -e -- 4 0 0 4 c 0 10 ±2 14 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
,'SYMOL NACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
o 1.200 OC7A - 0.050 ORIfC - 1.050 REFS 1.3960 SQ*aN. 
O 1.30Z WGINC 4.00D HTAIL ..00 REFL 103.300NCH0S
 
,REFS 1.3330 INCHES0 s.457 Ptls 9.00 X1RF 5.2640 INCHES 
1.90 YIRF 0.00,0 INCHES 
ZRP 0.oo. i ZNCHs 
REFSRENCL FILE ECLA 0.3366 PERCNT 
TWT470 S-IC/GAC ORBITER- BF.IOWIHVS WING SPOILERS CA24161) 26 JAN 71 PAGE 124
 
M5TF IWI 4'/U LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, WING SPOILERS
 
o * I -1--i I' I I-
IA 







1-4 -12 -10 - - - - 0 44 0 in1 12 14 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SINBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
a 0.599 BETA - 0.050 ORBIN - 1.00 REF 1.3960 SQ.IN.S 
10 0.90, UNGINC 4.000 HTAIL O.Doo REFL 1.3330 INCHES-0 .REFB _30_NCHES 1. 
0.9 "B .0
1 O .0 NIH THL000RP R P 5:.2340 INCHESNC.1 0I .0 .33.50 ; M &OOD 

$ALE 0.3306 
REFERE-CE FILE W S R1PG SCALE 
£F SC£ PERCNT 
TWT47O S-IC/GAG ORBITER SFIOWIHVS WING SPOILERS (A24161) 26 JAN 71 PAGE 125
 
MSFC TWT 470 LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, WING SPOILERS
 




-0. 4 Pl .0____ 
-0. 5 .264 1 HE 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
5Y140L NACH PARANETRXC VALUSFNFORLATION RErRENCR 













SCALE 0.3366 PC CNT 
TWT470 S-IC/GAG ORBITER SFIOWlHVS WING SPOILERS CA24161) 26 JAN 71 PAGE 126 
















YBOL ALHA PARAMTRIC VALUES 
EFL ,330 INCHES
 GINC 4.0 0 HTAIL .00 1INCHES
1,3330
R FO
XHR , 5 :264 C IN CH S 
yHRP 0 . DOD IN C , E 
ZMR P 
PHI S O .O DO 





AA HIT. CODE V1. 

TWT470 S-]C/GAC ORBITER BFIOWHVS 'NO TRIP STRIP [H24011-] 29 JAN 71 PAGE 127­
MSFC TWT 470 LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS AT ALPHA=O, ,FINS.ON, ORBINC=O
 
-rrr -rrIrr ii t i' ' I rr,- v'r rT 1 



















REFL 1.333 0 NC E 
WHINC 4 . 000 INCHESH TAIL . 00 
 5 264 00 1IN CH 
 
.XHRP P H S9 0 0R 

E F S 1 . 3 3 






VATA H15T, COVE VI 
29 JAN 71 PAKE 128
TWT470 S-ICIGAC ORBITER BFIOWHVS NO TRIP STRIP H24011) 

MSFC TWT 470 LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS AT ALPHA=0, FINS ON, ORBINC=O.O
 
Z02~.. ... . ..... .. .. 












o 0. OEA .00RF __H 13____ OO_ 
0.0. 
x BB APAPRHTI 



















- DT0T.5 CODE VI_ ,.6 
X"RF 
SCALEo 
1 2 0 
0.33661 
ICE 
AT . L4 .LC .-. w..AW.4.WYkIj .W CA.44 J..t.. pnRi7 T 
TW40 0. 0. 0.0/GA0.0TEBF .0V 1.1 1R.2 1TRI 140I 1.5 1.N 71. PAGE 1 2.0 
~ FIWV H41)TWT470~ ~ ~ ~~~MC O RPSRP NUMBERRIE 9JN71 PG 2 





TW402I/A RIE FOHS FNSO H42) 9JN7 AE 1­
-8.5 0.4 






0.8 0.9 1.0 1 1 1.2 1.3 
MACH NUMBER 
PARAM67RIC VALUES 
- 0090 ORSINC 0.900 
4,000 HTAIL O*OoD 
OOaO 
DAT H $,COE ZSCALE 
TEF4OD 
1. 4 1.5 1.0 1.7 1.8 1.9 2. 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 1.3960 30 
REFL 1 330G IN E% 
REFS 1:33330 INCHES 
XURP I .2640 INCHES 
YNRP .o000o INCHf$ 
ZMRP 0.,0000 INCHES0.3566 PCRCHT 
7 
MSFC TWT 470 LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICSAT ALPHA=O, FINS ON, ORBINC=O.O
 
Bu 








a46 Go_ _.i_ 0.8 D__ 1.0 1.2 1. 1.4 1.5 :.6 3.7 1.8 1.9 2.0 
MACH NUMBER 
ST.BOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 0.000 BETA 0 .090 ORPINC 0 000 REFS 1.3960 sa.zn. 
W@N00C 4.0'D HAL 0,009 REFL 1 330g "NCHES 





ymsp 0:OO00 NCHES 
zmgp D.C.0 INCHES 
DATA MIST. CODE VI IN ALE 0.3366 PERCNT 
TWT470 S--ICIGAC ORBITER BF]OWHVS FINS ON CH24021) "29 JAN 71 PAGE 131
 









.5€ 0.6 a.? 0.8 0.9 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.6 1.7 1.8 1.9 2.0 
MACH NUMBER
 
S -PARAMTRI VALUES 	 RCF1RCNCE INFORMATION 
S 0.090 	 BETA 0.090 ORBINC 0.200 2.F S.3960 s0,1N. 
WNGIMC 4.000 HTAIL 0.000 REFL 1.3330 INCHESLI Era I33Z0 IN CHES 
PHIS 0.000 IfHRp, 5,2640 INCH S
 
ZNRP 0,00000 lmmcmc'$sDATA H15T CODE vi 	 SCALE 0,3366 PERCNT
 
TWT470 S-IC/OAC ORBITER BFIOWHVS FINS ON CH24021) 29 JAN 71 PAGE 132
 
NSFC TWT 470 LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS AT ALPHA=O, FINS ON, ORBINC=-2.0
 












0. G, 0 ,70 1, 11 ,Z 1, 14 1.5 1.6 1.7 1.8 1.9 Z.0 
MACH NUMBER
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
a 0.00U BETA - 0.070 ORDINC - Z.000 REFS 1.35GO 50.1n. 
wollic 4,OOD HTAIL 0.000 RF7L 1.335a INCHES 
ra 1,3330 INCHES 
PHI 0.000 01HRP 5.2640 INCHES 
Ym RP aODDO 0 1 NCHES 
JMRP a,0000 INCH Es 
DATA MIST. COD VI $CALE a . j ,6 P 'R , T 
TWT470 S-IC/GAC ORBITER BFIOWHVS FINS ON CH24031) 29 JAN 71 PAGE .133
 
MSFC TWT 470 LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS AT ALPHA=ZQ FINS ON, ORBINC=-2.0
 
I_ I I I I I j I I-- I 
4I I3 
-4 
. . . . . . . . . . .l 
0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.°0 1 .1 a 1 ,5 1.4 1.3 1 .6 I .7 1.8 1.*9 2.0 
MACH NUMBER 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALVES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
a .ago BETA - 0.7,T RSINC - ZODO ,REF$ 1.396P SG.IN. 
HOJMC 4.000 HTAIL V.DUO. REEL 1:3330 INCHES 







ZHRP 0 oO.D INCHES 
DATA MIST. CODE V1 SCALE 1.3366 PERCHT 
TWT470 S-IC/GAC ORBITER BFIOWHVS FINS ON CH240311 29 JA'N 71 PAGE 134 
MSFC TWT 470 
I.e 








000.5 . . . a 11 12 3 14 15 . 1 . . . 
0.6 0 1000 
DATA MIST. CODE 
TWT470 S-IC/GAC ORBITER 
VI 
BFIOWHVS FINS ON CH24031) 
REFS 1:333 INCHES1... , ,7 lO 1, 
XNRP~AC5NU40MBERHE 
YHF9 10 33 INCHES 
yH'RP 0 00 0 00' NCt'ES 
SAE 0.33a6 PRCM 
29 JAN 71 PAGE 135 
MSFC TWT 470 LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS AT ALPHA=O, FINS ON, ORBINC-4.0 
0 ~~ . ,111 ' T 
_ 















SYMBOL ALFHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.000O BETA - 0.050 ORSZNC - 4.000 REFS 1.3960 SQ.IN.





 XMRP 5 Z640 INHES 
I HRF 0.:0000 INCHES 
ZMRP 1.00 ,0 INCHES 
DATA HI$T, CODE VI SCALE 0.3366 P ERCNT 
TWT470 S-IC/GAC ORBITER BFIOWHVS FINS ON CH24041) 29 JAN 71 PAGE 136
 
-3 




-8.5 BIDSYMBOL ' 
ALP4 0. B .9 1 0 1.2 
VALUES 1.'6 1.7 1.0 
FARAETRIC 




BETA 0.050 INFORMATIONORBINC 4.000
WHINC 4.009 H TA IL REFS0.000 1.3960 SQ.I N.pHIx 
 RFFL I 3 330 INCHES 
P*D 
 5H~ *2640 INCHESPHS .00RFS 
DATA HIST. COD IHRP 1 o3o INCH,EVI O0o0o0 INCHES
 
SCALE 
. M STWT47-0 S-ICGAC ORBITER 
BFIOWHVS FINS ON 
PERC T 
CH24041) 




















0.3 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 1.2 1.2 1. .4 1.5 1.6 1.7 I.a 1.9 2.o 
MACH NUMBER
 
SY-30L ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES NE ERENCE INFORMATION 
0 0 
0 0.0D a BETA - 0 ORSINC 4.000 EFS 1.3960 SQIN.
 
















TWT470 S-ICIGAC ORBITER eF]OWHVS FINS ON CH24041) 29 JAN 71 PAGE 138
 












-5.5 0.6 0.7 0.0 0.9 1.0 1.1 $.2 1.3 1 4 1.5 1 , 1. 7 1.8 1 9 Z.0 













 S oD vREFB
pNG O Q 
 •RF 
XMRp $.3 0 I HE S





PN1 0.00 XRP D.ODO INCHEs 
SCALE 3 66 ERCa DATA MIST. CODE VI 

TWT470 S-IC/GAC ORBITER -BOWHVS FINS OFF (H24051) 29 JAN 71 PAGE 133
 











 SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES 
REFS 1 3960 S . N 0 	 . 000 B TA 0. 00 ORBIN c - . 000 
REFL 1.3330 I00CH{E






X RP 5,2640 INCHES






SCALE 0.3366 ER CNT
 
DTA IST. ODE VI 

TWT470 S-IC/GAC ORBITER BOWHVS FINS OFF (H24051) 29 JAN 71 PAGE 140 








0.0 0. 0.8 0., 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.3- 1.4 1.5 1.0, 1.7 1.8 1.9 Z.0 
MACH NUMBER
 
5INSOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE: INFORMATION 
0. 000 BETA 0 .050 ORaINC 0.1100 REFS 1.3960 SQ.IN.E F L 
R 1 .3330 INCHES 
REFS 1 3330 INCHES 
PHIS 01O009 XHRF 5.2640D INCHcS 
" ImC 4 000 HTAIL O.Cou 

yHRF a ..OO IN ' . s 
ZMRP a0.a000 INCHES 
OA&HSoCO 13CALE a .336 P ERC NT 
TWT470 S-IC/GAC ORBITER BOWHVS FINS OFF CH24051) 29 JAN 71 PAGE 141
 
_ _ 









OT 1. .G 09 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.0 1.7 1.8 1.9 2.0. 
MACH NUMBER 
57-SOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 0.0 0a ET. G98 ORSINC - 2.000 REFS 1.3960 3Q.. 
WHOIN C 4 DO0 HTAI L 0.000 REFL 1,3330 INCHES, 
PHIS Q:,ovO ,EFS 1.3330 1 NCHES 
XARF 5.2640 INCHE5 
YMRF 0o 00 1 ES 
ZHRP I., a , r C. ES 
DATA MIST. CODE - VI SCALE 0.3366 PERCNT 
TWT470 S-ICIGAC ORBITER BOWHVS FINS OFF (H24061) 29 JAN 71 PAGE 142 
-4 
1 








-9.5 016 0.7 0.0 0.9 1.0 1.1 1.2z I. 1.4 1.5 1.6 17 1.8 1.9 Z. 
MACH NUMBER 
57noL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 












ZMRP 0.-0000 INCHES 
DATA MfST. CODE VI SCALE .3366 PERCNT 
TWT470 S-IC/GAC ORBITER BOWHVS FINS OFF CH24061) 29 JAN 71 PAGE 143 
MSFC TWT 470 LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS AT ALPHA=O, FINS-OFF, ORBINC=-2.0
I I 












0. .3 . 0 0 . 9 111..9 
a.. a.MACH 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC-VALUES 
0 0.000 ETA 0.080 ORBINC 
MW&I C .. ago NTAIL 
PHIS 0.000 
DATA miar. CODE - VI 







REFS 1.3S60 SQ.IN, 
REFL 1, "30 INCHES 
REFS 1.3330 1NCHES 
XKRP 5. 2640 INC , E 
YMRP 0 . 0 INCHE5 
ZMRF a.novaO INCHES 
SCALE 0.3366 PCRCNT 
29 JAN 71 PAGE 144 
MSFC TWT 470 LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS AT ALPHA=O, FINS OFF. ORBINC=-4.0
 





_5 -- -- -- - -. 	 - __ 
00 0.7 0.0 0.S .0 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.6 1.7 1.8 1.9 2.0 
MACH NUMBER
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 0.000 BETA 0.040 ORSINC - 4.000 	 REFS 1.3960 $Q.IN. 
wHoIC 	 4,000 HTAIL 0.000 R FL 1.3330 INCHES 
REF 1.3530 INCHESFf10 0.0005260 pHO OODXMRP 	 5.2040 INCHES1NCHE 
YHRP a.0000 INCHES 
ZRP 0 .000 INCHES 
SCALE 0.3366 FERCNT
 DATA MIST, CODE VI 

TWT470 S-IC/GAC ORBITER -BOWHVS FINS'OFF fH240713 29 JAN 71 PAGE 145
 
















-. 7___1 0._ 1.I 1.3, 1.4 5 1.6 1.? 1.8 1.9 Z.0 
MACH NUMBER
 









 XmRp 5 .25AD INCHES 
YHRF a.0000 1 MCHES 
ZMRF u .GOD INHES$ 
DATA MIST. COD yj SCALE a3 366 p RCNT 
TWT470 S-IC/GAC ORBITER BOWHVS FINS OFF CH24071) 29 JAN 71' PAGE 146
 
ISFC TWT 470 LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS AT ALPHA=O, FINS OFF, ORBINC=-4.0
 












0_ 0.9 1.0 1.1 1.Z 1.3 ,4_ 1.5 1.0 1.7 1.8 119 . . 
MACH NUMBER 





HTAIL 0.000 MACHE REFL REFS 
XNRP 
NUMBERRCN 1o3330 1:330 
5 .2640 
INCHES 
1 NC"E 3 
1 ZCHES 
0R-a 0.0a00 INCHES 
ZHRP .. o00 INCHES 
DATA -ISTCODE 0 VI000 -
TWT470 S-ICIGAC ORBITER BOWHVS FINS OFF CH2401) 29 JAN 71 PAGE 147
 
MSFC TWT 470 LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS AT ALPHA=O, FINS ON, ORBINC=-1.05

. ... . . . . . .~ . .. ..i. .. - -I. . . . . . . . .. . . ....1 









S.0 0.7 0.0 0.9 1.0 1.1 1.2 3.3 1.4 2.5 1.0 1.7 1.8 1.9 z.0 
MACH NUMBER 
.YKBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.000 ETA 0.050 ORSINC 1.050 REFS 1.3960 S.IM. 






YNRP 5.0000 INCHES 
YHRP 0.0000 1NCHES 
S RP .OUG INCHES 
DATA MIST. CODE VI SCAL ':3,6 PCRCHT 
TWT470 S-IC/GAC ORBITER BFIOWHVS BASIC CH24081) 29 JAN 71 PAGE 148
 
MSFC TWT 470 LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS AT ALPHA=O, FINS ON, 
ORBINC=-1.05
 




















. . . L.0* Lo.1 1.2 L.3 1.4 15 1 6 17 .6 19 2.0 
MACH NUMBER 
SymbIOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES RE EC NFORMATION 


























TWTr470 S-IC/GAC ORBI-TER BFIOWHVS BASIC CH24081)' 29 JAN -71 PAGE 149 
MSFC TWT 470 LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS AT ALPHAzO, FINS ON, ORBINCz-1.05
 
ItI 
1.0 	 ____ 
IL 
E D . 
m 
L. 
00 	 0 10 _0_o___1 .1 1.2 1 .3 14 1.3 1.6 1.? 1 .8 1.9 .o 
MACH NUMBER
 
5'VBOL 	 ALPH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATIONA 
0. 	 0 Do O ETA - 0.050 ORBINC - 1.050- REFS 1.3960 sQ.IN. 
WHI C 4.000 HTAIL 0.000 R vEL 1 3330 I C E 
.	 INCHESPHIB 0.000 
pNB DDXMRF 5. 2640 INCHES 
IHR 0I.a0000 INCHES 
ZHRP GOooDO INCHES 
DATA HIST CODE Vi SCjLE a , 366 P ER CHI 
TWT470 S-IC/GAC ORBITER BFIOWHVS BASIC CH24081) 29 JAN 71 PAGE 150
 
MSFC TWT 470 LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS AT ALPHA=O, FINS ON, HTAIL=-5.0
 









.a2 O.r 0.9 0.9 2.0 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4' 2 5 1.6 1.7 1o6 1.9 2.0 
MACH NUMBER
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
AD .00 BETA 0.020 ORBINC - 1.0$0 R CPS 1':960 soN 








SCALE .,3366 P EACHTDATA MIST. CODE VI 
TWT470 S-IC/GAC ORBITER BFIOWHVS BASIC CH24091) 29 JAN 741 PAGE- 151
 
MSFC TWT 470 LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS AT ALPHA=O, FINS ON, HTAIL=-5.0
 





0.0, OT D@ . . 1.1 2.2 . 1.4 1.5 1.6 .@ 1.9 Z*u 
MACH NUMBER
 
5,kOOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES. REFERENCE INFORNATION 
0 a.oo T -" 0.020 . 0RSTHC - 1.050i REFS 1.3960.0 SQ.IR. 
WWOIHC 4.000 HTAIL - .500D REFL 1.3330 INCHES 
PI agREFS 1.3330 INCHES 
XMR p 5 * @ 4 1 , C H E S p I . 
YNRP 0 ,O6f400 INCHE$ 
ZRP . a 0 1_C ES 
DATA HIST. CODE VI CL .36. FRN
 
TWT470 S-ICIGAC ORBITER BF10WHVS BASIC CH24091) 29 JAN 71 PAGE "152 
MSFC TWT 470 LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS ATALPHA=O, FINS ON. HTAIL=-5.0
 








0.6 va' 0.0 0.9 1.0 1.l 1 . 1, 1 4 1.6 17 i s 1.9 2.0 
MACH NUMBER
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 0 0  
0 0. GET. I 0.020 ORRINC - 1.05a REPS 1.3960 SQ.TN.
F L  
WDIMC 4,000 HTAIL -5.000 RE 13330 INCHES
 
REFS 1,3330 Inc 'ES 







DaT H$T CD vJSCALI" 

TWT470 S-IC/GAC ORBIXER QFI0WHVS BASIC CH24091) 29 JAN 71 PAGE 153
 







-85 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 1 1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1 . 1.6 1. 1 .0 1.9 2.0 
MACH NUMBER 
57MBOL ALPHA FARARETRIC VALUE$ REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 0.000 BETA - .100 ORSINC - 1.950 REFS 1.3960 SG. lN. 
HTAIL 0.000 PHIS 0.000 REFL 1,3330 INCHES 
REFS 1.:333 INCHES 
X ,RP 5,.2640 1 NCHES 
YNRF I.OaOO 0 INCHES 
ZHRF O,0.a0n INCHES 
DATA .15T. C E vi SCALE 0.3366 P ERCHT 
TWT470-S-ICIGAC ORBITER BOHVS WING,FINS OFF CH241011 29 JAN 71, PAGE 154 
MSFC TWT 470 
4 














0. 0.0 0.7 0.0 ,9 1.0 1.1 1.Z 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.6 1.7 1.8 1.9 .0 
- MACH NUMBER 
SY.COL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
S 0.0s0 BETA - 0.100 OR9ZHC 1.050 REFS 1,396 S IN. 
HTAIL 0.000 PHIS 0.00a REFL 1.30 IN HE; 
REFS 1.3330 INCHES 
XMRP 5 2640 INCHES 
- YMRP 0°O0000 INCH ES 
DATA MIST. COI VI ....SCALE ':0, .. * 1. INCHESPRCHT 
TWT470 S-IC/GAC ORB'ITER. BOHVS WING.FINS OFF (H241011 29 JAN 71 PAGE 155
 
MSFC TWT 470 LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS AT ALPHA=O, W'ING.AND-FINS OFF
 















0.6 0.6 0.7 0.3 0.9 1.0 1.1 1.2 113 1.4 1.5 1.6 1.7 1.8 1.9 2.0 
SCMBOL 	 ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0. 	 0 BETA - 0.1- OR-NC .050 REFS 1.3960 SQ.N. 
HTAIL 0.00 B o- RE 1.3330 INCHES 
0 





XHRP 5.2640 INCHES 
YHRP 0:0000 INCHES 
ZHRP 0.0i0 INCHES 
SCALE 0.3366 PERCNT 
DATA MIST. CODE vi 
TWT470 S-IC/GAG ORBITER BOHVS WING.FINS OFF CH24101J 29 JAN 71 PAGE iSS 
-C 







0.' 0.0 0.7 0.0 0.9 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.0 1.? 1.0 1.0 2.0 
MACH NUMBER 
SINSOL AlPHA PARANETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFQRHATION 
0 0.000 BETA • - 0.100 ORBINC - 1,.050 REFO 1.3960 SQ.JN,
HTI .00 PIB :.3330 •INC$ES
OOGREFL 










CATA H557. CODE vs SCALE 0.3365 PERCH? 
TWT470 S-IC/GAG ORBITER RFIOHVS WING 0FF (H24111) 29 JAN 71 PAGE 157
 
- -






-4 0 SCAL . PE_____ 
O . 0. 7 0 . 8 a 9 1 . 1 . 1 1 . 2 1 3 1 4 5, 1 6 1 , 1 S , 1 . 9 , Z . ' 
MACH NUMBER 
51-BOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 ..000 BETA 0-100 ORSINC 1.050 REFS 1.3960 SQo]N. 
MAIL 0 .000 PH IS 0 . 00 REF S . 3 0 I C 
REF 1,3 330 1 NCHES 
XHRF 5 .2640 INCHES 
YNRP a 0000 INCHES 
Z, RF 0:o, 0 0 INCHES 
DATA MIST. CODE VI CL 
+3G PRN 
TWT470 S-IC/GAC ORBITER BFICHVS WING OFF CH24111) 23 JAN 71 PAGE 158 











0.3 0. .7 0.0 0.9 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.3" 1.4 1,5 1.6 1.7 1.8 1.9 2.0 
MACH NUMBER
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
O 0.000 BETA 0.00 ORSINC 1.050 REFS 1.3960 0,IN. 
HTAIL 0.000 PHIS 0.000 REFL 13330 INCHE 
REFS 1:3330 INCHES 
XNRP 5.2040 INCHES 
NIRP a.0OO INCHES 
Z8P a.00 INCHES 
-
SCALE 0. 66 4HRCNT
DATA MIST. CODE VI 

TWT470 S-IC/GAC ORBITER BFIOHVS WING OFF CH24111) 29 JAN 71 PAGE 159
 
I 












$,.VOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES 
0 D~oo BETA 0.010 O9SINC 
IGH HTAIL4.0 

" o oRPH IS 45 0 0 

DATA MIST. CODE v I 
1. 2 2 .3 1 4 1.5 1.8 1. 9 2 0 
MACH NUMBER 
.REFERENCE INFORMATION 




1.3 3 3 U 
INCHES 
NC H S 










TWT470 S-IC/GAC ORBITER BF20WHVS PHIB =45 [H24121) 29 JAN 71 PAGE 160
 









; 0.6 0.7 . 0 01D9 1.0" 1.' '*2 1.3 1.4 14 1.6 1.7 1.$ 1.9 2.0 
MACH NUMBER 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.0pa BETA olDor ORBINC - 2.050 REFS 1.3960 SQIN, 
"altic A'D00 NTAIL 0.000 REFL 1.3530 INCHES 
PI 500REFS 1.3330 1 N CHc 
YMRP , 264 INCHES 
ZHRP 0Ou0 MNC ES 
DATA "IST. CODE VISAE -36 PE 
TWT470 S-IC/GAC ORBITER BF20WHVS PHIB =45 (H24121) 29 JAN 71 PAGE 161
 







0 0.4 __________ 
7 
O 0.4 -_______ 
0. 
o.- 0.6 0. 1.0 1.1 112 1.3 1 1,5 1 a .7 I's 1.9 Z.0 
MACH-NUMBER
 
SYtBOL ALPHA PARAHETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
C 0.000 BETA - 0.070 ORBINC 1.050 REFS 1,3960 S.IN. 
WINC 4.000 HTAIL 0.000 REFL 13330 INCHES 
REFB 1.333a INCHES 
PHIS 45.000 FIRP 5.2640 INCHES 
YIRP O*O 0 INCHES 
ZHRP 0.0000 INCHES
SCALE 0.3365 PERCNT 
DATA MI$T. CODE VI 
TWT470 S-IC/GAC ORBITER BF2OWHVS PHIB 45 (H241213 29 JAN 71 PAGE 162
 
MSFC TWT 470 LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS AT ALPHA=O, CRUCIFORM FINS, PHIB=O
rr--I -rrrt11 






0 0.6 0 1 1, z 1 3 1,4 1.5 16 1.oT 1.8 1.9 z OG?.7 0, 
MACH NUMBER
 
S .Sol ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 RE E FORMATION 
o a SCo6TA - .060 OSIN¢ - .asO 	 EF 1. 960 SON
 
W N IN C 	 4 . 0 0 0 TA I L 0 . 0 0 0 R E F L 1 .3 3 0 1N H EEFS 1.33 0 INCHES 
PHIS 01000 " MRP 5.2640 INCHES 
YMRF a O OD INCHES 
z'RP 0:0000 1 N CNE 
DATA MIST. CODE ¥l SCALE 0.3366 PERCNT
 
TWT470 S-IC/GAC ORBITER BF20WHVS PHIB = 0 CH24131) 29 JAN 71 PAGE 163
 
MSFC TWT 470 LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS AT ALPHAzO, CRUCIFORM FINS, PHIB&=









".7 OoDo .a .0.9 1.1) 1 1 1.2 2.3 1 , 1.3 1.6 1.7 3.8 1.9 2.0 
MACH NUMBER
 
SYMBO ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUESL REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.00B Be'. 0.060 ORSINC _ .050 REFS 1.3960 S0.1mo 
WMGINC 4.000 HTAIL O.00D REFL 1,3330 INCHES 
REFS 1:3330 INCHESpHIO 0.00O 
 XHRP' 5 2640 INCHES
 
ZMRP 0.000O0 INCHES 
D A TA M I S T . C O D E y rS A E 0 3 P R N
 
TWT470 S-IC/GAC ORBITER BF20WHVS PHIS 0 {H24131) 29 JAN 71 PAGE 164 
MSFC TWT 470 
1.1 
LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS AT ALPHA=OP CRUCIFORM FINS, PHIB=O 
ii 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 













.5 0.6 0.7 0.0 0.9 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.6 1.7 1.8 1.9 2.0 
MACH NUMBER
 
37.30L ALPHA PARANC TRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORNATION 
0 	 0.000 EIA 0.000 ORBIHC 1.050 REFS 1.3960 5Q.Im. 
WRXMHC 4.000 MIAIL 0.000 REFL 1.3330 IHCHESREFB 1:3330 INCHES 
PHJS 0.000 	 XMRP 5.2640 INCHES 
YIRl a .0000 1 ,CHES 
ZMRP 0.0000 INCHES 
DATA H13T. CQDE VI SCALE 0.3366 PERCNT
 
TWT470 S-IC/GAC ORBITER BF2OWHVS PHIB = 0 (H24131) 29 JAN 71 PAGE 165 ­







-85 0.6 O.T 08 0.9 a° 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 1., 1.7 . 19 0 
MACH NUMBER
 
51.0. 	 L A PARANCTR1C VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
.00 $TA _ a _ _ C _ _REFS 1. 960 S Q. N 
wM&INC O0. "TA'" I.:O~o 	 R EFL 1:3333 , NC1 E LREFS 13330 INCRES
 





 o a00 a NCHE S
SCALE 0.336 . PIRCNT  
DATA MIST. CODE VI
 
TWT470 S-IC/GAC ORBITER *BFIOWHVS WING INC:2.0 CH24141) 29 JAN 71 PAGE IGG
 









0 0 0.7 V.0 ' 0.9 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.3 1,4 1.5 1.8 1, . 19 ,
MACH NUMBER
 
Sr"SOL ALPHA FARAAE!TlIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 000 BETA 030 ORDINC - 1.050 REFS 1,3960 So.IN 
0 1 C . 0 0 TA IL 0 . 00 R FL 1.333 0 INC .E0HRP 1 3330 

,,RP .0O000 INCHES 
ZMRF 0.0000 INCHES 
DATA MIST. CODE VI 
PHS 000REFS . ,264 INCHESCHES
 
SCALE 0.3366 pCRCNr 
TWT470 S-IC/GAC ORBITER BFIOWHVS WING INC=2.0 CH24141) 29 JAN 71 PAGE 167
 















































TWT47 0 zETA 
l rA CODH 
O T 
TC V L E 
BIN H- 1,411 
SC 
29 JAN 71 
FALE 
:,*OH INCHE 
NC I.N ORMATION 
PGN. 








. 0. .8 0.9 IllO 1.2 1 .2 L.3 I., 1.S 1..7 1 a 1.9 2.0 
MACH NUMBER
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 00OD OZTA 0.040 ORSINC L .050 REFS 1.3960" SIN.CMINC 4.-DO HTAIL 0.000 1 33330 1 HES 
REFS 1:3 30 1MCH ES 
P il 0.900 XHRp 5 2640 INCHES 
THR" O.DODDG INCHES 
ZMRP .,Duo INCHES 
SCALE 0.3366 PERCNT 
DATA MIST. CODE ¥1 
TWT470 S-IC-/GAC ORBITER BFIOWHV STRONGBACK OFF CH24151) 29 JAN'71 PAGE 169 
_ __ 
MSFC TWT 470 LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS AT ALPHA=O, STRONGBACK OFF
 







REFS I .3330 INCHE 
0 0° PHIST, 0.040 RI o00 RF 2.364 INCHE. 
REAP 0.3000 INCHES 
ZMRF O..00 IN CNES 
DAAHS. OE V CALE 0.3366 PERCHT 
TWT470 S-lC/GAC ORBITER- BFIOWHV STRONGBACK OFF CH74151) 29 JAN 71 PAGE 17-0 














o0.6 .? 0 . 0.9 _ 1 .1 12 1.3 .4 1.5 1 6 1.7 18 1.0 .0 
MACH NUMBER
 
SYMBOL 	 ALFHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.000 	 BETA 0.040 ORDIM 1.050 REFS 1,3960 So.IN. 
WHGIHC 4.000 . HTAI G OaG REFL 1 3330 INCHES L 1,3330 z ,CHESPHIa 090REFS 






SCALE 0: 3366 P[ERCNTDATA MIST. CODE vi 
TWT470 S-ICIGAC ORBITER BFIOWHV STRONGBACK OFF CH24151) 29 JAN 71 PAGE 171
 
MSFC TWT 470 LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS AT ALPHA=O, WING SPOILERS
 
4I 













5 D .a 0.7 0.0 BID 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.0 2.7 1.0 1.9 E.0 
MACH NUMBER 
SYMBOL ALPHfA PARAMETRIC VALUES 9 EFEREHC INFORMATION 
.00 B*OETA 0.030 ORSINC 1.050 'REF, 1.3960 SQ.IH. 





INTO O.OBD XMRP 5.2040 INCHES 
YNRF 0:000 1 INES 
ZRP a . 000 INCHES 
DAT OE V $ITCALE 0.3366 PERCNT 
TWT470.S-ICIGAC ORBITER BFIOWIHVS WING SPOILERS (H24161) 29 JAN 71 PAGE 172
 
MSFC TWT 470 LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS AT ALPHA=O, WING SPOILERS
 
* -r-r ,--r -,---i- r- r-r -,--r-r-r I rl-i ---- - -1-rnt -r-, .i i, . . * ,.'F r 1-rrrr 	 1 
Ld-L, 	 0 
LLI 
co 
I _ _ _ _ _ _ 	 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ­
83 O.G 0.7 	 0.8 0.9 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.6 2.7 I,8 2.9 2.0 
MACH NUMBER
 
STMaOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.000 BETA -	 0.050 ORB8INC S .050 REFS 1 3960 SQ.I H.
 
WROINC 	 4.000 "TAIL D.Dab REFL 1.,3N3 INCHES 
PHB 000REFS 1 3330 INCHES PHB DOOXMRP 1 .Z640 1NCMES 
yMRF O.000 INC . s 
ZURP - DODO INC,ES
 
SCALE a.,3365 pERCOT
DATA HIST. CODE vi 

TWT470 S-IC/GAC ORBITER BF10WIHVS WING SPOILERS [H24161) 29 JAN 71 PAGE 173
 

















. .VOL ALPHA 
a 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 


















.0o004. 3366 INCHES PERCT 
DATA MIST. CODE VI 
TWT470 S-IC/GAC ORBITER BFIOWlHVS WING SPOILERS CH2416I) 29 JAN 71 PAGE 174 
--
















.23 0.7. 0.6 0.0 1.0 1.1 IF 1 3 1.4 1 ., 1.6 .7 1.6 1 9 2 0 
MACH NUMBER
 
PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SETA - .070 ORSINC 01000 REFS 1,3969 SQIN. 
GiC .G0 0,D0REFL 1,333 INC HESTAI .
 
WN1CTIL 4.0 000REF5 









DATA MIST. CODE V AL 0. 6 p CN
 
TWT470 S-IC/GAC ORBITER BF.10WHVS NO TRIP STRIP CV24011) 29 JAN 71 PAGE 175
 
MSFC TWT 470 LONGITUDINAL DERIVATIVES, FINS ON, ORBINC=0.0 
Ld 












I .____ _____ __________ .__________ 
0.5 0.6 0.7 0.0 0.9 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1° 16 . . 1. 0 
MACH NUMBER
 
PARAMETRtIC VALUES RtEFERENC INFORNATION 
OEIA -0.010 ORBINC 0.0 REFS 1.3960 SO.IN. 
.NOINC 4.000 HTAJL 0°6 REF. 1.3330 INCHES 
flEF6 1.3330 INCHEs 
palE 0.000 XflRP 5.2040 INHE$ 
- yMRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZNRP 0.0000 INCHES 
DT Z o OE SCALE 0.3306 PSRCHT 
TWT47Q S-IC/SAC ORBITER BFIOWHVS NO TRIP STRIP (V24011) 29 JAN 71 PAGE 178
 
MSFC TWT 470 LONGITUDINAL DERIVATIVES, FINS ON; ORBINC=0.O
 
ah _ __ _ ___ 







00.3 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 1., 1., 1.3, 14 . 1.6 .,T 1.,@ . 
2MACH NUMBER
 
PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
BETA - 0.090 ORSINC 0.000 REFS 1,3960 IN, 
p10- E L130 1INESI
 
PSXRp 1.. 11 5z4L 
0RP a00o INCHES 
WfP a .00 0 INCHES 
DATA MIST. C E V SCALE 0.3366 PERCNT
 
TWT470 S-IC/GAC ORBITER SFIOWHVS FINS ON CV24021) 29 JAN 71 PAGE 177
 
MSFC TWT 470 LONGITUDINAL DERIVATIVES, FINS ON, ORBINC=0.0 
Li] I­
co 




C.,--4.2T ________ l,,l _ l_, _ _J. _ ___ 11_ _ _ ___ _____,__ 
0.6 " 0.7 0.0 0.9 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.0 17 1.0 1.9 F.0 
MACH NUMBER
 
PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
BETA 01990 ORBINC 0.000 REFS 1.3960 .SQ.IN.
 
wwINC 4.000 HTAIL "O.oOO REFL 1.3330 INCHES 
REFS 1.3330 INCHES 
polo a.00 XURP 5:C64 a I '.CE. 
y NR.1 _. Do 0 1 CHES 
ZMRF a0.3366GOODO PERCNTSCALE INCHES
 
DATA MIST. CODE v
 
TWT470 S-ICIGAC ORBITER BFIOWHVS FINS ON CV24021) 29 JAN 71 PAGE 178
 
MSFC TWT 470 LONGITUDINAL DERIVATIVES, FINS ON,-ORBINC-2.O 
Lii 














































TWT470 S-IC/GAC ORBITER BFIOWHVS FINS ON CV24031) 29 JAN 71 PAGE 179 
MSFC TWT.470 LONGITUDINAL DERIVATIVES, FINS ON, ORBINC=-2.0
 
*1 -r-- , 
I II 
Z-. _ _ 
Lo0 
Ii _ .4 --- _ _ _ ___ 
z 
.3 .a 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.,0 .1 1., 1., 
MACH NUMBER 
1 4 1.5 1.6 1.7 1.8 1.9 Zia 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
BETA -0.070 ORSINC 
"01"c 4.000 HTAIL 
PHI S .00 




REFS 1.3960 SQ.TN. 
REFL $.3330 INCHES 
,REF9 1 3330 INCHES 
X RP 3:2640 IN'C ES 
YMRP 0 .0000 INCHES 
zH P 0 ._Go IC ES 
SCALE 0 .3366 PERCNT 


























• .A -A 11 . lt.-. t 1 . W LlLWUl. tett i 1 I 1 tJ. 11 rt irIA ~ i 1t 1 "elfif
 
0.5 0.8 0.1 0.a 0.9 1.0 1,1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.6 1.7 1.6 1.9 2.0 
MACH NUMBER
 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
DETA 0.050 ORBINC - 4.000 REFS 1.3960 SR.IN. 
V'INC ,.000 HTAIL 0.000 Mr'. 1.333a INCHESREFS 1.3330 INCHES 
PHIS 0 Do 
 XHRP 5.2640 INCHES 
YRF O.0000 INCHES 
ZHP 0. 000 INCHES 
SCALE 0.3366 PERCH T 
DATA MIS TS. VCODE 
TWT470 S-IC/GAG ORBITER BRIOWHVS FINS ON CV24041) 29 JAN 71 PAGE 181
 
C 





I I I 
.2 
-. 4 
2 0.7 0.8 1.9- . 1.1 1,2 1.3 14 1.5 16 1. 1.8 1.9 20 
MACH NUMBER 
PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
BETA -0.0 0 ORSINC - 4.000 REFS 1 3960 so IN. 
NNINCH 1.000 HTAIL 0.,00 REFL 1:3 " 0 INCHES 
REFS 1 3330 1 INES 
PH;I Oa0.00 XMRP 5:2640 INCHES 
YHRP .o0 aa INCHES 
S-ZHRP a .cooa INCHE S 
SCALE 0.3366 PCRCMT 
DATA MIST. CODE V 
TWT470 S-IC/GAC ORBITER BF10WHVS FINS ON CV24041) 29 JAN 71. PAGE 182
 
MSFC TWT 470 LONGITUDINAL DERIVATIVES, FINS OFF, ORBINC=O.O



















< .ao -- ___ 
0 
U.1 
0.9 .0 0.F 0.8 0.9 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.5 1.4 1.5 1.6 1.7 1.0 1, , 
MACH NUMBER 
PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
BETA - U.050 ORBIHC U.UDD REFS 1.3969 SQIN, 
REFL 1 333D INCHES 
PHIS 0.000 XRP 5.2640 INCHES 
TURF 0 000 INCHES 
ZHRP . 0 . 0OO 1 ,NCES 
DATA MJST. CODE 
TWT470 S-ICAGAC ORLETER 
V 
BOWHVS FINS OFF 
GL 






















0. 0.6 0.7 084 0.9 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.6 1.7 1.8 1.9 2.0 
MACH NUMBER 
FARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
B E A 0 :05 0 R I C .0 0 D R F S 1 . 6 0 $1 . 4. 
W&IMC a.D HTAIL 0.000 REFL I.S3313 INHE 
REFS 1.3330 INCHES 
PHIS 0.000 XMRP S.Z640 INCHES 
yMRF .0000O INCHES 
NNRP 0.0000 INCHES 
DATA MIST. CODE V SCALE 0. 366 
PERCNT 
TWT470 S-IC/GAC ORBITER BOWHVS FINS OFF CV24051) 29 JAN 71 PACE 184 
















'- .5- 0____ .__. 10 .__, ___4_.__ . _.___ __ 9 
0-25 .D0 {F 1390 _______Q.R 












.00. a's . 0.6 . 1. $. 6 P. R 2. 
TWT470~~ ~ ~~~~~~MCBEA FN.00RF FF NUMBERRIE"BWHS[24S1 9JN71 PG1.300 8ICE 
ZNRP 0.00 INCHES 
VTMITCOE VSCALE 0.3366S PERCNT 
TWT47O S-IC/GAG ORBITER' BOWHVS FINS OFF (V2061) 29 JAN 71 PAGE 185 
MSFC TWT 470 LONGITUDINAL DERIVATIVES, FINS OFFP ORBI=NC:-2;O 
 r ­






N -. 32 
-
- - . 0 . ._• _ _ __" " , , 
0 5 0 . 0 ; 7 0 . 8 . 9 1 .6 Z 1 1 2 * 1 3 1 . 4 1 . 5 1 . 6 l . r . 0 1 . 9 2 . 0, 
MACH NUMBER i 
SPARAMT-IC VALUES ".REFERENCE. INFORA IO N 










5 :264 0 
INCHES 
Inc ES 
I ,N C E S 
Y"Rp 0.00D0 1NCHES 
ZHRP 0.000o INCHES 
.BAA MIST. CODE. V 
S CeAL E "0.3366 pERCNT 
TWT470 S-IC/GAC ORBITER BOWHVS F INS OFF -CV24061),, 23 JAN'71 " PAGE 186 -









>.0 0.7 0.9 0.0 Z.0 4.2 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.6 1.7 1.8 1.9 2.0 
MACH NUMBER 
PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
BETA a,040 ORSIN€ - 4.000 REFS 1.3960 SG.IN. 






TMRP .,O0000 INC , S 
ZMR" ... au INC , S 
DATA MIST. CODE V SCALE 0,. o. PERCOT 
TWT470 S-I'C/GAC ORBITER BOWHVS FINS OFF (V24071] 29 JAN 71 PAGE 187,
 








• 0 .6 0.7 0*.9 1.0 1,1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.3 1.6 1., 1.8 1.9 2.0 
MACH NUMBER
 
FARAMETRIC VALU5S REFERENCE INFORMATION 
BETA 0:04,0 ORSINC -4.000 REFS 1.3960 SQ.IH. 
"GINC 4.ODO HTAIL 0.000 9 EFL 1 3330 INCHES 
REFS 1:3330 INCHESPHIS a. 
 XNRP 5 .2640 INCHES 
MRp O.DO a INCHES 
ZNRP 0.0000 INCHES 
SCALE 0.3566 PERCNT 
DATA .151. CODE v 
TWT470 S-ICIGAC ORBITER BOWHVS FINS OFF CV24071) 29 JAN 71 PAGE- 188 















0*6 0.? D*8 
1 1,4 l, 
0.5 0 1.0* 1.1 1.2 






REFERENCE INF'ORHATJON0.05 OROINC 
- .050 




P1410 0.0 0 1.5550 INCHES
INCHES













TWTA7O S-IC/GAG ORBITER 
BrIOWHVS 
BASIC CV2AOBI) 
 23 JAN 71 PAGE 183
 
_ _ _ _ _ _ 







_ _ __ _ _..---. 
(D
X.3 














1.3 960 S0.1.N, 
REFL 1.3330 INCH $ 
REFS 1.3330 INCHES"RP 5:.640 N  









TWT470 S-ICIGAC ORBITER BFIOWHVS BASIC 2 RV24081EJAN 71' PAGE NCO 
.50 
MSFC TWT 470 LONGITUDINAL DERIVATIVES, FINS ON, HTAIL=-5.0
 












.0%. .0 0.7 0.6 0.9 0 1. I 1.2 1.3. 1.4 1.5 1,6 1.7 a, 1.9 2.0 
MACH NUMBER
 
PARAMETRIC VALUES "REFERENCE INFORMATION 
BETA - ,020 ORBEHC - 1.00 REFS I.9 0 S .N
W61NC 4.000 HTAIL -5.000 NEFL 1:33S'. NH 
REF> 1.333- INCHES





z n P Ka,000 1INCHES
 
DAT MIT CD 
 SCALE 0.3366 PERCNT
 
TWT470 S-ICIGAC ORBITER BFIOWHVS BASIC CV24091) 29 JAN 71 PAGE 191
 
MSFC TWT 470 LONGITUDINAL DERIVATIVES; FINS ON, HTA-IL=5.0
 










:.9 0.1 DID DID 1.0 Ill 1.8 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.6 1.7 1.8 "1.9 2. 
MACH NUMBER 


















PHIa 0.000 XNRP 5.2640 INCHES 
aRP0.0000 INCHES 
ZHP 0.0000 INCHE 
DATA MIST. COOK V SCALE 0.3366 PERCNT 
TWT470 S-IC/GAC ORBITER BFIOWHVS BASIC CV24091) 29 JAN 71 PAGE 192
 
.2 



















0.100 ORBINC 1.050 
REFERNCE INFORMATION 
REFS 1.3960 S0.1". 


















TWT470 S-IC/GAC ORBITER BOHVS WINGFINS OFF CV24101] 29 JAN 71 PAGE 193
 











-°'- . 0 0.7 0 .0 0 .9 1.0 1 .1 1 .2 1 .3 1 .4 1.5 1 .6 1 ,1 1 -0 1 9 2 0 
MACH NUMBER 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
BETA 0.100 ORBINC 
- 1.050 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
HIII OOO .ODREF REFS 3 60 IN , 
.TIHS .0 000REF8 




XHRPyRP 5.26400.12000 INCHES INCHES 
° 0£ ¥ALE ZHRP 0.0000 INCH's 
SCAHS 0.3366 . PER CNI 
TWT470 S-IC/GAC ORBITER BOHVS WING,FINS OFF V24101] 29 JAN 71 



























0. 0.0 0.7 0. 0.9 1. 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 I.6 1.7 1.5.8 1.9 2.D 
MACH NUMBER 
PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
BETA - 0.00 ORSINC - 1.050 REFS 1.3960 SQ-IN. 























MSFC TWT 470 
.4 




-. 2 uJ ____ I 
.0 , 0 0.7 a's 9 1. 1 1o2 1.3 .1 1.5 6 
MACH NUMBER
 
PARAMETRIC VLUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
BETA IolO ORBINC - 1.050 REFS 1.3960 SQ.IN.
 
HTAZL 0.90O PHIS O.uav 
 REFS 33}33. NCHES 
XHRP W.2640 INCHES
 
YHRP 0.O00D INCHES 
.. RF U.Uuu 0 IHCH S 
D~A ]S°CO£, SCALE 0.3366 P ERCNT 
"WT470 S-IC/GAC ORBITER BFIOHVS WING OFF CV24111) 29 JAN 71 PkGE .196
 




















.Q .- I. .   t. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
.00. 0.7 ".a. 0.9 1.0 1.1 1.2 L.3 1.4 .. 1.6 2.7 1., 1.9 2.0 
MACH NUMBER 
PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
BETA 0.070 ORBINC 1.050 EF$ 3950 SQIH. 
moloc 

















z "RP 0:.000 I NCMES 
DATA HIS0. CODE V SCALE 0.3366 PERCNT 
'WT470 S-IC/GAC ORBITER BF20WHVS PHIB = 45 - CV241,21) 29 JAN 71 PAGE 197 
MSFC TWT 470, LONGITUDINAL DERIVATIVES, CRUCIFORM FNSPHIB=45B
I 	 I -
I 	 I . I­
, .4. 












BETA -01O070. ORBINC 1.050 REFS 1.5 60 SG.IN.
 
TAL 	 l 1.3310
wauc .00 uRFL 	 INCHESPHIS 45.000 
_2 	 REF 40 :1 NCHE 
yMRF 5. 264aO INCHES
 
Z'RP O0:1 o NCH ES
 
DAA IS, OD VSCALE 	 0.3366 PERCNT
 
TWT.470 S-IC/GAC.ORBITER" BF20WHVS PHIB =4-5 (V24121) 29 JAW'71 P 'GE -.198 





















- Lii>L S0' 
_ A_ 
BET - 0.6 OR EF 1 96 
S ..5 
1 . ]I 
- t N 
_ 1__5 3_ 
' 








REf $ 1.3960 60 I.. 
P H[16 0.000 tflJN .00 NTX000REFI. 1.3330 INCI4ESXNRP 5.2640 INCHES 
YHRF 0,0000 INCHES 
ZRP 0.00o INCMES 
- SCALE 0.3366 PERCHI 
TWT470 S-IC/GAC ORBITER BF2OWHVS PHB = 0 CV24131) 29 JAN 71 PAGE 193 




Ix "_ - " -
CD-
W -..52 
T04DSI/ RITR"F8HS HB=0 C211-2"A I:PG 0 
TW4A-iCt. 
0.7,-, 0.6 "D9 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
BETA - .060 ORSINC 






'1.1 -1.21 1.3 -
V 
1.4 1.5 1.6 1'.7. 1.8 i.9 2 0 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 1,3960 SN 
REFL 1:3330 1. ENN 
REFS 1.3330 INCHES 
XHRP I .2,40 1 ... ES 
YMRF O.aaa INCHES 
ZHRF u 0000 INCHES 
kALE 0:33 ,6 PENCHI 

































MSFC TWT 470. LONGI-TUDINAL DERIVATIVES, WING.INCIDENCE = 2.0
 












CD _ ___ _ I__ 
-2 •J t 
- *.a 0 0.9 1.0 . 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.6 1.' 1.8 1.9 2.0 
1-"" - MACH'NUMBER- " . 
FARANtTRIC VALUES - REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
9TA - .090 OROIoC - 1,050 REFS 1.3960 SoIN. 
WNGIHC 2.000 aoo R1F 1.3330 INCHESHTAIL 0.0" 





YHRP -0.0000 INCHES 
ZHRP - 0.0000 INCHES 
SCALE 0.316bS - PPCNT 
DATA HIST. CODE V
 
TWT470 S-'IC/GAC ORBITER- BFIOWHVS WING INC=2.0 CV241'41) 29-JAN,7f PAGe" 202 











5 , 1.2 . 1 
zto 
.. w 005 H :1. 
MACH NUMBE 
0 
"-"R 5.2C4 INCHEE-s, 
DATA HIST. CODE 'V-










MSFC TWT 470 LONGITUDINAL DERIVATIVES, STRONGBACK OFF
•r.. .-..r .r . . v- -r .. . . . . . .. .-r,-..r.. .. .. -, r .. . - .! . -  .. r.. . . .I 














3.5 0. *7 0.0 0.9 1.0 . J31. 1 4 .G 1.IT 1.8 1 .9 Z.0a 
' ' . MACH'NUMBER"
 
• . PARAMETRIC VALUES . .. .FERENCE INF09HATION 
SETA 0.0.40- " ORSINC 1.050.* 1.,3960 INCHESQ.IN.0RFL REFS $ 33 ­




.. ZMRP .0000 INCHES
 
DATA MIST. CODE 'V 
 SCALE 0.336 PER.CN,
 
TWT470 S-ICIG6C ORBITER &IP*HV •STR(INGBACK.OFF CV24(5'I,) 29"0AN 71. "-PAGE 204 
MSFC TWT 470 LONGITUDINAL DERIVATIVES, WING SPOILERS
 














0.5 0.6 0.7 0.0 0.9 1.0 1.1 1.2 i.3 1.4 1.5 1.0 1.7 1.0 1.9 2.0 
MACH NUMBER
 
PARAWETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORRATION 
BETA - 0.030 ORBIHC 1050 REFS I,9B 5GQ H 
WGINC 4.0oO HTA L 0:000 REFL :,30 INCHES 
PHB 000REFS I1,3330 INCHES PHB DOOXNRP 5 .2640 1 , HE5 
> R.aQ aoa INCHES 
ZHRC a .00 INCHES 
SCALE O*336 P ,RCHTDATA HIST, CODE V 
TWT470 S-ICIGAC ORBITER BFIOWIHVS WING SPOILERS CV24161) 29 JAN 71 PAGE 205'
 
MSFC TWT 470 LONGITUDINAL DERIVATIVES, WING SPOILERS
 
W .4. 
1 1 . . 
.1t 



























































< . , 0 -0.7 .8 .9_.Z _ 2.0 .1 1.4 L.5 .0 17 
o+ MACH NUMBER '
 
PA RA M TR IC A LU C S - RE F E R N I FO R A T I N -E 
BETA 0,970T ORBINC 0.000. REFS 1.3960 " $ in'" 
INCHES
w oInC 41000 "TAIL O000. REFL 1.3330 
. l.333 INCHES5 
"P4 0.00XMRP 5.2640 INCHES 
yR. 4.000 INCHES 
00REFS 
ZMRP O.COGG INCHES 
PATA MIST. CODE v S CALE 0.3366 PERCNT
 













0 - . ­ r 
-J 




0.6 . 0.- 1.___ 1.2 I.S 1. -. 
:MACH NUMBER
 
""PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
BETA 0.090 .ORBINC 0.000 REFS 1.396D So. IN-
WJOINC 1.009 HTAIL D.000 REFL . 1.3330 INCHES 
REFS" 1.3330" INCHES 
.- oOO H~. -"." XHRp 5.2644 INCHES 
_ _F M. 0 .0 0 0 a I N C H E S 
- ZRp Q.0000 INCHES 
DATA MIST. CODE' V SCALE .0.3.S PERCN.T 
0. , 

TWT470 S-]I/GAC ORBITER BFIOWHVS FINS ON (V,24021) 29 JAN-71' PAGE 208 ­
-- -------
FSFC TWT 470 LONGITUDINAL AERODYNAMIC CENTER, FINS.ON, ORBINC=-2.0
I I I j I I I 
1.4. 






z ° _ _ _ _- __ 
- 0.4 6 
> 0 . 0.0 .. 111. 
.- P 	 - I 
S -..	 2 " 
.°0 	 . ___ . .,____ 
- *•1 . 
-S* 	 MACH NUMBER
 
*NR 0.005 	 INCHES
 
. HTI VLE. . .	 - RFRENcr1NFOR4ArI6N 
• 	 R F - 1,3330 . INCHES'0.900 	 -O0 XMRP 5.2940 INC£S 
yMRP" ooo o IlICHE$ 
ZHRF 0.0000 INCHES 
DATA HIS, CODE v SCALE 0.3366. ERCNT ­
.:WT470S-IC/GAC ORBITER' BFiOWHVS" FINS ON CV24031 29 JAN 71 PAGE, 203
 
MSFC TWT 470 LONGITUOINAL AERODYNAMIC CENTER, FINS ON, ORBINC=-4.0 
0 7 '7 
















IN~i I 0.00 
OO 















S PW47IA OBITE BFIWHV FINS4 ONC244) 9JA 1 AE$1 






















Uo".MACH NUMBER , 
"' FARANETRIC VALUES "REFERENCE INFORMATION . 
BETA P.050 OkaiNC UPO.BUD REFS- , -1.39,60 sq.IN* 
W oIH€" 
PRF 




PHB. , ,O0XHRP a 5: 3640 .,Duo 1NCHES ICHES 
>ZRP 0.000 INCHES 
S 0CALE 03366 -PERINI 
TWT470 S-IC/GAC ORBITER -BOWHV5, -FINS OFF "[V24051) 29 JAN 71 FAGE 211 
MSFC TWT 470 LONGITUDINAL AERODYNAMIC CENTER, FINS OFF, ORBINC=-2.0 
CIL 






















___ ___ ___ __ 
.. .. • 
INCHES__ 
SCAL .0336 PEC 
DATA MS CODE. v 
H 
T.T470O S-IC/GAC OReITER BOWHVS. '.FINS OFF [V240GI) "29 JAN 71 PAGE 2-12- . 





















1.0 00 00 
OD .RE 
$. 
C , O 
._&_.9 
B R , 
__._ ; __I2. 
$1 o -9 
. 
.__O____"4,, N 








0 l I 
COOi* v 











1,133 30"~ , 


























_ _ " Oe . . . . 
C 0.4 
-0. 




, PAR A4 TRIC VA E
BTA 
-0 e OR0NCS 1.050 REFERENCEIINFORMATI-ON ­3 9 6 0
1.6 1.7 1. S ,.IN. 
REFL 1.3330 INCHES ­
"GINC 4'.000 fTAIL '.ODD PHIS . REFS 1.3330 INCHESXNRP 5.2640 INCHES 
. YHRP 0-1000 INCHeS 
ZHRP 0.0000 INCHES 
SCALE 0.3366 PERCHT 
DAT7 T.C CO E VF S 2 ) ATWT470 S71C/GAC ORBITER BF10WHVS BASfC CV24081) 29 JAN¢71 PAGE- 214 ­
- -----
MSF[ TT 470 LONGITUDINAL AERODYNAMIC.CENTER, FINS ON; HTAIL=-5.r
 
20; - r i 	 .iii1lI T"_i-

6 














% MACH, NUMBE 
"r, ARAWETRIC VALUES 	 REFRECE INFORMATION 
OCTA - .020 ORSINC '- 1.O00 REFS 1.396D SQ.IN. 
"GINC -4. OPO ,HTAIL, 5.00 , REFL 1.3330 INHCHES" 
0.09 	 .I REFS" I :3330 INCHES P H . O OX IN.4F 0.0000 INCHES N F .2 4 0 1 C H E 5 
>- ZNRP 0,000" INCHES 
TWT470 S-IC/GAC ORBIT R BF1OWHVS .AS fC .. V2.0 3 9JN1 . A 1 
MSFC TWT 470
°.. ... 
LONGITUDINAL AERODYNAMIC CENTER, WING AND FINS OFF 
.... ... .. .. .. ... ... ..II... 












-1.e OR ____ 1RF. a 








DATA MIST. CODE 
TWT470 S-IC/GAC ORBITER 
v 




29 JAN 71" 









HSFC TWT 4702 r - - n LONGITUDINAL AERODYNAMIC CENTER; WING OFFr r- inrr r F r f-I T 
IL 
oC -, _,___ 









00.2 a. $ . . 7 . 0 1 . 1 3 i 1 1 '9. 8 
{DMACH NUMBER 
BETA 0-109 09]gOBI NC 1.05 0 REIFS 1.3940 SQ.IN. 
.TAIL o°iI0 . TIS. 0"[.090O REFL 1. 330 NCHE5" 
• REFS,XNR 
.1,333io5 4 :NCHES - ICHES 
y1Rp 0'.0000 __INCH1ES 
DATA .IST.CODE " SCAL E .3366 PER C NT 
,TWT470 S-IC/GAC ORBITE'R BFIOHVS W'ING OFF CV241i1) 29 JAN 71 PAGE .217" 

















oMACHSARAMET1C VALUES NUMBER 




















-HRP 0.0000 INCHES 
DATA HIST. CODE V AL 0.36 PR T 
TWT470 S-IC/GAC ORBITER BF20WHVS PHIB 45 "(V24121) 29 JAN 71 PAGE 218 














z 0. 0. a11.9 
-13. 
- -0.4 -___ 
0.8 " A L____ __ 	 "__ 
2 - .5 .o k''t .t' 1IA9 1.1 1.2 1.) 8.4 1.3 1.8 1.7 -0 1.9 2.0 
oM 	 NUMBER 1ACH
P.AMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE IINrORNATION 
BEA - 0.060 OUSINC - 1.050 REFs 1,3980 SO.IN.mGINC 1.000 HTAIL 0.000 RrFt 1.3330 INCHCS 
REP 1.333a INCHES 
PHIS 	 XNP 5.2640 INCHES 
YHRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZHRF 0000 INCHES 
SCALE a.3366 PERCNT
"
DATA HJST. CODE V 
TWT470 S-IC/GAC ORBITER BF2OWHVS PHIB 0 (V24131) 29 JAN 71 PAGE 219
 























- - ~ . __ ____ 
z 
(2 .4 
-,9 - -1. -
.-, - ,____ 
_____1° 





FL1 33 0 NC E 
PAAETI VALESREERNC IFOMAIO 
u MACH-NUMBERE F 





1.3330 INCHES IC EPENCHI 
DATA MIST. CODE 
T 
TWT470 S-IC/GAC ORBITER BFIOWHVS WING INC=2.0 (V24141) 28 JAN 71' PAGE 220 
__ 




__-_ " _ ! ] I I 
. It . 
ca 	 -
E *8 ._ ----




1 .2 _. .4 
______ 	
__-
--- --.- j ---------­1.41	 _ 















ittf LWS.4..1.2, ... eiii1.3.. ti, 1. V. - i 1..J-.L. JItL WJL .- L.4. ­
0. 0.9.	 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1. 1.6 1.? 1.0 1.9 Z.0 
MACH NUMBER
 
FARANET.IC VALUES REFERENCE INFORHATION 
BETA 0.040 ORS1C - 1.050 REF$ 1.3960 S0.IN.W*01H 4 .000 0.000ZC HTAIL REFI. 1.5350 [ICHESREFB 1.3330 INCHES 
0 .	 0, 0 X NR J 5 . 2 6 4 0 I N C H ES 
,YNRP 0.0000 INCHES 
Z"4p 00000 1NCHESDATA 1IS . COVE V 	 SCALE 0,3366 PERCNT 
TWT470 S-IC/GAC ORBITER BFIOWHV STRONGACK OFF (V24151) 29 JAN 71 PAGE 221
 


















OT o . 1.00.0 1 .1 1.2 1, 1*4 1*5 1 .6 1." . . 2.0 
f_ 
pARANETRIC VALUES MACH NUMBER REFERENE INFORMATION
 
OETA - 0.050 QRONC - 1.050 REFS 1.3960 So.IN. 
S .000 MIA" 0.090 RSFL 1.3350 INCHl S 
REFS 1.33S0 INCHES 
PH1IS 0.000 XHRF $.2640 INCHES 
YNRP ot' OoO INCHES 
ZHRP 0.0OO INCHES 
SCALE 0.3366 PERCNT 
DATA MIST. CODE V 
TWT470 S-IC/SAC ORBITER BRJOWIHVS WING SPOILERS (V24161) 28 JAN 71 PAGE 222
 






± l t I 1 
I 
1 l l l I I I P _ _ _ _ _I _ _r_ _ _ I 1 
(MHJ ______ 0 
L.. .. . 
-14 -1 2 -IV -a -6 +-4 - 2 1 2 A 6 I LZ 1 14 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
•DA T A S T SY B OL C o FL U R ATI O N E S C R liT I O N P A R A M TR I C Y A L U S . R EF RE CE I FOR A T O N 
1 " 4 $0,1 
AZ IIOI 0 
TWT47O S-ICIGAC ORBITER DFlOV4YS 
















( gz15 1 1 
0 
A 
TWT47O -IC/OAC "BITER OF10MV3 WING OFF 




5 6 4 0 
INCmES 
I C HE $ 
YHRP 0:. 0000 IN CH E S 
HIH 09,5CAL 0366 P ,R ,HT 
-PAGE 223 
MSFC TWT 470 MODEL-BUILDUP
 
---- - _ _ _ 





_ __ _ 4_ _-1' __ -14 
C -) 
0" ___ F__ 0 S MN 
ANGLE OF.ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
FARA MTR C VALUE S REFERENCE IFOR MTION
 DATA ST S TAOl . C F GU A T ID DESCR IP TZ IO 
O R INC - 1 .05 0 R EF S 1 .3 9 6 0 S Q ,IN , 
• ( 24 0 1 ) C) T T 7 0 S- ZC / A C OR ITE R BF IO HV S A IC B TA - 0 05 0 F L 
0 .0 0 0 R 1 .3 3 0 N C H E S F I N S O F F 4 ° 0 0 0 H T A L 

(gZ; T T470 S- C/ 0C OR BT R BF O V S TR ONBACK OFF B . D 

C 9 4 ; 1 1 0 T T 4 7 0 - I C I A C O R B I TER 1 H Y S W o HC RHEHF S 1 3340 NCHE S 
s.00RF "n 5:264 , I CHE$ 





S A LE 0 .3 3 6 6 P R CN T 
A C " . 9 3 
PAGE 224 








1 - a 1 a 22 420|2 2

-12 -in 0 0 -
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. EGREES
 
PARAHETRIC VALUES REFERENCE IFORHATION 
I ) T T470 S-IC/ AC ORBIT R BF OWHV S ASIC BETA - 0 05 D ORB NC - I 1 050 - REF S . 960 S. I N* 
ATA ST YBOL C JFIGURATIQN DSRIPTION 
, g lo. 
4 0 0 7 -H TA fL 0 .0 0 0 R F L .3 3 3 0 I CH E s1 8 2 4!1 ; 3 T T TO S- I G A C : T R B F IO " S$ I G OF F WNIN C 
R E F S 1 3 3 3 0 I N C H E S
' W ' 4 7 . _IC/ 0 C O R I E FIO H V S R O N B A C K O F F 




 .0000 1N CHE5 
SCALE 0. 3 6 F R , T 


















--Fl -1 -1 -0 -6K -4 - 2 a 2 4 6 a 10 12 14 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
PATA SET SrfBOL ConFIGURATIO4 OESCRIFTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(Bloss) 0 T*470 5-IC'OAC OBITER VFIOW VS BASIC BETA - 0.050 ORBINC - J.0OS REFS .3960 .Q.IN.
CEZ4t$1 0 TUT470 5-IC/OAC OqBITER OFIOHVS WING OFF" WGIHC 4.000 .HTAIL 0.oo0 REFL 1.3330 INCHES 
(fZ41If) 0 TWT470 5-IC/0AC OBITER SFIOWny STRO OaACN OFF REFO 1335R INCHC$ 
FNIS 0.000 XHRF 5.264D INCHES 
YHRP 00000 INCHES 
ZHRP 00.00 INCHES 












SI' -- I- -r rr-T1t 
z - -10 -4 a _ 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, OEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL1.Z'Do 1 0 
(AZ4101), 0 
(YZA j 2) , 
'XZ4.6 . , 
KAC. 
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTIONTUT470 S-IC/OACOBI TER OFIOWHYS 
7T47 0 -ICfGAC ORSIEk 500 4S WINOFIN$ OFF 
IT470 $-IC/OC ORBITE BFIOHVS NINO OFF 












REFS 1.3960 SQ,;N, 
REFL L.3330 INCHFS 
REFB 1 :333 , INCIIES 
XrNRP 1.264 , I;C , E 
YHRP ':" 00 1NCmrs 
z R P 
. 0 . 0 0 1H C H rS 
SCALE 0.3366 FERCNT 
PAGE 227 







- 6 - 4- 1 a1 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
INFOR ATIONPARAETRIC VALUES REFERENCEDATA SET SYBOL COFIGURATIOMDESCRITIO N 
0 5 D R E F S 1 3 9 6 0 S Q . N .
 
C Z 4 0 0 1 1 () T T 4 7 0 S C G A C O B I T E R F 1 0 H V S B A S I C B E T A - 0 .0 5 0 O R D N C - 1 
. 3 3 $ 0 I C H S
 
C Z 4 1 1 ) 0 T T 4 7 0 S - Z C / G A C C A I TE R F O .4Y S N N O O F F W N G N C 4 ' . 00 H T A L 0 . 0 0 0 R E F L I N C H S
0 F S 1 . 3 3 3 0 ICH

























to?4.351 TWT471 I-IC/OAC OR BITER SFIOWHV5 
( BZ~tl J TJT470 -IC/GA BI T F OH 5 
SCSC 
Z I O FPH 
O ETA 
I N 4.000 H A L 
-'10QO o RFREFS 5 2.5 4RIN 0 . 0 SINHEZ C E 
PH B 0.00.00 Io64NCHES 
¥HRP O, ouO INCHES 
MACH 1.195 SCALE. 0.3366 PE-RCNT 
SPACE" 229 




r 2 a-------,__ 
L-2 
ANL\FATAK LH ,DEGREES 
24 -12 __ ______ - a___ 6___ 2 T.4- .. I0.j 2 1 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIaURATIC DESCRIPTION PARAHETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
,BZ40si1 0 1T470 S-IC/GAC ORBITR BF10WHYS BASIC BETA 0.050 ORBINC - 1.050 REFS 1 3960 soIN. 
IN HES
 
I SZ41111 0 TOWT470 S-IC/GAC OQBITCR OF10MVS WING OFF WNGINC 4.000 HTAIL 0.000 REFL 1:3330 
IBZ41511 IW7fN470 $-ICIGAC ORBITER JNFIOWHV STRONOSACA OFF REFS 1.3533 INCHES 























0.0 ~~.4 lj iiEj*IN~ 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, OEGREES
 
DATA OET SYMDOL COPFICURATIO DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
(X240S1) C TW4?O SZC&AC ORBITER 6FIOIXNV$ BETA - .05a ORBINC - 1.050 REFS 1.3960 SQ.IN. 
CAZ24101 C TT477 S-IC/#AC ORBITER BONVS WINcFINS OFF W4GINC 4.000 HTAIL 0000 REFL 1.3330 INCHES 
0Zt41zII S-IC.OAC ORBITER OF$O VS WINO REFS 1.3310 INCHEST 470 OFF 
C%2451 ) A T*474A 5-IC/ AC ORBITER OFIOWY PMIO - 0.000 XHRP 5.2640 INCHES 
YMRP 0.00US INCHES 
ZNRP 0.0000 INClirS
 
HACH 0S997 SCALE 0.3366 PERCNT
 
PAGE 231 ­











0.0 . , ... 
0.4? - 2 -10 s - 2 a a 0 a 10 1 2 -4 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
CAT* SET S7.00L C Fhu'oRATION ESCRIFTION FARAHETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
I , 4,61) 0 . TWT470 -- C/OAC OR ITER BF10VHVS SASIC BETA -0.050 ORBINC -1.050 REF 1.3960 SQ.1N. 




(E~g} 0 7T4T.To S-IC/'AC OR5 1 TR BF10WHV STRONGBACK O FF PI .0 REFS 1 3330 IMCHES 
FHB.00XMRP 5:2640 1 CHES 
Y"RP 0 . D0a0 INCHES 
.ZMRF O,0000 INCHES0 03SCALE 0.3366 PRCN 
PAGE 232
 















ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONIGULRATION DESCRIPTION1 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE hNFORMATIO'N 
- 0.050 ORBINC - 1.05a REFS 1.3960 -SQ.iN.t0924Q0i1) TWT4?0 S5ICIGAC ORBITER OFXOWSVS BASIC BE TA 
'0z221 0 ?T4?0 a-IC/GAC OR BITER SF0rVoVSsiTROMOtw?401MC 4.000 BlAIt 0.000 REPS. 1.3330 INCHJES 
484tIT1770S-CtGC SITR POV~VSR~WACK OFF REPS 1.3330 INCHtESANGLEOF ATACK 233EE
APAGE
PHIS 0.000 XNRP 5.240 INHEES 
4MRP 0.0000 IncHES 





MSFC TWT 470 MODEL BUILDUP
 









0.O AG A A . L
 
DATA SET SYMBOL COHFI URATI h DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
, 024051, 0 TW7470 5-IC/GAC ORBITER BFIOWHVS BASIC BETA - 0.050 ORBINC - 1.03 REFS 1.3960 • SQ.1m.
o 
162411) (3 TWT4rO S-ICIGAC ORBITER BF10HVS WIN OFF WGINC 4.00a PTAIL 0,0BO REFL 1.3330 INCHES 
teZ4lszl 0 TW74rO S-ICIGAC ORBITER BF10WMV STRONOGBACK OFF PHS 900REFS 1.3330 INHEHS 
P S XMRP H$O.OO 5.40 
YHRP 0o000 INCHES 




MSFC TWT 470 MODEL BUILDUP
 
S I -. 










-2 -3 -4 -5_- -
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
 
DAYA SET 5lHBOL CONFICURAll DESCRIPTION FARAIETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORHATION
 
, XZ:0811 0 TWT410 S-RIC/OA¢ ORBITER 3I0OWHY$ BETA - 0.050 
 ORBINC -1,050 REFS 1.3960 SQ.IN.
(AZ.IOJ) 0 TWT47O 3-IC/OAC CQBITER BOKVS WINJGFINS OFF WN;INC 4.000 HTAIL O.OgC REFL 1.3330 INCHES 
:x2:11t; 0 TW470 S-C/GAC CRETER BFIO"V$ WX'NG OFF REFB 1.3330 INCHEsX24$As TW470 SIC/ AC ORB FHIB O.CoB. TER BFJOHV XHRp 5.2640 1 CHEs
 
YHRP a 0000 IN
 
zHMRF 0 :0000 INCHES 
NAH 097SCALE 1.3366 PEACHY 
PAGE 235
 
ISFC TWT 470 MODEL BUILDUP
 





±~~PG ___ __ 236 
2 a __ -1 -2 -3 __ -
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM 
DATA SET SYMBOL CNFIG URATION DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CBZOE 00,I 
(Z4 ill, 0 
TWT470 S-IC/GAC OR BTER UP10WHV$ 

























yHRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZMRF 0.0000 INCHES 
MAH 109 ALE 0.3366 PERCNT 
MSFC TWT 470 MODEL BUILDUP
 
I Ii 
_ _ _-__ _ _II ­
uj P F 
3 4 -3 -4 _5 
I 
TA DESCRIPTIONSA SET SYMBOL C fHTURATIM PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
BETA 0.050S ORDINC - .050 REFS 1 396a so.H1 24081) 0 TWT470 S-IC/OAC ORD TER BFIOWHYS BASIC 1:24111; TWT470 S-IC/GAC M811TR SFIOMVS-WIH OFF WGN 4.0"TAL oO RFFL 1o3330 in F 
{d;; .TWT470 5-ICIGAC OR91TER SFIOCHI STRONGSACK OFF wnrc 400REFS 1.$330 INCHES 













MSFC TWT 470 
 MODEL BUILDUP
 
___/_5g _ _ 

















C 1 i 1 l e i i 11 1 1 l -~ _l l __ _ _ 
SI a -1 - -4 -5 - -
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
 
DATA SET SYNBOL COMFIGURATIOH OESCRIFTION 
 PARAHETRIC VALUES 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
(82zd46 C Tureo S-IC4/AC ORBITER BFIOWHV$ BASIC. BETA - 0.050 ORBINC - 1.050 REFS 1.3960 SQ.IN.
(OZ.1iS) 0 TWT470 SIC/GAC ORBITER SF10MYS WINO OFF WHINC 4.000 HTAI 0.00 0 REFL 1.3330 INCHES
(24.5±I1 0 LTT4O S-IC/CAC ORBITER SF10WHY STRONOBACK OFF WNIN 4.000 















MSFC TWT 470 EFFECTS OF ORBITER ATTACHMENT ANGLE
 
4 








i G t 
0 -1 
-614 -in -20 6 4 -2 IT 2 4 6 To1 12 14 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SY$BOL CINC PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
a - 4.000 HAC" 0.59? BETA - 0.030 REFS 1.3960 SO.IT. 
O - Z.900 MGfinC 4.000 "TAIL o.OOo REFL 1.3330 NCIIEs 
REFB 1.3330 INC ES 
o.ooo FHx 0.00a XNRP 5 2640 INCHES 
Y 0R0000 INCHES1 
ZM"F 0 .' QU - I,CHES 
EERENCC FILE SCALE 0.3366 PERCRT 
TWT470 S-IC/GAC ORBITER BFIOWHVS FINS ON CA24041) 26 JAN 71 PAGE 233
 





14 -1 -t-o -- a- 2 4 1-r12 14 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYNDOL OAD IPC PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
' ;.00 RACK 0.901 B'TA - .o50 REFS 1.3960 SQ.IN. 
WH-OIDD6NC 4.000 "TAIL 0.O00 REFL Z33 0 INCHES 
R£F 1:33$0 INCHES 
0 0O.Ofo PHID 0.1100 XMRP, ,2640 1NCHES 
YMRP 0.O0 00 INCHES 
ZRP., .0000 IMEHS 
R FR N FL SCALE 0.3366 pRCHT 
TWT470 S-IC/GAC ORBITER BFIOWHVS FINS ON (A24041) 26 JAN 71 PAGE 240
 












-fl . - 18 :.no 
NFSATILT 





































0 ± Z.000 WHO__ 4.000 0.000 NCE___ H_ 
 [ S--4 

ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
S Y M BOL R S IM C P A R AME TR IC VA L U E S 
R F R N C I N O N T O 
C) - 4.000 MACH 1.098 BETA - 0.950 REFS 1.3960 SQIN. 
REFL 1.3330 'INCHES 
0 0.000 PHIS 0.000 XRRp 5.264 1ZC'ES 
YRHRP 0.0000 INC ES 
XMRI 0 Goo0 INCHES 
SCALE 0:3366 PEP CNT 
T T470 S-IC/GAC ORBITER BF10WHVS F*INS ON [A240413 26 JAN 71 PAGE 242 
JISFC TWI 470 EFFECTS OF OMBIER ATTACHMENT ANGLEr 
 V 
ANGL OF ATTCK ALHDERE
 
4 -- % 
2EM I SESAE O" f g 
wKI7 -CGCOBTR siwv M O A44) 2 A 1 PG 4 














-2 41 - 4 a a IS1 12 14 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
ARAMETRIC 
_ 4.OVO MACH 11458 BETA - oloso REFS 1.3960 SQ.IN. 
_ SoO | *O HAL OO REFL 1.33 0 INCHES 
0 4000 PN TI 000REFS 
I'-SOL PI: VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
1.3330 INCHES 
0.000 PHIS. 0.000 XKRP 5,2640 INCHES 
YHRP O.OUDO INCRE 
ZHRP G,0o INCHES 
SAE .3 66 PERCHT 
REFERENCE FILE
 
TWT470 S-IC/GAC ORBITER -BFIOWHVS FINS ON CA24041) 26 JAN 71 PAGE 244
 
MSFC TWT 470 EFFECTS OF,ORBITER ATTACHMENT ANGLE 














TW1470 S-IC/GAC ORBITER BFIOWHVS FINS ON CA24041) 26 JAN 73 PAKE 245 






a -a It 4 0 2 



























_RBITE _ F___.FN 
I 
N[A 4] .2 A 71 PG 
, C , ES 
TWT70 
REFEENCFIATALEAPADGRE 
-IGA ORBITAAETRI eAlUE V FMS ORA201F.G A 7 ENC 24FGHAI 

















-24 •-22 -10 - 0 4 - 2 a 2 "4 a a la 22 14 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA.. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL, 014INC PARAM5TRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORHAT ION 
0 - .ooO MACH 0.901 BETA 0.050 	 REFS Io:3960 SQ.IN. 
- Z.000 W40INC 4.000 HTAIL 9.000 E£FL 1 3330 INC 0 3 
REFS 1.3330 NCur 3 
0 	 0.000 PHIS G'av0 XRRP 5 2640 INCHES
aMRp a 0 00 IN,CHES 
ZMRP .. a000 INCHES
 
SCALE 0.3366 PER C NIREFERENCE FILE -
TWT470 S-ICIGAC ORBITER BFIOWHVS FINS ON CA24041) 26 JAN 71 PAGE 247
 
MSFC TWT 470 EFFECTS OF ORBITER ATTACHMENT ANGLE
 









I- - _ _ _____o9 H 1.0 ET005 ES . 
-014 -12 - - - -4 -1,a 4 68 10 .12 14 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
SyBLORZCPARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
z.000 N;INC 4.00 HTAIL_FL _ IN 
0 0.000 polls 0.000 
R F S 
XMRP 
.3 330 
-p 4 NCH E3INCHES 
'HRP, g0000 IN CNES 





TWT470 S-IC/GAC ORBITER BFIOWHVS FINS ON (A24041) 26 JAN 71 PAGE 248 
MSFC TWT 470 EFFECTS OF ORBITER ATTACHNENTANGLE
 
-II 








a a 4 6 $ 1 0 1 2 1 4 
- - 1 2 - IS0 - 4 a 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
REFERENCE INFORMATION
 SyMBOL ORINC PARAETRIC VALUES 
REFS 13960 S0,'1".0.0500 - 4.00a MCH t.098 BETA" 
R F L 1 3 3 0 I N C H E S
 
0 2 .0 0 0 " l lic 4 . 1)(M T A IL O O au 1:3330 1 CHES 
0.0 	 H S 000REFM 










TWT470 S-ICIGAC'ORBITER BF]OWHVS FINS ON [A24041) 26 JAN 71 PAGE 249
 












I- --	 - - - _______ 6______1S 
_ _-	 _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ -
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
-14 ±12 -10 a 8 - 20 4 8 a to 12 14 
'$,14O1 ORBINC PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
4.000 MACH I.L93 BSTA 0.00 REFS 1.3060 0S.1N.
 
Z.Ob 4.000 HTAIL O.Oa 
 REFL 1.3330 INCHES
 




o -0.0.0 P141 0.Do 	 XIRP 3.2840 INCHES 







TWtT470 S-IC/GAG ORBITER BF1OWHVS FINS ON (A24041-) 26 JAN.71 PAGE 250
 
MSFC TWT 470 EFFECTS OF ORBITER ATTACHMENT ANGLE 
I i r I 










- -12 -20 --G -4 -2 a .2 46 10 1. 1 
ANGLE OF :ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
5y~ 
€'PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
















YNRF 0 0000 INCHES 
Z ,RF :000 , INCHES 
R £R SLCALE 0. 3366 PERCNT 
TWT470 S-ICIGAC ORBITER BFIDWHVS FINS ON CA240411 26 JAN 71 PAGE 251" 
MSFC TWT 470 EFFECTS OF ORBITER ATTACHMENT ANGLE
 
I - I 
ui 
-4 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
If.SOL ORDINC PARANCTRIC VALUE REFERENC E INFORMATION 
S- 4 0 0 ACH 1.950 ETA - .0 so e
EF$ 0 IN9IN ;S 2.0.0 ",INC 4.000 "TAIL 0.000REF 1.3330 INCHE
 
REFS 1,3330 1 NES 
o.000 PHIS 0.000 XMRP 5 .2640 fNCHES 
yMRP" 0 000 0 INCHES 
Z MRF a : 00o0 IN CHESSCALE 0.3366 FERCNTREFERC FILE
 
TWT470 S-IC/GAC ORBITER BFIOWHVS FINS ON CA24041) 26 JAM 71 PAGE 252
 













aC )f0 l 

1 .
 i l I 
_ 
_ _ 













1ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL 0O zmc 




MACH 0.599 BETA -0.040
0.0 PHIS 0.00 REFS 1.3900 SQ.IN.

-32.000 




MRP 1.2640 INCHES 




 SCALE 0.3356 PERCNT
 
TWT470 S-IC/GAC ORBITER BOWHVS FI NS OFF 
 CA24071) 26 JAN 71 PAGE 2 53 
MSFC TWT 470 EFFECTS OF ORBITER ATTACHMENT ANGLE
 
4 





ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
.SNB BICFARAMETRZC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 *00 NC 000 BET& - 0.040 REFS 1.3960 SQ. IN.
 
0 Z'2000 WNINC 4 000 HTA L . 00 
 E FS 1.3330, INCHES 
0~~~N OO FO H 5.~2640 1 NC ES 
0 .00TRF.  PI 






TWT470 S-IC/GAC ORBITER BOWHVS FINS OFF CA24071) 26 JAN 74 PAGE 254 
MSFC TWT 470 EFFECTS OF ORBITER ATTACHMENT ANGLE
 
-14 -IZ -20 a 6 4 0 IS 12 14 
- ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
5ymbOu 01.c PARAMETRIC VALUES RCFCENCE lHrORHATIOU 
C - 4.0,0 GAH."7 BETA 0.040 REFS 1 960 SQ.IN. 
0 - 2.000 "GINC 4.000 HTAIL 0.000 CFL 1.3330 INCHES 







yWRF 0.0000 INCHES 
XMRP 0.0000 INCHES 
R££RNC FL[SCALE 0.3366 PCRCNT 
TWT470 S-ICIGAC ORBITER BOWHVS FINS OFF [A240711 26 JAN 71 PAGE 255
 











-?A4 -12 -_0 2 4 1 a 10 12 1 4 
ANGLE (IF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
yBOODICFARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 











IIRF a 0000 INCHES 
ZMRP 0:0000 INCHES 
REEEC IESCALE a ,3366 PERCHT 
TWT470 S-]C/GAC ORBITER BOWHVS FINS OFF CA24071) 26 JAN 7.1 PAGE 256 








ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL "OINC PARAMET91C VALUES REFER ¢E INFORMATION 
C) - 4.000 HACH 1.29S BETA - 0.040 REFS 1.3960 SQ.IN. 
[]­ 9.000 WM mC 4.090 HTAIL 0.000 REFL 1 3330 INCHES 
0.000 PHIB OO REFS xmR p 




YHRP 0.@000 INCHES 
ZHRP 0000 1 NCHES 
Rp C 3Al "Z0366 IERCNT 
TWT470 S-IC/GAC ORBITER BOWHVS FINS OFF CA24071) 2G JAN 71 PAGE 257 
MSFC TWT 470. EFFECTS OF ORBITER ATTACHMENT ANGLE








-2 4 a 10 g 1 
E 
STNOLO~gNCPARAMETRIC 
-- 4oDO .... 
- WN&INC 










REPS 1.3950 SQoIN. 
REFL 1 3330 INCHES 
REFB 13330 ACHES IHRP --. 5.2640 INCHES 
aHFOgo INCHES
Z'RP 0 00 1NCH S 
R EFER E N C E F I L f C L . 3 6 P R N 
TWT470 S-IC/GAC ORBITER BOWHVS FINS OFF CA24071") 26 JAN 71 PAGE 256 
z 
MSFC- TWT 470 EFFECTS OF ORBITER ATTACHMENT ANGLE
 
34 3 -2 a _____ a-12 __________ -- 1 
L-6
 
Blnc F"1 0.0 ES1•30 1,C 
REFERENCE FILE 













MSFC TWT 470 EFFECTS OF ORBITER ATTACHMENT ANGLE
 
1 1 







ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
5ySYMO ClBINC PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
- 4.000 MACH 0.199 BETA - 0.040 ,REPS 1.3960 SQ.IN, 
Z. 4. IN HAJ 0,00REFL 1.3330 INCHES 
0 .00 WNIC09 HAI .00REFS 1 3 30 INCHES 
0 .000 PHIS 0.000 XMRP 5:2640 INCHE I 
YMRP O0OO INCHES 
ZMRP 0O.0ooo INCHES 
SCALE 0.336 PERCNT 
REFERENCE FILE
 
TWT470 S-IC/GAC ORBITER "BOWHVS FINS OFF CA24071) 26-JAN 71 PAGE 260
 









Y"J .D a- :_____ 
LiiO HC ,00 DT .4 F ,90 8~N
 









Iii ,OO NC 
ZSP OO00 IC 
0 £C IE$AL ,36 FRH 
TS40SI/A RIE HS FN F A47]2 A 1 PG 6
 
REFEENCFIL ALPHA, EGREES SCALCE 

TWT470 SICGC ORBITRC VALUES FIS FFFA40 2 JN 1 AE 261RATO
 








ANL OFATAK APADGRE 
PHB 000XR 









ATTAR ALPA EG SCALE . 
TWT40 S-__000_ ORBITER REFEENC FILEa 7G ZNH_FNC26 
0 
,MSFC TWT 470 EFFECTS OF ORBITER ATTACHMENT ANGLE 
II'. ! 
5 - ------- I. .... 
Z z _ __ . . . . 
2 0___ 2 4a 10 12 .1 
-l- -__-___ _-4 - 0 12 1_0_4 

ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
SYMBOL "BINC PARAMETRIC VALUES R EFERENCE INFORMATION 
a .OnO HACH 1'100 BETA 0.040 REFS 1. 3960 $Q.IN. 






0 0.009 PHIS 0.009 KHR , .2640 INCHES 
Y RF, .00 |oICHES 
zmRP 0.O0000 INCHES 
SCALE 0.3366 PERCHT 
REFERENCE FILE
 
TWT470 S-IC/GAC ORBITER BOWHVS FINS OFF CA24071) 26 JAN 71 PAGE 26'3
 




z -3­ _ R 0 
4 -1 -1 a 4_ ' * a 2 S 1 
__ REF 1:330 1 
--
ALRA DEGNE $CGLLF 3T3ACS 
REFEENC FILE0 INH 
TWT470 S-ICIGAC DR81TER BOWHVS FINS OFF [A24071) 26 JAN 7 1, PAGE 264 





-±-1 -2 -to -o0 - e - 4-2 











BETA - 0.040 RF 
REFERENCE INFORIHAT1ON 
1.90 S3,I.u 
o oooo rHts 2.0 0.000 U~UEhAI 
R ££C 










TWTA7O S-]C/GAC ORRITER BOWHVS FINS OFF CA24071) 26 JAN 71 PAGE 265 
MSFC TWT 470 EFFECTS OF ORBITER ATTACHMENT ANGLE ' 







 a000 1N-r 
-14 -2 -2 -0 - 6 -4 -- 1 4 a a 10 a 14 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ORBINC PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
-_ 4.00 HACH 1.952 BETA - REF- 1.39 6 I.-40SQ.1n. 
0 - .DOD WNGIC 4.000 HTAIL 0.000 R6FL 1 3330 INCHES 
RCFO 1:3330 INCHES 








TWT470 S--]C/GAC ORBITER BOWHVS FINS OFF CA24071) 26 JAN 71 PAGE 266 












L. " Inc__ 4.000_ AA__ - . 
-G 5 4 2 1 -5-
- MR. -6 -7 C_-0Z1 0.00 ,_ ,ES
 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM
 
SYMBOL OROIHC FA VALUESPRAN"TRIC REFERENCE INFORMATION 
S - 4.000 MAC4 0.597 SETA - a 050O REFS 1.3960 so. IN.[]~~" - °0 HAL I~c400 0:000f REFL 1.3330 INCHE; 
0 000 Pra 0.001 REFS ,3330 ;NCME5MAP 5.2640 "iCHES
 
1.1p 0.0000 ICHES 
REFERENCE FILE SCALE D.3366 PERCNT 
TWT470 S-ICGAC ORBITER BFIOHVS FINS ON (A24041) 26 JAN 7L PAGE 267
 
7 







S 4 2 1 a -1 -- 3 -- -0 -7 -8 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM
 
SYMBOL BIMC PARAMETRIC VA LUES REFEREN. E INFORKA71ON 
C) - .o00 ACH 0.901 BETA 0.050 REFS "1.3960 SO.N 
- .00 , IN C 4 000 H TAIL . 000 R FL 1:33 0 INC 
EFS 1 3330 INCEs 0 o 0. . PHIB 0.00a MA P 1 .640a ICHE$ 0 
"I F I . 000 INCHES 
ZH P I,00CHES
 
R F SCALE 0.3366 PERCNT
 
TWT470 S-ICIGAC ORBITER BFIOWHVS FINS ON CA24041) 26 JAN 71 PAGE 268
 
MSFC TWT 470 EFFECTS OF ORBITER ATTACHMENT ANGLE 









2 o 4 _ -1 t4 - -6--
PITCHING'MOMENT-COEFFICIENT, CLM
 
$ .30L RJC PARANZTOIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 _ 1.000 MACH 1.000 'r TA - 0.050 REFS 1.3 $, ,IN 






QO P.10 0.006 xmnr '. 640 INCHES 







p .. 14T 
TWT470 S-IC/GAC ORBITER BFIOWHVS FINS ON CA24041) 26 JAN 71 PAGE 269 






TW40SI/A RIE BIWV ISO A441 6JN 1 PG 7
 
o -I-1r - -2 -3 -4 -5 -rrrn-
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM
 
51 80L [CPARAKETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
4.000 MACH 1.098 BETA 0.050 
_N. REFS 1.3960 Se_ 

N 
Z*OO o0 . GHAIL .OO EFL 1 3330 INlCHES 
- ZFS 1 3330 INCHES 
OO PHIS 0.000 
 XHRP 5. 2640 INCHES
 








MSFC TWT 470 EFFECTS OF ORBITER ATTACHMENT ANGLE,
 
r4 













_ _ _ ]_ -- -­
/ -
U a - - ______- -a -3 -4 -- 6 -7 -8 
-R -5 - - PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM in__HE$ 
SYMBOL ORS1"C PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INIFORMATION 
_ 4.00 ACH 1 193 BETA _ _REFS 1 3960 o 
_ 2.0.0 WICINC 40 TA.L nE00RFL 1 3,3 , IN HE 
REFS 1 33 a NCHE0.O000 PHID 01O00 .24"3,R INCHES 
LRP 0coca INC HS 
SCRP 0.0000 ZNCHES 
A E 3366 P RCNT
REFERENCE FILE 
TWT470 S-IC/GAC ORBITER BFIOWHVS FINS ON (A24041) 26 JAN 71 PAGE 271
 









-. C. .S SET0.j R19 1 
-c 5 -I-.-.t S1 -1 -2 -3 -4 -5 -0 - -O 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. 1NI
 
VEFERENCEALUES REFERENCE INFOR ATON
 
o - TWoT 0 MACN O .45 BETA - 0.050 . 26saco J RE(S7.nPE
- .o0 O ON TIL O0REFL 1.3330 INCHES
 
REFS 5.3330 INCHES 
O Oa0XHRP.O HB 5.2640 INCHES 
yHRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZHRP 0.0000 INCHES 
REFERENCE FILE SCALE - 0.3366 PERCH? 
TWT470 S-IC/SAC ORBITER BFIOWHVS FINS ON CA24041) 26 JAN 71 PAGE 272
 
MSFC TWT 470 EFFECTS OF ORBITER ATTACHMENT ANGLE. 
rfl-,-n- -n-,--r -rrcr,-t rnrr mr l 1 I---r­ 1 ,-tr. 
L I 









• PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM
 
SYMBOL ORSINC" PARAMETRIC VALUES .. REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 - ,.000, MACH 1.950 BETA - 0.050 REF3F L 1.3960 , e . 
0 - 2 .00 wGINC0 _._REFB 4.090 MTAIL 0.000 :E 1 3330 1:3330, 1. H IHE$ 
O~HI 0.Q NF 5.0HZ640 INCHES 
YMRF 0.0000 INCHES 
Z""F . 00 NCHES 
REFERENCE FT SCALE 1.336. PERCNT 
TWT470 S-IC/GAC ORBITER BFIOWHVS FINS ON CA240413 26 JAN '71 PAGE 273
 
MSFC TWT 470 EFFECTS OF ORBITER ATTACHMENT ANGLE
 







6 5 4 3 2 1 0 -1 -2 -3 4 -5 -o -r -8 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM
 
SYMBOL OlINC PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
o _ ..0O0 MACHI. 0.509 BETA -0.040 REFS 1.3960 S.N 
13 - 2.000 UINC 4.000 HTAIL 0o.0o REFL 1.3330 INCHESREFS 1 3330 INCHES
 
o 	 0.00 PHIS 0.000 XHRP 5.2640 INCHES 
YHRF 0.000 INCHES 




TWT470-S-IC/GAC ORBITER BOWHVS FINS OFF (A24071) 26 JAN 71 PAGE 274
 
MSFC TWT 470 EFFECTS OF ORBITER ATTACHMENT ANGLE
 












-1 -2 -4 ----
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM
 
*,.VN O L OgalHC FPRAMETRIC VALUES RCFCRENCE INFORMATION 
- 4.000 MACH 0.9ao GETA 0.040 REFS 1.3960 So.IN. 
E) Z.000 "SIRE 4,DQV HTAIL 0.000 REFL 1.3330 INCHES 
0.0oo~o hi5OOOXHaP HS 000REFS 1 .3330 3.2640 
1 Nc" c 
INCHES 








TWT470 S-IC/GAC ORBITER BOWHVNSS OFF A24071N 26 JAN 71 PAGE 275 






42 1 -4 - -6 -? 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM
 














0.000 REFSREFL 1.3961.35a SO.IN.LNCHES 
o 0.000 p"I9 0.000 XHRF 5.2640 INCHES 
YNRF D.0000 INCHES 
ZNRP 0.0000 INCHES 
REE9C IESCALE 0.3566 PERCNT< 



















PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM
 
SYMBOL "arm c PA*ASETRIC'VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 - . Ov MACH 1.100 BETA " - 0.040 R EFs 1. 3960 S.IN. 










O O P' i XMR P 5 .264 0 IN CHE S 
TMRP, UOOOO I NCHES 
Z"R 0,.000 0 114 CHE$ 
REEEC IE CALE 0.3366 PERCNT 
TWT470 S-IC/GAC ORBITER eOWHVS FINS OFF [A24071) 2G JAN 71 PAGE 277 
MSFC TWT 470 EFFECTS OF ORBITER ATTACHMENT ANGLE
 




s 41 _______-__ 
-3 








SyNOLORB CFARANEIRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
A ov MOACH 11199 BETA - .04c REPS 1.3960 SQIN. 
z- a WN&OINC 4.0110 HTAIL O000 	 REFL 1 3330 INCHES 
REF8 1:3330 INCHNEs 
S 0o0v PHIB 0o0all 




ZNRP 0: 000O I CHES
 
REFERENCE FILE CL .56 PRN
 
TWT470 S-IC/GAC ORBITER BOWHVS FINS OFF CA24071) 26 JAN 71 PAGE 278
 
MSFC TWT 470 EFFECTS OF ORBITER ATTACHMENT ANGLE
 
I.J I 








5 4! 23' -2 -4 -$ -0 - -6 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM"
 
S.. 0L almc PARANEYRIC VALUES.. REFIRENCEINFORMATION 
- 4.000 HACH 1*460 BETA - °4 RF 1. 960 SQ.IN. 












YHRP 0.01100 INCHES 
ZNRP 0.00ou INCHES 
RZERence FILE I SCALE 0.3366 PERCNT 
TWT470 S-IC/GAC ORBITER BOW14VS FINS OFF (A24071) 26 JAN 71 PAGE 279 
4 
MSFC TWT-470 EFFECTS OF ORBITER ATTACHMENT ANGLE
 
LLIJ 





-6 4- 3 2 1 1 	 -4' -5 .- 6 -7 -
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM
 
S1.0Ou 	 RBN PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
.. 00 HACH 1.952 BETA - 0.060 1 EF$ 1 3960 SQ IN, 
0 . 0 0 0 w H l c 4 . a a a T A L 0 . 0 0 R F S 	 1 . 3 3 35 a I N C " E 5 
1EF,353 INC.E 










TWT470 	S-IC/GAC ORBITER BOWHVS FINS OFF CA24071) 26 JAN 71 PAGE 280
 








24 -12 -10 . 0 - 6 - 4 - 2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 




S. a CH 
PARAOS TRIC VALUES 
0.390 fA 
RFRNEIIOHTO
1 960 S-.a", 
,2 -10 - -O - 4 - 2 0 
REFL 1,3330* 0 1 IC,NCHE4 
I FARl)TI VAUE YL 2EFE,0 INCHES 
P 1.0000 INCHES 
ZMRP .00 INCHES 
REFERENCE FILE SCALE 0.3366 PERCNT 
TWT470 S-IC/GAC ORBITER BFIOWHVS BASIC CA24091) 26 JAN 71 PAGE 281 
MSFC TWT 470 EFFECTS OF HORIZQNTAL TAIL INCIDENCE
 
44 










___ __B__ __IN _HES R 
-4' 
SYMDOI. "TALL PAflAIEfIC VALUESRE 
ANGL OFTTAC, ALHA-DEGREES' 
RNC IFOMT N 
PHIB OQOD 
REFERENCE FILE 
















MSFC TWT 470 EFFECTS OF HORIZONTAL TAIL INCIDENCE 








ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYHOOL HTALL PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORNATION 
0 - oC MACH 0.995 BETA - 'aga REFS 1 3960 so]N
F L  

El .:Oo 4BINC 1.050 WN018C 4.000 	 RE 1 :310 IN "N; 
RCFB 3133 a I ,HE.
PHIS 0.O9 
 xm9P 5.2B4. INCHES 
THMP a . 0 I NIMES 




TWT470 S-IC/GAC ORBITER BF10WHVS BASIC CA2409"I) 26 JAN 71 PAGE 283
 












-14 -12 -30 a- . 4 - 0 2 4 a a 1 12 14 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL HTAIL PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
a 5.00 MACH 1,093 BETA 0.02 _. _N. REFS 1.3960 
cl 0.000 CQ5NC - 11050 WNOINC 4,000 REFL 1.3330 INCHESREFS 1.3330 INCHES
 
PHIS 0.014) XMRP 5.2640 INCHES 
YHRP O.00 INCHES 
ZHRP , o on OOu INCHES 
REFERENCE FILE CL 36 PRN 
TWT47O S-ICIGAC ORBITER BFIOWHVS BASIC CA24091) 26 JAN 71 PAGE 284
 
[LSFC TWT 470 EFFECTS OF HORIZONTAL TAIL INCIDENCE
 
LI 








-2 - a 	 10 14-- 4 O - 8 - 4 - 2 2 4 a6 	 te 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. 'DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MTAIL PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
C) 5.000 MACH 1.199 BETA O Z REFS 1.396D so.IN. 
0.0 	 MOg INC - 1.030 01IC .0 REFL 1,3330 INHES 
REFB 1:3330 INC ESPHIS 0.000 
 xMRp 5 .2640 1 NCHES 




 CL .36 FRN
 
TWT470 S-IC/GAC ORBITER -BF10WHVS BASIC -[A24091) 26 JAN 71 PAGE 285
 
MSFC TWT 470 EFFECTSOF HORIZONTAL TAIL INCIDENCEB T- -r-,-r- r----- -rFr--1--: t 1 
S ______ _______-I--­ ,_____ 
*1 
4 





i"t_ _ _ _ _I 
L 12 -10 - - -4 2 0 2 4 i n0 12 14 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
SYMBOL HTAIL PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
Q 5.000 MACH 2.454 BETA - .020 REFS L.3960 SQ. IN. 












RESALE 0.3366 PERCNT 
RTFETZNCE FBLE 
TW 67-IC/GAC ORIE FOHSBSC[201 6JN7 AE 286 
MSFC TWT 470 EFFECTS OF HORIZONTAL TAIL INCIDENCE
 
_ __ _ _ _ _ _ 	 ' 
4	 - - _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __­
.0z 	 I 
IL 
- 4 -12 -0 - -2 4 0 4 	 111 1 14 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
S WOOL HTAIL PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
S .030 MACH 1.961 BETA - .020 	 REFS 1.3560 So.INoF L 
9.000 	 Cql).M 1.030 wmolmc 4.ooo RE 1:333. Itc'"95 
PHS 000REF8 ,3 3 INCHES pI . XMRF 5.2640 1 NC ES 
z 'R 0.0000 INCHES 
ZMRF 
 0.Oa0 D inC, ER FR C F £SCALE 	 0.3366 PERCHT 
TWT470 S-ICIGAC ORBITER BF10WHVS BASIC A24091) 26 JAN 71 PAGE 287
 






44 2 4a _ 10 12 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL HTAIL PARAMETRIC VALU95 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 5.000 MACK 0.598 BETA - 0020 REFS 
F L  
1.3960 SQ*IN. 
E 0.000O ROIN1C 1,050 wx INC 4.000 RE 1.3330 -INCHES-
REFS 1.3330 INCHES 
PHIS 0000O XHRF 5.2640 INI.Es 
YMRF a*O000 INCHES 
ZH'RF " .G000 INCHES 
R£EEC ; SCALE a .336 PERCNT 
TWT470 S-IC/GAC ORB-ITER BFIOWHVS BASIC CA240913 26 JAN 71 PAGE 288
 
1 
MSFC TWT 470 EFFECTS OF HORIZONTAL TAIL INCIDENCE
 

















TWT470 S-IC/GAC ORBITER BFIOWHVS BASIC [A24091) 26 JAN 71 PAGE 289
 
MSFC TWT 470 EFFECTS OF HORIZONTAL TAIL INCIDENCE
 
o 'v' I ,, "i- - _-r .--- c- ---- o -r rrt r -r rp---r..-r-r1 I 
- 0 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
5 .004 PRMTI V__A_ REFERENCEALUES INFORMATION 
S. 'aQ NC 0.995 BETA - 0.020 REFS 4 3950 so HN 
0.000D ORV nc - .050 WWOINC 4.000 REFL 1 33 0 ICES 
REFE 1.3330 INCHES 
-HIS 0.000 XNRF 5.264 ICUES1 





TWT470 S-IC/GAC ORBITER BFIOWHVS BASIC CA24091) 26 JAN 71 PAGE 290.
 
MSFC TWT 470 EFFECTS OF HORIZONTAL TAIL INCIDENCE










ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. OEGREES
 
57900L MIA IL -AgAMERIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
5o' 00D MACH 1 IRS BETA - .020 REFS 1.3960 SQ in. 








Y ,RP 0°0000 INCHES 
ZMRF 0.0000 INCHES 
REFERENCE FILE EL .36 pRN 
TWT470 S-ICIGAC ORBITER BFIOWHVS BASIC CA24091) 26 JAN 71 PAGE" 291 
MSFC TWT 470. EFFECTS-OF HORIZONTAL TAIL INCIDENCE
 






z -t _ 
w 
-24 -12 -10 -6 -6 - 4 -- 02 4 to1 1'2 14 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, 'DEGREES
 
,SYMBOL MIA IL PARANC TRIC VALUES REFERZNCE INFORMATION 
a 0 HACH 1,9 ,BETA a ozo •REFS 1.3960 So.N
 
F L  

RE 1.333D IN HS 
REFS 1:3330 INCHES 
PHIS 0.000 XRP I .R64. IN ", 5 
E3 .000 O;NoIC 10.'9 WHON 4:0 
yHRP a.Bova. INCHES
 





TWT470 S-ICIGAC ORBITER BFIOWHVS BASIC CA24091) 26 JAN 71 PAGE 292
 
MSFC TWT 470 ,EFFECTS OF HORIZONTAL TAIL INCIDENCE
 
. . . . . . ... . -'








ANGLE. OF ATTACK, ALPHA, OEGREES
 






















PHIS 000D XHRp, .2640 INCHES 
YMRP 0. US ,0 INCHES 
zNRF I. 0"a INCHES 
REFERENCE FILE7 SCALE 0.3366 PERCNT 
TWT470 S-IC/GAC'DRBITER BFIOWNHVS BASIC "(A24091] 26.JAN 71 PAGE 293 
EFFECTS OF HORIZONTAL TAIL INCIDENCE
















ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 0. N.
1.3960
REF S N
REFERENCE INF R ATIO 

PARA ETRIC VALUES
57 OOL HTAIL 0.020i.961 BETA
MACH
3-5. 00a INC'HES
RFL 1o3330 0 C  x MRp 5 .264 
1.0 0 WNGI C 4 .000 
0] 0 00 0 QSNC R F S 1 3 3 3 a IN C H E S S .. 004 •
PHI 








26 JAN 7'1 PAGE 294
[A24091)
TWT470 S-C/GAC ORBITER BFIOWHVS BASIC 

MSFC TWT 470 EFFECTS OF HORIZONTAL TAIL INCIDENCE
 










o 14 -22 -to a8 G -4 0 2 4 e a a 12 " 14 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
67"801. MTAJ 4 FARAVETRIC VALUES - REFERENCE INFOR;ATION 
5 0v0 'JAC" 0.598 BETA - 0.020 REFS 1,3960 SQIN. 
O.:g(J Smc 1.030 WNOINC 4.000 REFL 1.3330 INCHES 
REF8 1 .3330 - INCHES 
Polo 0.0aa XMRP 5.2641) INCHES 
" HRF 0.01106 INCHES 
ZHRF 0.0o00 INCHES 
REEEC ~ESCALE 0.3366 PERCHT 
TWT470 S-IC/GAC ORBITER BF'10WHVS BASIC (A24091) 26 JAN 71 PAGE 295 
4 
MSFC TWT 470. EFFECTS OF HORIZONTAL TAIL INCIDENCE
 








o 1 -12 -10 -- 2 a4 4a a 12 14 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SVtSOL NTIL PARA ETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INJORMATION 
0 .000 HACH 0.93 BETA - 0.00 REFS' 1.3960 SQ.IN. 
1 o30.000 )OINC - .050 wNa c 4.000 REFL 1.3330 INCHES 
REFS8IXHRP 5.26400 INCHES 
- .YHR P 0 .ag I tHE. 
ZNRF 0.0000 INCHES 
REFRENCE FILE $CALE 0.360 PERCN T 
TWT470 S-IC/GAC ORBJTER BFIOWHVS BASIC (A24091) 26 JAN 71 PAGE 296 



















' a ' 2 
_______ 
a IS 12 1 
0 
(1) 
o _ _ _5  
_ _ N.C. 






d .995 aFTA 
1.____ 
RBA_2 












.24 -1_ - 10 -a 
S1*OOL HTAXL PARAMETRIC 
"0 - s.on MAC " 0.9g95 
0 0.000 ciqenC 1.050 
flUB 0.000 
1WT470 S-IC/GAG ORBITER 

- 0 4 . ,2 0 2- 4 
ANGLE CF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
VALUES 
RETA . - d.OaO 
WNOINC 4.000 
BF1OWHVS BASIC CA24031) 




































MSFC TWT 470 EFFECTS OF HORIZONTAL TAIL INCIDENCE
I I 









4 - Z - - -4 2-2 4 a a 10 12 - 14 
ANGLE OF ATTACK; ALPHA, DEGREES "
 
iT-BOL "TAIL FARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
5 .000 MACH 1.093 $ETA -0.020 REFS 1.3060 S..I", 
0.00*G0 ORSINC 1.050 WNOINC 4.000 % OFL 1.33SO INCHES 
R£FB 1o:3"0 N C ES 
polo 0.000 XMRP 5 .2640 INC,ES 
YMRF a.00 INCHES 
• ZMRF I*, C H CS 
REFERENCE FILE SCALE 0 .'3 ,6. PERCNr 
TWT470 S-IC/GAC ORBITER BFIOHVS BASIC (A24091) 26 JAN 71 PAGE 298 



































TWT470 S-IC/GAC ORBITER BFIOWHVS BASIC' CA24091) 26 JAN 71 PAGE 299 















00.20__0 __ C___ 
±.4 -22 -10 
-4l 	 21 4 6 a 10 12 14 
S ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA.SDEGREES 
STWTOL "TAIL PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
o) - 5.000 MIACH 1.454 BETA - 0.020 REFS 1.3960 $a.I'N. 
o 	 0.000 OASIHC - .030 UNGIfC 4.000 .REPL - 1.33 ,0 INCHES REFS I.3330 INCHtES 
Pule0 P.000 
-XNRP 5 :264 0 1INES 
yHpp 0.00o INC, ES 
ZIIRP 0.0000 IN CHes 
SCALE n.33S PERCNTREFERENCE FILE 
TWT470 S-IC/GAG ORBITER 3BFIOWHVS 'BASIC (A240911 2G JAN 71. PAGE 300
 
MSFC TWT 470 EFFECTS OF HORIZONTAL TAIL INCIDENCE 
1.2 









ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
,,.SOL HTAIL FARAECTRIC ViLUE$ REFERENCE INFORHAivoN 
-5.000 HACH 1.951 SEtA 0.020 REFS 1.3a60 SQ.IN. 
0 OoGoo ]Cmam 1.050 W aINC ,4.000 REFL 1.333V INCHES 
R EFS 1.3330 INCHES 
pure 0.000 "HRP 5.2640 INCHES 
YmRp 0.00110 INCHES 
ZHRP 0.0000 INCHES 
REEEC IESCALE 0,30366 PERCNT 
TWT470 S-ICIGAC ORBITER BF10WHVS BASIC CA2409I) 26 JAN 71 PAGE 301
 







___ ¢ 1 . -- -­
z 
uJJ 







PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CL-M
 
SYMSOL HTAIL PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
5 .000 MACH 0.598 BETA - 0.020 REFS, 1.96 S.IN. 
0 .000O RSIMC 1.950 WNGINC 4.000 REFS 1 .3330 INCHES 
PHIS 0.000 XNRP 5 . 640 INCHES 
TNR , O.Gov INCHES 
ZNRF 0 O IHC S 
N £$AL SEEC E 0:366 PERCNT 
TWT470 S-ICIGAC ORBITER BFIOWHVS BASIC (A24091) 26 JAN 71 PAGE 302 
* SFC TWT 470 EFFECTS OF HORIZONTAL TAIL-INCIDENCE ­







0 @ 2 3 1 O - -3 -4 $ -- 6 -7 -8 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM
 
SYMBDL HTAIL PARAMETRIC VALUES .'REFERENCE INFORMATION 
5.0' g ACH 0.893 BETA - .020 REPS 1.3960 3 a.IN. 
0.000 ORDIFC 1.050 tnGIHC " 4.DDO REFL 1.33 'o I NCHES 
Phis 0.003 REFS ' .33 30XHRP 0.2640 INCHES 
YURP
ZRP '.U'0" ,,00NCHF.INCHES 
SCALE 0.3566 PERCNT 
REFERENCE FILE
 
TWT470 S-IC/GAC ORBITER BFIOWHVS BASIC (AN0'911- 26-JAN 71 PAGE 303
 
k.............. .. .... . . 'II. tr.r t..


















I i 1 
-2 
I I l ~ _ _ _ __Il t l 
_ -. 
) ~ i I l l 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT-, C£Ml
 
SYMBOL HTAIL PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INF'ORHATION 
S 5_.00 NAC" U.995 BETA 0.020 REFS 1.39.0 S@;H 










".yRp 0.0000 INCH ES 
"ZKRP a nova INCHES 
R R FILESCALE 03366 PERCNT 
TWT-470 S-ICIGAC ORBITER BFIOWHVS BASIC CA:24091) 2 JAN 71 PAGE 304
 














- I S G-T­__0-_-_-_-
A 03 -2 _____ -3 -4 
TW40SI/ACOE1L)201 bC-HS AI 6JA 1 PG 0
 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
 
SYNBOL HIAjL PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
- o0 Ac. 1:013 OCTAN - U.Dzo qEF3 1.3960 aG.IN.
L 

O ORSINC I . WM*IN .0 REP 1 3330 IN HE;
 
E 00000REFS 
 1 .3 33 IN CHES
 
pole 0.000 








MSFC TWT 470 EFFECTS OF HORIZONTAL TAIL INCIDENCE. 
-r• r /r-r-----r 















SYMBO "TIPAAE  VAUSREEECEIFRMTO 
0 - .ooo MAC'S 1.199 
a ... 0 C vsn¢ 1.0 a 
RrFEPEHCE FILE 
TWT470 S-ICIGAC ORBITER 
UCTA - 0.020 
WHO Z.C 4.000 
PHS (110REFB
000XRRp 































2. a A H 1 1 . ' " . Z c s I ., 9 
I. ? I .. Ine 
SE C .3 
Lj~ FILE ------± --
T47 -CGCOBTR BIWV BAI(A49) 2 JA 71 PG 30
 






4 . 2 1 a -1 -2 -3 -4 -5 -6 -7 -




SYMBOL MTAlL PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMIATION 
O .000 MACH 1.901 ETA - a020 RE PS 1.3960 5.. N 
IT "oro _ 1BN S ,. N 4 :N, RFL 1.3330 INCHES 
E 0Nou 400REFS 1.3330 NCHES 
pHIII O.aO XMRp 5,2640 HCHES 
YMRF 0,.0000 INCHES 
Z 'RF 0.00 a0 1 MC NES 
5 CALIE a. 33 6. p E CN 
TWT470 S-IC/GAC ORBITER BFIOWHVS BASIC {A24091) 26 JAN 71 PAGE 308
 
MSFC TWT 470 HORIZONTAL TAIL EFFECTIVENESS 





























- 0o.00- 1 050 
-. I C ,AL oon 
0.00 At0.00o ±.0 0 
DATA MIST. CODE 














29 JAN 71 
1 6,390 SOX., 
1.033. 1 H.9E; 
1M N MNCH 
1 .05.2640 INCHES 
0.9000 INCHES 
0.0000 INCHESO.336 PERCNT 
PAGE 303 
















.0 0.0 a. 16.8 19 . 
-- '{ G 0 0.0 0.9 1, a 11 1.2 1.3 1.4 1. 5 G,0 9 , 
MACH NUMBER 
SYMO ALr/PA PARAMETRIC VALUES 
10.00 MONC 1.050 WN610C 4.000 
0 g~o0 NT JL 0.000 PHIS 0.00a 
O 0O0REFS. 
0XMRP 
DATA MIST. CODE Pp 




REFS 1.3960 SQ,lN. 
REFL 1.3330 INCHES 
1.333a INCHES 
5.2640 INCNES 
YMRP 0.900. INCHE , 
ZNRF a.0000 INICHES 
3CALC 0.3366 - pERCHT 
71 PAGE 310. 
EFFECTS OF ORBITER WING PARAMETERS








-3 . --. . --	 I-.. 
14 IP -10 -0 -a 4 	 2 4 6 a0 10 12 14 





AFA SfT 5YN50L CONFIURATIONDESCIPTION 
 $0.3$.
ORBHC - 1.050 REFS 13960 

cDZ4oo± 0 TWT4?0 5ZC/OAC OqBITER SFIOWHVS BASIC BETA - 0.050 	 REFL INCHES4.000 HTAIL 0.Oo 13330 
S-3CIOAC ORBITER BFIOWIHVS WINa SPOILERS 	 ,NGINC 
F NI B 0.000 
Co4adI l 0 TwT47o 
REFS 1,3350 INCHESNCH 









EFFECTS OF. ORBITER WING PARAMETERS






0 4 aa 12 14
-r4 -19 -10, -6 -4 -2 

ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
REFERENCE INFORMATION
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATIO4 DESCRIPTION 	 PARAMETRIC VALUES 
( 	 6) 0 TW7410 3-JC/O C ORDTER 9FIOWHYS BASIC BETA - 0.50 ORSINC - .050 REFS I.@0 3.N 
WNGINC 4.000 HTAIL 0. 00 REFL 1 .3330 ZC $ S0.1D4;Z 0 TWlTT 3-IC/AAC ORBITFR DF]OWlMVS WING SPOILERS 0REFS 1.3330 INCHES 























01 -8 - 4 2 a2 __1_ ____ 02 1 
-c/ 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 





C FirjURATIOH DESCRIPTION 
TWT470 5-IC/GAC ORBITER SF10MY$ BASIC 
TWT47a 5-1CI&AC ORBITER BF10VHV$ WINO INC = 2 
TWT470 S-IC/0AC ORBITER BFIOMVS WZN* OFF 
TWT170 S-IC/GAC B ITER 8 FJOWINYS WINO SPOILERS 











REFS 1.3960 SQ.IN. 
REFL 1.3330 INCHES 
REFS 1.3330 INCHES 
XRP 5 26AD INCHES 
.NRP 0 aaa 1NH£ 
ZMRF OOo INCHES 
03366 , ERCNT 
PAGE 213 









-3 -1 -0 B -6 -4 -Z 41 . Z
 
24 -12 -10 -B -e o4 aANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES ea 111 1a 14 









-TT470 S-lCiGAC ORBITER BFWOVS BASIC 
TWT470 SJC/GAC ORBITER 8FIO4V5 WING INC = 2 
TWT470 5-ICOAC ORBITER 8FIONVS WIN* OFF 


























ZKRP 0.0000 INCHES, 
SCALE 0.3366 PERCNT 
P 3AC14 
PAGE 314­
MSFC TWT 470 EFFECTS OF ORBITER WING PARAMETERS 
- -I 
K1 -Ia a 2 4a -2-I to -z _ -,a41 
or
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK.. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
I r luall 0 TWT470 S-IC/OAC ORBITER GFIONIVS BASIC BETA - 0.050 09BINC - 1.050 REFS 1.3960 50,IN, 
IVZ 1413 0 TWT47U S-IC/OAC ORBITER OF$OWH*W$ WING INC = 2 WMGINC 4.000 HTAIL 0.009 REFL 1.3330 INCHES 
trz Il1 0 TUT470 S-ICIGAC ORBITER BFIOHVS WING OFF REF 3.330 INCHES 
CC2.Zel 1 TWT470 S-IC/GAC ORBITER SFIOWIHVS WING SPOILERS Fhle 0.000 'FS 
,60 IC 
yHRP II.Z640 INCHES 
INCHES
O,OOO0




•MSFC TWT 470 

.. . . . . . .. 
EFFECTS OF ORBITER WING PARAMETERS
 




1U -it -I0o t 
­ 4 -2 0 2 4 0 10 it 14 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATASET SYMBOL COMPIOURATJOH DESCRIPTION 
- PARAMETRICi9.081±3 ) VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATIONTWT70 5-ICIGAC ORBITER BF±0tJHyS BASIC 
 BETA - 0.050 QRBINC - 1.050 REFS(P241621 0 rure?O S-ICOAC ORBITER 0rIo'INyS WJ14G SFOILERS lassuo so.I. dNGINC 4.000 HTAIL .00REPL i.3330 INCHES
 











MSFC TWT 470 EFFECTS OF ORBITER WING PARAMETERS
 
I -
BAT - C - I ___ O D C T G O PR E I ___ VLE INFORMAT I 
L~L 
a a 4_ 0 _ ____a lo 1 
,-J. 
ZMR . NCE 
zAA YBL C FGRT DS I AA R¢VLE E£EC HOHTO 
, , , CAL -C PE R 
- A- 4 --
PAGE 317 
17 SZ/A IER 8 H5 H -84F46F 0 10F 1233 ±4HE 
19241±13 0 T~t4?0 5-IC/GAC ORBITER FIO HV WINiG SPIERr HB . XRI 1.2640 X NCH4ES 
YHOP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZHRE 0.0000 INCHES 
NAH J4GSCALE 0.3360 PERCH? 
PAGE 317 
MSFC TWT 470 
5 
4 








-2 4 6 a 10 12 14 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
04TA SET $24 0 11 SYMBOL a C fFIGURATZCR DESCRIPTION T"T470 5-ICIOAC ORBITER UFIOWMVS BASIC BETA 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
0.05D ORBIMC 1.L050 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 1.3960 $Q. IN. 
. 








yMRF 0.0000 INCHES 
ZMRP 0.0000 INCHES 






















ANGLE Or ATTACK; ALPHA, DEGREES 

R EFER N C E I FO R A T I O N
P A R A E TR I C VAL U S F I GURA TI OND S C R P T IONDA A S T Y B O L ' C O 1.39 0 s .IN,
.950 OR INC - 1.050 REFS
B TA -

D O01; 0 TWT4T 0$-C/ AC OBIT R FIOW NY5 BAS C .OO 0 REFL 1.33 0 NCHES ING SPO LER S WHOIC 4 000 HTAIL 
T T470 -IC/ AC OBITER BFIO WHVS





5 .640 IN CHE S











MSFC TWT 470 EFFECTS OF ORBITER WING PARAMETERS
 

























±4 -2 -2-t8 4 2 a 2 4 6 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, OEGREES 
CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION PARAMETRIC VALUES 
TWT47r S-IC/GAC ORBZTER-BFIOVHYS BASIC BETA - 0.050 ORBINC - 1.050 
rlT4ro S-C/GAC ORBITER BFIOWIHVS WING SPOILERS 1l8iN 4.000 HTAIL OO0 
PHIS 0,000 
0.699 
10 * 4 
REFERENCE INFOR"ATION 
REFS 1.3960 Sa.IH. 
REFL 1.3330 INCHES 
REFS 1.3130 INCHES 
XHRP 5.F640 INCHES 
YNRP a.0000 INCHES 
ZHp 0.0000 INCHES 
SCALE 0.3366 PERCHT 
PAGE 320 






z-1 - 4 0 a-to -2 4 

ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
'DATA SET 81.00L CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SQIU,I E24001) 0 TWT470 S-ICIOAC OR STER-BFIOHS BASIC BETA -0.050 ORSINC - 1.050 REFS .3960 
IE24141) 0 TWT4?O S-IC/CAC ORBTER DF1014HVS WINC INC 2 -anoinc . 4.00a- HTAIL 0.,,o REFL J.333W' INCHES 




C.og SCALE 0 PER MT
 
PAGE 321 







Lii I A. -­
2 
-­12' -10 a-8 
-6 -4 -- 4 6 10 12 14 
'ANGLEOF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYN80L CONFICUMATIOM VESCnIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUiS REFERENCE INFORMATION 
'"4001) a
CE2414 1) 1 
(Z )li 0 
;J 
TWTA70 S-ICIGAC ORBITER 
TWT470 S-ZC/OAC,OBITER 
TW7470 D-ICIGAC MBATER 
TW4;T T O7 -IC GAC ORBITER 
BFIOHYS BASIC. 
9FIO9HYS win& INC =2 
SF1OMVS WING OFF 







































-14 -l . 10 - 6 - 6 - 4 - 2 a 4 6 10. 1 14 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 







S-IC/6AC ORBITER BF1O0V$ BASIC 

















0 TUT470 S-ICIIAC ORBTER 
7WT170 S-ICtGAC ORBITER 
APIONVS WING OFF 







YlRP 0ooao INCHES 
ZNRP 0 00017 HCHES 
HACH 1.195 SCALE 0. 3366 F ERCNT 
PAGE 323 
MSFC TWT 470 EFFECTS OF ORBITER WING PARAMETERS
 










DArA SET SYMBOL 
(F24 cal8 ) 
'P04161) 0 
MACH 
-12-0 8 - -4 -2 a 2 4 68 
ANGLE OF ATTACK.- ALPHA, DEGREES 
CONFIOURATION DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES 
TWT47 0 - C fAC OBITR BF O HV S BASIC BETA - C050 ORBINC - -1.050 






RE S 1 3960 S 0 N. 
REFL 1.3330 NCE 
.3330 NCE 
3.2640 INCHES 
YMRP 0000Q NCHES 
ZHRF 0.0OO0 1NCHES 
SCALE 0.3S66 PERCNT 
•PAGE 324 

























{0 4} T T70 -ICI AC OBITER DIO 
(G24 41) ~ ~~ ~ 
IHVS WI GSIEST 










a .000G¢OBTRBI.30 CHS 
H R F . 0O 0 I N C H E S 
, - SCALE 0.3 66 P RC T 
AC k 1,4 so 
PAGE 325 















2 -1 0 _____ 4____ a____ 1 12 14 
ANGLE O ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
BATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATIONDESCRFFTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
'.24 06 ) Q tWT470 3-1 C/GAC ORBITER BFIOWHVS BASIC BETA 0 .95a ORBINC -1.050 REFS 1.3960 Se. IN, 





PHIS 0.000 . HRF 3.Z640 INC E 
YHRP a~00 ZCE 
P :.0000 INCHES 
&C .5TSCALE 0.3366 PERCNT 
PAGE 326 












0 2 -1 - -3 -4. -5 - ? -
., PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONF16URATION DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 




TATO7 S-ZC/OAC ORBITER OFIOWHVS BASIC 















FH PH$REFa0.000 XNRp 1 3330 5.264 0 INCHES ,CHE5 
YHRP 0 0000 INCHES 
ZH' P 0 0000 INCHE3 
NACH 0.399 SCALE 0. 316. PEACHT 
"PAGE 327 
















2 1 a- -1 -2 -, -4 -5 -o -7 -s 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION QESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
024081) 0 TWTAIG SIC, AC ORBITER BFIOWHVS BASIC BETA - 0.0 0 ORBINC - 1.050 REFS 1.3960 SQ.1N. 
1o24*1j, 0 TWT4TO S-ICIGAC ORBITER SFIOIHVS WING SPOILERS W&INC 4.000 HTAIL 0.000 REFL 1.3130 INCHES 
REFS 103330 INCHES 
YPRP 5.0000 INCHES 
ZMRP 0.0000 INCHES
 




MSFC TWT-470 EFFECTS.OF ORBITER WING PARAMETERS ­
-- rrr llI












41 1 - 4 - -? 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
 
DATA SET SrASOL CONAFIGURATION CESCRIFTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORNATION 
1EZ4001) 0 TWTA70 S-ZC/AC CABITER BFIOHYS BASIC BETA - O.S ORBINC - 1.050 REFS 1.3960 S0.IN. 
(fallJ) 
EZ4111.I 
TWT470 S-ICAC ORBITER 











4C24I1O1 Tw470 S-IC/GAC ORBITER BFIOWIHVS WING SFOILERS PHIS 0.000 X*RP 5.2640 INCHES 









MSFC TWT 470 EFFECTS OF ORBITER WING PARAMETERS






-4 ) -00 ."0S ICGCM IE FO Y A I ET .5 R IC - 10 0 R F .36 
leoiTA 
1 C941111
:24le 1 _ 
0T TwT479" -CI A C ORBI T 






W N I C = 
WIN OFF 
H ON SPOILERS 
PI0 
II 
4 AMENC00 T 
.00REFB 
. O 








0.33 6 PERCNT 
PAGE 330 
MSFC TWT 470 EFFECTS OF ORBITER WING PARAMETERS
I 7 
-4 __. __ ~1 









DATA SET SYMBOL COMFIGURATION DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 



















TWT470 S-IC/0AC ORBITER OFICHVS WIfNG OFF 

































PITHIN MOEN COEFFCIEN. C 







SCALE 0:335 6 PER cNT 
MACH 2.303 PMEPAGE 332 




LLD S ______ I C T $ OT PTNON CIE CLM UF E T 
G 3 1-rl- -rrrr -r rr -rrr- 7 -
LL 
( 48) 
M 2.141 ) 
TWT470 S-IC/4AC ORBITER 























-IC/GAC 0 1T£ 
S-yC/GAC ORBITER 
8FloHV$ WIN& OFF 





1 HC HES 
INCHES 
Y RP 0. a0000 1HCHME$ 
zZRF 0 a. I,ZCHWES 
MACH 1,436 SCALE 0.3366 PERCNT 
PAGE 333 












C __ _ 
- 2 ---
- ---- -- 34 
-_-_ -7 -8 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
 
DA TA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESC11IFTION FARARETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
15240011) TWT470 S-IC/0AC ORBITER OF10WHYS BASIC BETA - 0 050 ORBINC 
-, US0O REFS L 5960 SG.IN. 
fs241izJ TWT470 S-IC/ AC ORBITER SFI0W10V$ WINS SFOERS WNGINC 4".DUO HTAIL 0.O000 REFL 1.3330 INCHES 
• REFD 1.33SO INC.E.
 
UHB.000 










MSFC TWT 470 EFFECTS OF FIN ORIENTATION 





12 '2__ -2__ 0_ a i 1 1 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, OEGREES 
DATA SET SrmSOL 
, T24051, 0 
(A241zJ [3 
A241331 0 
CCFlaURATI l ESCRIPTICW 
TWI470 S-IC/GAC ORBITER SF10WHVS 
TUr470 S-Jc/CAC ORBITER SF20WHVS 












- 01O50 ORISINC -





REFS 1.3960 SO,]N. 
R9FL 1.3330 INCHES 

























DATA SCT SYMBOL 




ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
CONFIOURATIO DESCRIFTIOUl PARAMETRIC VALUES 
YWT470 5-C/0ACORSITgR SF±OWnVS BASIC BETA 0.050 ORBINC -
TWT470 S-IC/AC ORBITER BF2OWHYS PHI5 I4NGINC 4.000 HTAIL 





REFS 1.3960 SQ.IN. 
REFL 1.3330 IHCHES 
REFB 1.3330 INCHESXHRP 5.2640 INCHES 
YHRP a 0000 IHES 
ZHRP 0,000 D NCHES 
SCALE 0.3366 PERCNT 
PAGE 336 







-4 -12 -10 - 8 - - 4 - 2 0 2 4 a le11 14 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL 
I TZ.D001 
'A21121 J 0 
AZ4131) 0 
CCJIGURATICQ DESCPIPTIOM 
TWT470 $- IC/BAC ORBITER BFJOWHYS 
TUTATO S-IC/GAC M aI TER 820WHYS 










- 0.050 ORDINC -1.050 
4.000 HTAIL 9.0O00 
0.000 
REFERENICE INFORMATION 
REFS 1.3960 SO.Im, 
REFL 1.3330 INCHES 



























SYMBOL CO rIOURATION DESCRIPTION 
TWT470 S-IC/GAC ORBITER OFIOWHYS 
TWT470 S-IC/0AC "BITER SFZOWVVS 
-TWT479 S-IC/GAC "BITER BF20MHYS 
BASIC 















REFS 1 3960 So1N 
REFL 1:3330 1NHES 
REPO I .3330 TNCHES 
5 2640 ]NCHES 
YRRF 0.0000 INCHES 
ZMRP 0.0000 INCHESSCALE 03366 PRCNT 
.PAGE338 







-a i -a& 411 -0 l f-4 e l 0 r 2 1 4 r 0 t 11 , 1 4 
•ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CO FJOURATIN DESCRIPTION' PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
I 24001)





S-IC/GAC ORBITER OFIOWHYS 
S-IC/GAC ORI TR OF2054V$ 
BASIC 

































MSFC TWT 470 EFFECTS 	OF FIN ORIENTATION

I I I F 
iK J 
o 







4 6 a 1 ' 	 2 1 4 
- 4 2 a 2 
- 4 1- 0 a 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA,,-DEGREES
 
PARA ETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFOR ATION
ATA SET Y BOL C FIGURAT IO D SC RPT ION 

IT 4 U S 1 0 T T 4 7 0 - C / A C O R B I TE R B F 1 0 H V S B A S I C B E T A - 0 .0 5 0 O R S N C 1 .0 50 R E F S 
 1 3 9 6 0 S Q . 1 N . '
 
A Z . 1 Z I 0 T T 4 7 0 S 
- C / A C M B T E R F O H S F I 8 4 5 H G N C . 0 0 H T A i L O Do0 	 E F L 1 3 3 3 0 1 4CH E S 
E F B 1 . 3 3 3 0 I N C H E S 
t A 4 3 1 1 0 T M 4 7 0 $ - 1 1 / A C 0 11 1 T R iFZ O W M V5 P H I , 0 
PHIS 0.000 	 XMRp 5 2640 INCHES
 
Y " P 0:0o000 INCHES
 
ZjRP a 0000 INCHS
 











ANLF -TTfK AP_ A DEGREES
 
LL2 0 
-4 -2 a 4 6 I 1 1 
DATA SET SVPBO 




TW14,0 S-IC/OAC ORBITER BFIOWHVS 
TWT470 S-[C/GAC ORBITER SF20WHVS 












- .050 ORSINC -1.050 
-4.000 HTAIL 0.000 
.00RFS 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 1.3960 Sa.IN. 
RE 
F L  
1.3330 111 CHES 




















a- - -4 " - 2 0 2 4 6 a 10 12 14 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL COMFIOUnATICH DESCIZIPTIC 	 F--.,HETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
S0.1".
I TZ40011 0 TWT470 S-IC/ AC MOITER &FIOWHVS BASIC BETA -0.050 ORBINC - 1.050 REFS 1.3960 IAZ4121) [] TWT TV S-IC' :AC M 0 TER BFZOWHV5 -PHIB = 45 WNGINC 4.000 HTAIL D.000 REFL 1.3330 INCHES 
(A24131 0 TWT470 5-ICIOAC ORBITER SPZOWMyS FHIB = 0 RE" o333 INHES5 

















- a a a 2 4 6 a $0 12 14 16 1 20 22 24 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES 
SYVOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 

















1.093 MNRP -0.0000 INCHES 
ZNRP a00000 INCHES 
REFERENCE FILC SCALE 0:3366 PERCNT 
TWT470 S-IC/GAC ORBITER BFIOWHVS BASIC (A24082) 26'JAN 71 PAGE 343 
i 
03.5 














T.80L "A CH 







 0 ° a0 

1 $.95,4 I E ' 
 1 3 3so 
 I N H P '5
H RP 
 5 .2 64 0 
 1 8 I E sYHRP 










TWT470 S-IC GAC ORBITER eF OWHVS BASIC 
 CA24082 
] 26 J 'AN71 PAGE 344
 
MSFC TWT 470 LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS, BASIC CONFIGURATION
 





3. 0 a 	 0 to 12 14 le 20 22 24 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES-

SYMBOL HACHJ PARAMETRIC YALUE3 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 0.19a LPH4 U.360 ORBINC - 1.010 	 REFS 1.3900 3QIN. 
E FL 1 3330 INCHES 
0.99r PHIB 0.000 'XHRP - 5,2640 INCHES 
2 	 .093 YHRP .000 INCHES 
INCHES0 0000
ZHBP
f£££C F £SCALE 	 a: 3 66 PERCNT 
TWT470 S-IC/GAC ORBITER BFIOWHVS BASIC CA24082] 26 JAN 71 PAGE 345
 
MSFC TWT 470 LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS, BASIC.CONFIGURATION
 
____rrI 















-10-	 a 2 4 8 18 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
SyNbOL NACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
O 1.196 ALPHA 0.360 ORSINC - 1.050 	 REFS 1.3960 SQ.IN. 
1.29 	 WGXIC 4.000 HTAIL 0.000 REFL 1.3330 INCHES 
RE S 1.3330 INCHES 
1.459 PHI8 0.000 XMRP 5.2840 INCHESA iS YMRF - 0.0000 INCHES 
ZHRP 0.0000 INCHES 
SCALE 0.3366 PERCHT 
REFEREHCE FILE 
TWT470 S-IC/GAC ORBITER BFIOWHVS BASIC CA24082)" 26 JAN 71 PAGE 346
 








2- a a 4 0 1 0 1 2 1-1 _ _ i s a e z 4 
SIDE SLrP ANGLE. BE'TA, DEGREES 
ST aOL MACH PARANETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 0.5g0 ALPHA 0.30D ORSINC - 1.030 REFS 1.3960 SOII. 






099 P000 MRF 5.2640 INC Es 
A 1093 YMRF 0.O0Iga INCHES 
ZNRP 0.0000 INCHF. 
REFERENC FILE SCALE 0.3366 PERCNr 
TWT470 S-IC/GAC ORBITER BFIOWHVS'" BASIC {A24082) 26 JAN 71 PAGE 347 
MSFC TWT 470 LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS, BASIC CONFIGURATION 
.5 2 1 I 
.4 - ___ ___ 
4.9 P I _ .0_ P 5 .2 6N 
m 
z 
1.95 _ _R _ _ a_ ona I_, CH 
t--° 
o .0.00 NCE 
C)E C IESAL .3G PRN 
TW40SI/A-JN7, RIERBIWV AI A482 PG 4 
LREFERENCE aA6 FCA ON 
SOE SLI ANaE DEGREES DUO 
TWT470S9IC/AP OBITE BO WSB-A4 ASIC 2 26 JAN @71, P G 348I 
< 
MSFC TWT 470 
0. 
.0 









-a 4 - " 1 0 0 0 a 4 G"ID 1 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
12 14 16 
M4.0,1. 









AOINET IC VALUES 






REFS 1.3960 So.iN. 
REFL 1 3" 0 INCHE$ 
1,3310 1 CHE5 
RR 5, 4 INC SY4 1.O8 0 22 H 24 
ZRP- 0.0000 lN ESe 
1.953 DATA MIST. CODE *A SCALE 0.3366 PERCET 
TWT470 S-IC/GAC.ORBITER BF2OWHVS CRUCIFORM (J24132) 23 JAN 71 PAGE 349 
MSFC TWT 470 LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS, CRUCIFORM FINS, PHIB=O
 
I 	 ' 
z ..9ALH 0.34 	 EF 1360 s......... 

NP, 6 INHELLI "'o PIS0,0 
-4-

U". -HR 	 a . 0 ICE 
-i-s <,11-' Lt~ - E-A It~4 - FrA-I- II I -I -ItL4E 4I I I -L. .L44- t . II iWt- l i-J& 	 - I I 
- - 2 0 0 0. "0 0 0 2 4 ~8 10 2 ±4 1 1 a 0 0 22 24 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAS4ETR1C VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORNATION 
o 0.545 ALPHA . 0.540 ORBINO - 0.050 .REFS 	 - .3900 50454. 
El 	 0.040 NflI 4.000 NIAIL 0.000 REFL a.s3a0 INCHES 
REFS 0.5330 INCHES 
o 1.10 P$10 0.000 XHRp 5.2040 INCHES 
A ,.5z YHRF 00000o INCisEs 
6. 	 1.450 .ZHRP 0.0000 INCHEs 
SCALE 0.3556 PERCNT1.053 DATA HIST. CODE *A 
TWT470 S-IC/GAC ORBITER.BF2OWHVS CRUCIFORM CJ24132) 29 JAN 71 PAGE 350
 







0.3 __ _ 
Lt. 
I ~ 0 
o 0. 9 




















-0.5 AL A T.o RSLo.96 

0.090 UNG1NC 4.000 HTAlL 0.000 RE~F. 





1.93 DATA JIST. CODE *A 

























MSFC TWT 470 DIRECTIONAL STABILITY. BASIC CONFIGURATION ....
 r ­
-
• i7 -- --..]4 0.5 	 ~1-4 
x " - I-	 -- B ­
< 0.0 7 *-	 - _ _ 
n.t 




-2. -_-_ __ _-\ 	 ! _ 
S -3.-
\ k "
" I 'N 
-3.5
 
-. 0 	 _ _ 
-4.5 - -.... __ 
__ _ _ _ I ___ 
-- 7AAi4 
8". . 0 . 1 .5 0 O*.; 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.5 -Ila- -1.5 -2.0 -2.5 -3.0 
.5 2 0. 1S 2.531 
YAWING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CYN (BODY AXIS)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORHATION 
0.a596 ALPHA 0.360 ORSINC - 1.050 - REFS 1.3960 S .IN. 
0 Q.69i I'HGIJC - 4.000 HTAIL D.So REFL 1.3330 1NCHES REFS 1±3330 INCHES o o.or PHI6 0.U00 XHRP 5.,2640 ANCHES 
A 	 .093 YNRF 0.000 INCHES. 
ZHRP 0.0000 INCHES 
SCALE 0.3366 PERC NT
ftFtCcc FILE 
TWT470 S-IC/GAC ORBITER BFIOWHVS BASIC (A24082) 26 JAN 71 PAGE 352
 
MSFC TWT 470 DIRECTIONAL STABILITY, BASIC CONFIGURATION
l l l 	 , j

* .0 i-i- i'lrrir i rrlflrr li-i,, T i n--r i-i-i -- lli-,'i- l ]ll rlll l- ] ll 







5.0 2.0 U. 	 5 - -. 0 4.0 	 3.5 2.5 1.5 1.0 0.9 0.0 0 .0O, 0.0 -0.5 -1.0 -1 -20 3 
1.95, YAWING MOMENT COEFFICIENT',_ CYN- CBQDY AXIS) - P__ 6_. jE_ -0 - t.IN 

Id.90L MAC" FPRAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFER 
_MCE1"FORMATI 
o 1.190 ALPHA .360 O INC - 1.050 	 REFS 1.3960 SG. N 
1.209 UVOINC 4.000 HTAIL 0.000 	 REFL 1 3330 1 CE$ 
5 	 1:3 3-- 1.5 FI 000REFBo 5 40 INCHESIH C IS 
ZRP 1.0000 INCHE. 
RE RENCE FILE SCALE 0.3366 PERCNT 
TWT470 S-IC/GAC ORBITER BF1OWHVS BASIC (A24082) 26 JAN 71 PAGE 353
 
MSFC TWT 470 DIRECTIONAL StABILLTY. CRUCIFORM FINS. PHIB=O
 












4.-t ° -* -0-0 .0 * * 	 0-0 - -. -1. -I. --. -____ 352015|o 

-5.3 
4.a 3.5 3.0 2.5 2.0 1.5 1.0 0.5 0,0 00 0.0 0.0 010 0.0 -0.5 -1.0 -1.5 -2.0 -2.5 -3.0 
YAWING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CYN (BODY AXIS) "
 
SYNOL 	 MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
o 	 0.as ALPHA 0.340 OROINC - .050 REFS 1.5960 So.IN. 
.390 WHOrM 4.ddo HTAIL 0.00 REFL 1333,0 INCHESREFS I .3330 INCHES 
1.196 	 PHIS a0.000 XIRP 5.2640 INCHVS1.TDZ 	 I4RP a.0000 INCHES
 
i.,Dz 	 ZRP 0oo000 INCH9S 
SCALE 0.3366 PSRCNTADATA MIST. CODE1953 5 









I I I - tI 
-o.4 ---.-- __._._------- _____ ___ -
-t.o --- ----------- ------ --- --------------
N Ki i___ 
_.­
- z4 0 0 a0 4 6 a 10 12 14 i5 1 20 22 24 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 



















o 0.s9 p s 0.00D REFSXMRP 1:333 .2640 1NCH£ESINCHE 
A .OlYHRP 0.00 INCHES 
z "P 0.0000 ICHES 
EFERENCE FILE SCALE 0.3300 PERCNT 
TWT470 S-IC/GAC ORBITER BFIOWHVS BASIC CA24082J 26 JAN 71 PAGE 355 
MSFC TWT 470 LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS, BASIC CONFIGURATION
 
-0 .I I 
it. 
-O 
_ _ _ _ _ _ 
". - - _ _ 
-02 * a__ a 2 4A- o 2 . 1 s s _ 






.. 9 ALPH 0.36 ORG_ - - 1 __RF_.36_S.N 
SLOE SLPAGE|EA ERE 
REE .350 INHE 
A 1.94 
- H0 0.0000 INCHES 
ZMRP 0.0000 INCHES 
REFERENC FILE SCALE 0.3366 PERCNT 
TWT470 S-IC/GAC ORBITER BFIOWHVS BASIC {A240821 26 JAN 71. . PAGE 356 









-12.0 -" __ -­ ___ 












20 0 0 -2 4 6 0 10 1 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
PARAHETRIC VALUES 
ALPHA 0.360 OROINC - 1.050 
mGIC 4o00 HITAIL 0.00 
PHIS 0.000 
RE ERENCE FILE 
14 IS 1 20 33 24 
RCFFRCHCE INFORMATION 
REFS 1.396a SO.IN. 
REFL 1.3330 INCHES 
REFS 1.3330XHR 2 INCHESINCHES 
YMRP a.0O00 INCHES 
ZHRP 0.00a I NCHES 
SCALE 0.336S PERC"T 
TWT470 S-IC/GAC ORBITER BFIOWHVS BASIC (A24082) 26 JAN 71 PAGE 357
 
MSFC TWT 470 LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS, BASIC CONFIGURATION
 
4 











- a 0 0 0 0 2 4 a a 10 fl 14 1 1$ 20 22 24 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL HACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
a I.196 ALPHA 0.360 ORBINC - 1.050 REFS 1.3960 SQ.IN. 
REFL 1.3330 INCHES 
REFS 1.3330 INCHES 
o 1:Z19 WAGINC 4.000 HTAIL 0.000 
0 1.49 PH!3 0.000 	 XHRP 5.2640 INCHES 
t 	 YNRP 0.000 INCHES 
ZMRP 0.0000 INCHES 
SCALE 0.3366 PERCNT 
REFERENCE FILE 
TWT470'S-IC/GAC ORBITER BFIOWHVS BASIC (A24082) 26 JAN 71. PAGE 358
 
MSFC TWT 470 LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS, BASIC CONFIGURATION
 
C-) 
a 	 4 8 1 12 1 l a o 22 2 
-O s - NIn 4.000 "TAIL 0.00____ __ _K REFL_ _ _ a__ 
_- -]_ REF INCHE 
o 0.90 APH 0..0 G . -.. . .	 , C E... . .	 . 'I 

A ..oss 	 YNRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZNRP a .000 1NCHES 
SCALE 0:.360 PERCH?
REFERENCE! FILE 
TWvT470 S-IC/GAG ORBITER 'BPIOWHVS BASIC (A24082) 26 JAN 71 PAGE 359
 
NSFC TWT 470 LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS, BASIC CONFIGURATION
 
o * o -rrr1 -,t-J r-rr n-i- n-,r - -i-- -,1 1r-,r -r-rr -rn- -rrr ,---I 	 n 'tfl r--T 








S 0 ID2 46 B8 A. DG 	 160124 	 24 
SYMBOL "ACK PARANETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 1.194 ALP.A 0.360 ORBINC - 1.0oU 	 REFS 1.3960 SQ.IN
O 	 1.209 Yf;lONC 4.000 HTAlL 0.000 REFL 1.3330 INCHES 
REFS 1.3330XERP 5.640 INCHESINCHESo 1.414 Polo 0.000 
A 	 .91 YNRP 0.0000 INCHES 




TWT470 S-IC/GAC ORBITER BFIOWHVS BASIC (A24082) 26 JAN 71 PAGE 360
 
MSFC TWT 470 LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS, CRUCIFORM FINS, PHIBZO
 
S I 4 




1. 0 SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES HF 000 CE 
ST47OL f-lACI OARAHE20C VALUES RCUFROCM23 INFORMAIN 
o ge ALPIOA 0.340 ORSJNE 1.050 fEFL 1.3900 30.0H0. 
0.9 AIW&HE 400 .00REFL 1.3350 INCHES$
 
o 1.396 P1418 0.00 XNRP 5.2840 INCHES 
A I.SOZ THAP 0.0000 INCHES 
1.400 ZHRF 0.0000 INCHES 
i.853 DATA MIST. CODE OA CL 0,3 PR T 
TWT470 S-IC/GAC ORBITER BF2OWHVS CRUCIFORM (J24132) 29 JAN 71 PAGE 361 
---
MSFC TWT 470 LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS, CRUCIFORM FINS, PHIB=Q
 
-0.75




,. - -__ 
-1 -2 D 0 0 0 0 0 2 4 " 6 0 50 1? 14 16 18 20 22 24 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
SyNSOL MACH FARAHETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 0.69 ALPHA 0.340 ORDINC - 1.050 	 REFS 1.3969 SoIN. 
0.990 	 WJGINC 4.000 HTAIL 0.000 REFL 1 3330 INCHES 
R F8 1.3330 INCHES o 1165 PRD 0.R00 5 2640 INCHES 
A ,o YNRP a.0000 INCHES 
1.460 	 ZNRP a0... INCHES
 
" DATA 11 7. CODE & *A 	 SCALE PERCNTS.955 	 0.5366 

TWT470 S-IC/GAC ORBITER BF2OWHVS CRUCIFORM CJ24132)- 29 JAN 71 PAGE 362
 
MSFC-TWT 470 LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS, CRUCIFORM FINS PHIB=O
 





- 0 - 0 2 0 0 D 0 4 6 
 1 0 1 2 1 4 1 6 1 & 2 0 2 2 2 4
 
'SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA# DEGREES
 
H B O L 
I MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
S 0..95 ALPHA 
 0.340 "O170INC - 2.050 
 REFS 1.3960 $QIN,
0.990 " INC 4.o0o HTAIL O.000 
 REFL 1.33ZO INCHE$
 
S .J6 PHID 0.00.aXMRP REFB 1.3 3a INCHES
5.i64a INCHES
 
1 .460 2 0ZYHRP 
 ZMRP 0.0000 INCHES
GOD 





TWT470 S-IC/GAC ORBITER BF2WHVS CRUCIFORM 29 JAN 71 EJ24132)PAGE 3 3
 















ALPHA 01360 ORSINC 1.050 
HGIMC 4.000' HTAIL " 0.000 
PHB .Oo"REFS 
PH10 0.0 
DATA MIST. CODE VA 




REFS 1 3960 SO.,IN. 
REFL 1.3330 INCHES 
. 3330 INCHES 
XNAP 5.2640 INCHES 
• yNEF O,DOUG INCHES 
ZMRP Oooa INCHES 
CL 0, 6 PR T 
29 JAN 71 PAGE 364 















PARAHETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
ALPHA 0360 ORSINC - 1.050 REFS 1.3960 60.m. 
tmiNlC 4.0M0 NTAU 0.000 REFL 13330 INCHESPnI , 0.000 REFS 1.3330 INCHES 
XNRP 5.2640 INCHES 
YHRP 3.0000 INCHES 
ZNRP D.0000 INCHES 
SCALE 0."356 PRCNTDATA .1. COOE PA 
TWT470 S-IC/GAC ORBITER BFIOWHVS BASIC CJ24082) 23 JAN 71 PAGE 365
 
__ 








LLI -. 015 ______________ 	
___ 


















.	 Io'".!I ______	 3 
0.5 0.0 0.7 0.6 0.9 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.3 14 1. 1., 1, 1. 1 9 2.0 
MACH NUMBER
 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORNATION
 
ALPHA 0.360 ORBN 1.050 	 REFS 1 396
.L14.1.H000 T IL .111 	 REFL 3.0 sal EL -. 0fc 1 
REFM 133H0 IHES
 
PHIS D.Dvo 	 XHRp 5.2640 INCHES 
YHRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZHRP 0.0000 INCHES 
SCALE 0.3366 PERCNT 
DATA 15T. CODE *A 
TWT470 S-IC/GAC ORBITER BFIOWHVS BASIC (J24082) 29 JAN 71 PAGE 366
 



















ALPHA 0.340 ORDINC - 1.059 REFS 1.3960 SQ, N. 
NGN °O0O°oOREFL ,3330 INCHES 
"ONC 400FTAL0.0 1:3339 INCHES 
PHID V.Doo 'MR? 5.Z640 114CHES 
HA 










DATA MIST. CODE *A 

TWT470 S-IC/GAC ORBITER BF2CWHVS CRUCIFORM (J24132) 29 JAN 71 PAGE 367
 
MSFC TWT 470 LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL DERIVATIVES, CRUCIFORM FINS, PHIB=O 
. 
.­ r-r~r.- E rtT 
ILII 










0.6~EF0. .0 12 . 13 1.£.5S a' 1..33 . 














TWT470'S-ICIGAC ORBITER SF20WHVS CRUCIFORO (J24132) 29 JAN 71 PAGE 368 
MSFC TWT 470 LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL DERIVATIVES, CRUCIFORM FINS, PHIBzO
 









. . . . . . . .
 
logo 0o$ 0.0 0.9 Ila 1.1 I.e 1.3 1 1.9 1.6 .1.7 1.8 1.9 2.0. 
MACH NUMBER
 
PARAMETUlC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMIATION
 
ALPHA 0310 ORBINC 1 .050 REF 1+39su soIN.
 
RETL 1o3330 IN HE$
 
REFS 1.3330 IN CHE$
 
PHI 0 ago 	 xnnp 5 . 240 i NC rs 
Y-RF '-,OO0 IN ,HC S 
z0RP 0.O000 - N _ES 




TWT470 S-IC/GAC ORBITER BF20WHVS CRUCIFORM {J24132) 29 JAN 71 PAGE 369
 
MSFCTWT 470 DIRECTIONAL AERODYNAMIC CENTER, BASIC CONFIGURATION 





















CD -E. I 
Z 
.0.6 0.7 0. 0.9 1.0 1.1 1.Z 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.6 2.7 1.8 1.9 2.0 
~MACH NUMBER 






























TWT470 S-IC/GAC ORBITER BF IOWHVS 'BAS IC (V24082) 29 JAN 71 PAGE 370 
MSFC TWT 470 DIRECTIONAL AERODYNAMIC CENTER. CRUCIFORM FINS, PHIBWD
 







_ _. _ _ _ _ _---S 0.2 
LI 
-0-2 
DAAaS CD CAE PRHa.36 
TW40SI/A RIE F0HSCUCFR V43).2 A 1 PG 7 
Ct I.. 
° 0.7 0.0 0.9 1.0 X.J 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.0 1.7 1.8 1.. 2° 
MACH NUMBER
 
PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERNCE INFORMATION 
ASL 0..306 pQRCNT 
0.4T_ 4 a T L .0 0 3 0
 
T 00 37 ITCFVS
PA 










-4 - 2 4 a laI 12 14 Is I 20 22 24 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES 
DATA SET SYN30L CONFIGUqATION DESCFIFTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(AZ413Z, C) TWT470 S-ZC/GAC ORBITER SFZOWHVS CRUCIFORN ALPHA 0.340 ORSINC.- 1,050 ,REFS 1.3960 SQ.IH. 








rMRP .00 IHS 
A g 0SCALE 03366 PERC NT 
PAGE 372­
NSFC TWT 470 EFFECTS-OF FIN ORIENTATION ON LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS 
I I 
 I I 
1-05 





















I le 12 
 14 " 
16 
 is 20 
 22 e4.
 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA.,,EGREES
DATA ET SYMBOL CM IOURAT[O DESCRIFTICM 

C.Z. ZZ 
l Z4002 1 
T.7470 3:,IOAC CR I.ER 
TWT4 70 5 Cto C ORSI E 
DFZOWHVS CRUCIFORM 





4 .000 HTA IL 
REFERENCE INFORNATZON 
-1.050 REFS 1.3960 30.1N. 
0 .000 , REFL 1 .3330 ; C E 
PUT B 0 000REFS 
..RRP 1:335. 2640 NCHES INCHES 
TURF 0.O 1CE 
MAC" 0.896 Z14RP 0.00000 INCHES 
SCALE 0.33 66 PERCNT 
PAGE 373 
MSFC TWT 470 EFFECTS OF FIN ORIENTATION ON LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS
 









2 0 - 2 4 6 a 0so 2 14 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETAooDEGREES 
CnFIOUVATIO DESCRIPTIO PARAMETRIC VALUES 
THY"Z3 0 S-SCIOAC ORBITER OF20WHV$ £RUtIFORM ALPHA 0.3AC ORBINC 
40 -CGA iE:R OF10WHVS BASIC WOIN C 4.090 HTAIL 





18 20 22 24 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 1.39.0 SG .N 
RE 
F L  
1 3 3 INCHE; 
REFS 1:3330 1INCMES 
XHRP, 5. 2640 INCHES 
-yMRP 0.0a.. INCHES,
ZHRP _000 INCHES 
SCALE :.36 PERC MY 
": PAGE - 374 
MSFC TWT 470 
I 
EFFECTS OF FIN ORIENTATION ON LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS 
n-- -lr ,-r rnr-j 
0 ' 





Of -2°3 4to-1" 14 l 
m 
5.~az)0 T_____ 3-ICZ&A ORBITER OF_____ DA1 400 ___TI o___EF 1 
I l B I I I IB I P81f8II 0.00I I II Xr R 5.264 INC IE 
*~~~~YR2 -t4 0 0 8 0 12 1 6 1 20 220 INHE 
(J OB} T 4 S-C/ACORBT£D;OW¥3 BASC GIC 400 HAIL O REPSYNORPF .00.000 INCHESCHt  
ZNRP 0.0000 INCHES 
MACH .1.96 SCALE 0.3365 PERCHT 
PAGE 375 
MSFC TWT 470 EFFECTS OF FIN ORIENTATION ON LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS
 




AIL Z W4GSI/A ST F0H3CUIOH AFA 03 O~lC- 00 RF .90 5,
 
Ii- Z AO$I/A ItESST£ FOH$ SC GN . 0 HTI .0 EL 1,30 IC
 
-3. 4 1 4 16 2 2-0
0 _.____ R2F5 ___H_$ 
CHG O OX~ .60 IC 
fl 3O____ ___ R___ OOOO I__E 
-1.0 EFS 13301___ 






- - 1 .02 O 12 1 6- 2 :,, 2 "Cc 2 
SCALE PETA
MACH ANLE DEG E
 
MSFC TWT 470 EFFECTS OF FIN ORIENTATION ON LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS 








 o -2.5 




-2 0 2 	 18 l8 20 29 24 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET S1NBOL COHFICUATION DESCRIPTION FARANETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CAZ413Z, 0 TWTW70 S-C/&AC ORBITER SF0WHVS CRUCSFORN ALPHA 0.340 ORBINC 1.050 REFS 1.3960 SQ.1N.fj240bZ) 0 TWT470 51ICQ*C ORBITER SFIOWNVS ASIC NIGINC 4.000 HTAIL U.000 	 REFL I.3330 INCHES 
REFS 1.3330 INCHES 
PHIB 0.000 
 XNRP 5,2640 INCHES 
YHfP a.0000 INCHES 
ZMRP 0.0000 INCHES 









0.0 ,_ _ __ _ _I 
S .0 
25 
PATh S T 
A241 2) 
fJ2406Zt 
2 2 4 6 a is 12 14 
SIOE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES 
S SSOL CPFG RlTIO PESCRIPIt pARAMETRIC VALUES 
0 TTT 3-ICAC PRITCR ar2OwnVo CRUCIFrOH ALPHA 0.340 ORSINC -






is 20 22 24 
REFERENCE INFORNATION 
. REFS 1.3960 S0.1". 
REFL 1.3330 INCHES 
REFa 1:3330 INCHES 
RF 5:2640 INCHES 
YMRP a.0000 1NCHES 
ZMRP 0.0000 INCHES 
SCALE 0.3366 p ERCNT 
PAGE 378 
--
MSFC TWT 470 EFFECTS OF FIN ORIENTATION ON LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS
 
4 Q -,-t- -i-r -r-wi- -I--, -r-,n -r,-- ,-rn -r-ro ,rr-, -r rrl r- , rrr r r r1II 
















___ ___ ___ ___ 
_4 3 22iitif , i * F i l 1 1 110 i_ ii 
4 - 0 a 4 4 8 to t2 14 16 1 ea 22 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
 





T1T410 S-IC/GAC ORBIT R 

















REFS 1.3330 INCHES 
fNIB 0.000 XNRP 5.2640 INCHES 
YHRP 0.0000 1HCfikS 
ZNRP 0.0o INCHES 
MACH 0.59O 
SCALE 0.3366 PERCHT 
PAGE 379 
24 

















- -2 0 6 a0 ±0 12 14 16 1 20 Be 24 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES,
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIbRATION DESCRZFTION 
 PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CAZA1SZ) 0 TWT4?0 S-ICtOAC ORBITER BF20WHVS CRUCIFORM ALFHA 0.340 ORBINC - 1.050 REFS 1.3960 SO.IN.CJz40B26 0 TT470 S-ICIGAC ORBITER BF10WHVS BASIC WNGINC 4.000 HTAIL 


























0 4_ 14 1Sa 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BEIA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYNSBOL CONFIGURATIO DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUE$ REFERFNCE INFORMATION 
AZ4 2321 TW a?? 5-IC/OAC ORBITER BFZOWHVS CRUCIFORH ALPHA 0.340 ORBINC - 1.050 REFS 1.3950 3QIH
1J2.01Z) 0 T-17 I-CIIAC ORBITER OFiOWMVS BASIC I 40 TA 0.000 REFL ;330 IC 
REFS 13330 INCHES 
0H.000 XNAp 5.2 40 1 es 
YHRP .- O 0 1HC S 
ZNRP 0.O00 0 0 1NCH ES
 
HACH 01990 SCALE 0.3366 PERCNT
 
PAGE 38.1 
MSFC TWT 470 EFFECTS OF FIN ORIENTATION ON LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS
 
I -1. 















-2. 2 2 4 6 8 10 12 -14 16 .10 20 22 24 
SIOE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES 





TW7470 S-IC/OAC ORBITER BFZOPVS CRUCIFOR 


































_ _ _ 
MSFC TWT 470 EFFECTS OF FIN ORIENTATLON ON LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS
 
, . I  ,- ,I I I I - - I I--t---t-. - (- -r--,---rt .1 . 










z 4 8 to 14 16 1 0 2 2 241e 

SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
ODATA SET OVMBOL .COMFI URATIONDESCRIPTIO PARAMETRIC VALVES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
A24 '3 zi r) TWT470 I- IC/GAC ORBITER BFZOWHYS CRUCIFORM ALPHA 0.340 ORBINC 1.050 REFS 1.3960 50.1m.
 
























-- 4 - 2 " a 
DATA SET STROOL COVFJOVRATION 
CA241321 Q TWT470 $-ICIGAC 
(JZ4002) 0 TWT4rO $-IC/OAC 
2 4 6 a a 12 14 16 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES 
ORBITER BFZOWHVS CRUCIFORM ALPHA 0.340 ORSIN¢ - 1.050 





REFS 1.3960 $oQl.H 
REFL 1.3330 INCHES 
REFS ,,3ZNCHES. 
XMRP 5.64 INCH ES 
YMRP 0.0000 INCHE0 
zHRF a 0000 INCHES 
SCALE 0:33t6 P , CUT 
PAGE 384 
MSFC TWT 470 EFFECTS OF FIN ORIENTATION ON LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS
 
* I 










SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
DATA 3ET SYH@OO C<NFIOURATI f DE$CRIF/IC. PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
1 4.1 Sz ) TWT17D S-IC/GAC OMBITER SF20WHYS CRUCIFORM ALPHA 0.340 ORBINC 1.05D REFS 1.3960 SQ.Im. 
IJ2406Z) [0 TWT4700 3-IC/GAC COZIER SF IOWHVS BA sicVNINC 4.000 HTAIL 00 RCFL 1 3330 INCHES 
PHB000REF8 1:33.0 INCHCs 
PHBO 0XMRP 5,.2640 INC ,ES 



























4 - o 2 4 11C 12 14 1 i 20 22 24 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET 3Y114L CCOFIGURATIO DESCRIPTIOH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(AZ4132I 0 TUT470 S-IC GAC ORBITER BFZOVHVS CRUCIFORH ALFHA 0.34D ORBINC - 1.050 REFS 1.3900 50.11. 
(J240102 0 TWT70 S-IC/GAC ORBITER BF10W,4VS BASIC WMGINC 4.000 HTAIL 0.oo REFL 1.3330 INCHES 





YHRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZHRP 0.0000 INCHES 
MACH O.590 SCALE 0.366 PERCHT 
PAGE 386 
__ 
tSFC TWT 470- EFFECTS OF FIN ORIENTATION ON LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS
 










-- . 4 0 _2 a s 14 IS so to 2 Z4 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
 
REFERENCE INFOR14ATIONPARAMETRIC VALUES
OATA SET STHSOL CMFI CUPATI C DESCRIFTIOn 
'A 24132} a TWT4TO 5- IC GAC CY70TER BFZOY4V3 CRUCIF02H ALPHA U.340 OR31NC - I.UYU REFS 1.3960 SQ.1N. 
IJ24 VS23 0 T4IM S"IC110AC OR 9 TER 'FIOWHYS BASIC WNOINC 4.000 HTAIL 0.000 REFL 1 3330 INCHES 
REFS 1:333 0 INCHES 
FMIB 0.000 
 XHRP 5 2640 INCHES 
YNAP O0O0000 INCHES
 
ZH-P a 00000 INCHES, 
AC 0#SC5ALE 0.3311 PIRCNT
 
PAGE 387 










LI - __• 
Z -. a -­
_ 
-*-4 a 9 4 a 0 10 12 14" 16 is 20 22 24 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES 
DATA SETSYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTrO PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(.24 ' Z' O"T"O S-ICIOAC OR:TTER OF20WHVS CRUCXrORM ALPHA 0.340 ORBINC - 1.050 REFS 1.3960 SQ. IN. 
J 2 d az ) 0 T T 7G 3-I / A C O E R BF O W V S A $ I C WG I N¢ 4 . D 9 H T A L 0 .0 0 R FL,REFS 3 01:3330 H H1 CHES 
PHIS 0.000 XMRP .2640 1 MCHES 


















a 6 1 14 1. 11 2a 22 4 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
. 
DATA SET SYMBOL CoofFIOUPATIO DESC91FTION 

PARAMETRIC VALUES
CA24132) 0 TWT4Y TO REFERENCE INFORMATION-ICIOAC ORBITER 
0ZOWHVS CRUCIFORM 
 ALPHA
i Z4ve 0.340 ORSINC
2) 13 T 4 T9S-IC/OAC ORBITER DF IOWMVS - 3 .050 REFS 1.3960 S.IH.BASIC 
 WHOIN 




 a ,aaa 
 NRP 































-- 4 2 0 - 4 4 10 12 14 16 1 an 2 24 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTIOtN PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
CA241321 0 TWT47 S-ICI0AC0'OR5 ER SF2OWHVS CRUCIFORH ALFHA 0.340 ORBINC - 1.050 REF$ 1.3960 SQ.IN.
 




PHIS 0.000 XHRP 5.2640 INCHES
 
- YHRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZHRP 0.0000 INCHES 



























a a 2 4 0 a 0 la 14 16 %a a0 24 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
OATA a5T SYMOOL COWFIURATIC DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALVE'S REFERENCE INFORMATION 
' Z4 132) C) TWT4T0. S-IZ/0AC ORBITER VFZ0WHV$ CRUCIFORN ALPHA 0.340 ORBINC - 1.050 REFS- 1.3960 So-IN. 
(124069, 0 TwT4,0 $-IC/GAC ORSITEN 8F10wHV$ BASIC "GINC 4.000 HTAIL 0.0o REFL 1.3330 INCHES 
REF9 1333D INCHES
 
yM:P a ...o INCHES 
ZR p 0.Br0 INC ES 
HACH 1.460 SCALE a..3366 PERCNT 
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.4 .0 a 2 4 _ _ 14 1_ to_ 22 24
-J
 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES5 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
ORBINC - 1.0so REPS 1.3960 S..I. 
J24DOJ 0 TWT470 S-IC/GAC ORBITER SFI0WMVS BASIC. WHOINC 4.000 $TAIL 0.00a RE 1 3330 INCHES 
REFS 
;A 4132; Q TWI470 S-IC/.lC .... 1.T£ F20WMVS CRUCIFORM ALPHA 0.340 F L  
1.3330.XH$
 
• OOOXNRP 5.2640 1 NC £$* 
ZNRP '.,0 ov INCHES
 




















HI0 0aFS/_ I 
o 52 .0 3.6 3.0__ 5___ V. 0 __ . .0 05 00 05 '-. 15 2 -L5 -. 
-4.0R - INCHES___- DODO_ 
-. 2 3.5 3.0 2.5 2.0 1.5 2.0 0.5 0.0 -0;5 "-1o0 -.4.3 , , -° 
•YAWING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CYN CBODY AXIS)
 
- DATA $fT SYJSBOL COflFiOUfATlOtl QZSCRJIO+1 PARAMaETRIC VALUES REFERENCE ?NFORHATION 
(AZt$fl) 0 ri741o 3-JC/GAC O2SITEA orowny CRUCJFORH ALPHA 0.340 ORBINC - 1.030 FEFS 1.so S60.8IN. 
(424003' 0 TT4TU S-4C/OAC OflITEP SFIOWNVS BASIC SOISINE 4;00O mTAIL gD g REFL 1,3530 INCHES 
RrFS 1.3330 INCHfl 
YHRP 0.0000 INCNES 




















.0 3.5 3.0 2.5 2.0 2.5 1.0 0.5 0.0 -0.5 -. 0 -1.5 -2.O - ,5 -5.0 
YAWING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CYN (BODY AXIS)
 



























REPS 1:333d INCHES 
YNRP 0.0000 INCHES. 
ZHRP 0.0000 INCHES 
NACH 0.890 
SCALE 0.33e6 PEgCNT 
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o 3.0 - -P ______ 5 -_- 395 
I.P .IO HCE 
4.0 5.5 5.0 2. 2.0 05 0.0 -. 5 -1. C.L1.0 
L&.aj~j - .S.J.J.J ..A.L . . 1A.A. -­2LW- t~Lt-t..JA W 4PAGE..x 3s.5 





















4.0 395 3.0 2.5 2-O 1.5 1.0 0.5 0.0 -0.5 -1.0 -1 .5 -2.0 2.5 -3.0 
YAWING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CYN (BODY AXIS)
 
DATA SET SnWOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION PARAHETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORHATION 
IZA 132) C TWT470 S-1CGAC ORBITER OF20WHYS CRUCIFORN ALPHA 0.549 ORBINC 1.050 REFS 1.3960 SQIN. 






PKIB 0.000 XHRP 5.2640 INCHES 
YHRP 0.0000a ICHES 
ZNRP 0.0000 INCHES 
M 1 SCALE 0.3366 PERCHT 
1.399 PACG 
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-5.0 1 .5 3 0 1 .9 2 0 1 5-3 1 0 0 5 0 0 -0 5 -1.0 1 5 -2.0 2 .5 0 
DATA SET SYMBOL 
IA 41 52 C 
tSZ4002J [ 
MCH 
YAWING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CYN (BODY AXIS) 
COU750UR1A10m DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
TWT470 S-IC/GAC ORBITER BFZOHVS CRUCIFORM ALPHA 0.340 ORBINC.- 1.050 REFS 1.3960 SQ.IN. 
ToT4o0 5-JC/GAC ORBITER BFIOWHVS BASIC IMGINC 4.000 HTAIL O.DO !EFL 1.3330 NCHES 
REFB 1.3330 :NCHES 
FHIB 0.000 XNRP 5.2640 INCHES 
YMRP 0.0000 INCHES 
-Z"RP 0:.000 INCHES 
1.50? SCALE 0., 66 PERCNT 
- " 
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-o 2.0 _,___O___. ° °O -. -. 25 20 -2S -. 
-4.0 ___ ___ 
-4.5 
-5.0 E_- ..------- i-5 
4.0 3.5 3.0a 2. 2 .9 .0. 0.5 .0 -0.5 -1.0 -15 -2.0 -2.5 -. 
YAWING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CYN CBODY AXIS) 
OATA SET STHDOL CONICURATI i DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(A2.132) 0 TT470 S-C/OAC ORBITER 8F20IYV5 CRUCIFORMTJQ N 470 S-ICIOAC ORITCR OFIOWAVS BASIC ALPHAWHOINC 0.3404° UO ORBINCHTAIL - 1.050Go*OU REFSAE F L  1.3960 ao3330 S0.IN. INCHES 
PHS000REFS 1.33 30 INCHES 







MAH 1,0 CALE 0 , 366 " RCN I 
PAGE 398 
MSFC TWT 470 EFFECTS OF FIN ORIENTATION ON LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS
 
II j 






%.o9 S.5 S.0 20 Z.0 1.5 1.0 0.5 0.0 -V.5 -2.0 -1.5 -9.0 -2.5 -3.0 
YAWING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CYN CBODY AXIS)
 
DATA SET 15 0OL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION PARA14ETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFOPHATION 
CA2113Z) a TUT470 S: C/0G£ ORBITER SF2OWHV$ CRUCJFORH ALPHA 0.340 ORSINC - 1.050 REFS 1.3960 SQ.IN. 
C124002, 0 TWT470 5-;C/ AC ORBTE R SF10WHVS BASIC WHOINC 4.000 h7AIL 0.000 REEL 1.S33 INCHES 
HI . 0R EFS 3330 INCHES 
PHBG 0XMR p IS.2640a ZNCHE 
YlRp '. 00" I,CHES 
ZMRF 0.O0 IHCHES 
PACO 1.953 SCALE 0.3366 PERCNU 
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